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This precision Analyzer and Point to Point
Resistance Tester included with our training. It
is of tf e latest design and construction, will test
all circuits equipped with latest six and seven -pin
tubes, and cannot become obsolete or out of
date. Equipped with an improved type 2
D'Arsonval Meter, etc.
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E(ìOOD PAY
SKILLED SERVICE MEN
ARE NEEDED

Skilled service men are needed now more than
ever to service the modern all -electric radio receivers.
The day of the tinkerer is gone. By becoming a
certified R.T.A. Radio Technician you can make
bigger money, full time or spare time, and fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers.

TRAIN AT 11031E -NOW
Now is the time to get ready for these better pay radio
jobs. Our training will qualify you quickly. In addition
we furnish you, free of extra charge, a high grade Precision Analyzer and Point to Point Resistance Tester.
This remarkable instrument, together with our training,
will enable you to do expert work in a short time.

$
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to $15

A

WEEK

- EXTRA

Our training is practical and designed to help you
make extra money at the very start. With the first lesson
I give you a series of over thirty spare-time Money
Making Plans that will enable you to make from I$5 to
1$15 a week extra, and more.

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Chicago, III.
4513 Ravenswood Ave.
Dept. R -5
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Our training is up -to -the- minute and thorough in
every detail. All late subjects are covered -automatic
volume control, R.F. pentodes, diode detection, delayed
and amplified A.V.C., automatic noise suppression, dual
channel audio amplification, all -wave superheterodynes,
acoustically compensated volume control, etc.

ENDORSED BIT LEADERS
OF THE INDUSTRY
Our modern training is endorsed by Leaders of the
Radio Industry. We have in our files over thirty letters
from them recommending our training to those who
want to make good quickly in radio.
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RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
4513 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. R.5
Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen -Please rush me more details of your practical endorsed
training course in Radio.
Name
Address

City

State
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OPPORTUNITIES,'

are many

for the Radio

Trained Man

Don't be,
Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job!
show you how to
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me
making game on earth.
get your start in Radio

- the fastest growing, biggest money-

of $50 a Week and Up
Jobs Leading to Salaries
Inspector and Tester -as Radio Salesman
Prepare for jobs as Designer,
a Broadand in Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of
casting Station- as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talking

-

Picture or Sound Work HUNDREDS OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in Radio!

Ten Weeks of Shop Training
Your Tuition After Graduation

and
We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television
equipment, the
Sound equipment -on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting
equipvery latest and newest Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction
or previous expement, Code Practice equipment, etc. You don't need advanced education
actual practice and
rience. We give you RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS the
we cut out all useless
experience you'll need for your start in this great field. And because
theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks.

-

-

and
TALKING PICTURES
TELEVISION
TELEVISION
there'll ademand for
And Television already here!
THOUSANDS of
be
a great future in this great new
can
have
now
EXPERTS! The man who learns Television
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
Picture and
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking
new
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a greatLearn
opportunities!
wonderful
for
these
NOW
Prepare
Radio field just beginning to grow!
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.
Soon

is

PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING
After You Graduate
4

I am making an offer that no other school has dared
to do. I'll take you here in my shops and give you this
training and you pay your tuition after you have

graduated. Two months after you complete my
course you make your first payment, and then you
have ten months to complete your payments. There
are no strings to this offer. I know a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these days, but still
want to prepare themselves for a real job so they
won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.
I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in
my training to give them the training they need and
pay me back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested in your future here is the chance of a life time.
Mail the coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

ALL PRACTICAL WORK

At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually trasmit your own Television programs over our mod-

ern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture
machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating
on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on
useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need
-in 10 short, pleasant weeks.

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
let lack

You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Training is tested proven beyond all doubt. You can find out
everythingabsolutelyfree. Justmailconpon for my big free book!
Founded 1899
RADIO DIVISION
H. C. Lewis, Pres.

-

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 54-8H Chicago, Ill.
Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts

l H. C. LEWIS, President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

500 S. Paulina St., Dept.54.80 Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mr. Lewis: -Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and
all details of your Special Offer, including your "Pay After
Graduate" offer.

Name.

Address
City
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I'll Send My First Lesson FREE
It Shows How Easy it is
to Learn at Home

V_

B

fill a
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in RadioO

Clip the coupon and mall it. I'm so sure that I can
train you at home in your spare time for a good Job

in Radio that I'll send you my first lesson free. Examine it, read it, see how clear and easy it Is to understand. Then you will know why many men with less
than a grammar school education and no technical experience have become Radio Experts and are earning two
my training.
1111rvs their
4'ner pay I. a r,snit
f

MANY RADIO EXPERTS MAKE $40, S60,

S75 A WEEK

CLEARS SMOG IN
IS MONTHS
"Before taking your Radio

Course I was making $18 a
week.
I came here three
years ago and in the past
months I made about $4,500
in Radin. I cannot say too
much for the wonderful help
I have received from N.R.I."
Noel W. Ray,
American Natl. Bank Bldg.,
Gadsden, Alabama.

..r-. the Radio industry has grown
In less than 15
from a few million' to hundreds of millions of dollars.
Over :500.000 jobs have been created by this growth,
and thousands more will be created by its continued development. Many men and young men with the right
training-the kind of training I give you in the N. It. I.
Course-have stepped into Radio at two and three times
their former salaries.

GET READY NOW FOR JOBS LIKE THESE

SPECIAL Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge
My Course is not all theory. I'll show you
how to use my special Radio Equipment for
conducting experiments and building circuits which illustrate important principles
used in such well -known sets as Westinghouse, General Electric, Philco, R.C.A., Victor, Majestic and others. You work out with
your own hands many of the things you read
in our lesson books. This 50 -50 method of
training makes learning at home easy, inter-

esting, fascinating, intensely practical. You
learn how sets work, why they work, how
to make

them work

they are out of order.
Training like this shows up in
your pay envelope-when you
graduate you have had training
you're not
and experience
simply looking for a job
when

-

Itrnadrnst iug stations use engineers, operators. station
managers and pay up to 65,000 a year. Manufacturers
continually employ testers. inspectors. foremen, engineers,
servicemen, buyers, for jobs paying up to $7.511111 a year.
Radio operators on ships enjoy life, see the world, with
board and lodging free, and get good pay besides. Dealers
and jobbers employ servicemen. salesmen, buyers, managers,
and pay up to $100 a week. My book tells you about these
and many other Interesting Radio jobs.

where you can
perience.

get ex-

MANY MAKE SS, SAO, S15 A WEEK EXTRA
IN SPARE TIME ALMOST AT ONCE
enroll with me, I send you instructions
master quickly for doing 28 Radio jolts
every neighborhood, for spare time money.
Throughout your training. I send you information for
servicing popular makes of sets! I give you the plants
and Ideas that have made $200 to $1,00(1 a year for
N. It. I. men in their spare time. My Course is famous
as the ('oars. , that pays for itself!
The do y
which you

common in

SPARE TIME WORK
PAYS SIS A WEEK

"I

only do spare time
Radio work and average $18
People who in good
times would hur a new Radio,
now have the old one fixed."
Stephen .1. Dmpehaty,
407 1Vunderlich Avenue,
Barberton, Ohio.
a week.

.n

wst

TELEVISION, SHORT WAVE, LOUD
SPEAKER SYSTEMS INCLUDED
,opportunity her
u. li eti,,.
Th.
It- futur, is certain.
,hurt tvave, hind speaker systoms, police Radio,
Toler
automobile Radin, aircraft Radii. -in every branch, developments and improvements are taking place.
Itere is a real
future for thousands and thousands of men who really know
Radio-men with N. R. I. training.
Get the training that
nI

n.

the road tir

pay and ,nee

ss.

YOU GET A MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
CHIEF OPERATOR IN
THEATRE
When I carried with

N. R. L, I worked on a
I am now Chief Operator at the Majestic Theatre. I have all the Radio
work I can do on the side.
Your Course is the best I

farm.

have
easy

it."

W. A.

It is so
ever seen.
anyone can learn by

I am so sure that N. R. I. can train you satisfactorily
that 1 will agree in writing to refund every penny of
your tuition if You are not satisfied with any Lessons
and Instruction Service upon completion.

-

With N. R. I. equipment you learn to build and
thoroughly understand set testing equipment
you can use N. R. I. equipment in your spare
time service work for extra money.

have doubled
and tripled the
salaries of many.
Find out about
this tested way.
I

to

M
Free
Lesson
Test

`1

PA/
FILL OUT AND MAIL

THIS COU PO

FREE 64-PAGE BOOK OF FACTS
Mail the coupon now.
In addition to the sample lesson, I
"Rich Rewards in Radio." It tells you about
the opportunities in Radio: tells von aitout my Course; what
Aliens who have taken it are doing and making. This offer is
tree to any ambitious fellow over 1 5 years old. Find out what
Radio otter'. you without the slightest obligation. ACT NOW!
send my book,

J. E. SMITH, President

Martin,

Box 601,
Artesia, N. Mex.

National Radio Institute,

Dept. 4EX, Washington, D. C.

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept.
Washington, D. C.

I want to take advantage of your offer. without
obligating me. send me yourr Free Sample Lesson and
(Please print
ynnr book. "Rich Rewards In Radio."
plainly,)
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Official
Radio Service
Manual

400 Pages

Over 2,000 Illustrations
9 x 12 Inches

-

Complete Directory

$350

There's plenty

of Servicing Material

the NEW 1934 Manual

THE necessity of GERNSBACK Manuals in the
radio field has been shown by the fact that the
total sales of the first three OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUALS, including the new CONSOLIDATED EDITION, now exceed 80,000 copies. Radio
Service Men and others engaged in various branches
of radio know the importance of such books, and how
they must depend upon them for reliable information.
Whether for public- address work, tube information
or a circuit diagram, the material needed is certain
to be found in one of the OFFICIAL RADIO SER-

Contents of

out, positions of trimmers. neutralizers, etc. There are
hundreds of new circuits included, and not one from any
previous editions of the manuals has been repeated. 1'hia
WC unconditionally guarantee.
As in previous years, the 1934 Manual also includes a
FIt17E QUESTION AND ANSWER SERVICE. In each book
will be found 25 coupons, which entitle you to free consultation on any radio service topic. These coupons give you a
complete mall service -questions on servicing and operating
any set or circuit are answered promptly and accurately
by the editors. Remember that. at the regular rate of 25c
per question which is usually charged by radio magazines.
this service alone is worth $6.00. And for the Manual, we
charge only $3.50.
It is quite evident that the 1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL is n decided improvement over
previous volumes.

ORDER YOUR COPIES

NOW

It is important to every Radio Service Man and Dealer
to get his copy of the 19:14 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL now. The new book will prove itself to be invaluable as those volumes of previous years.
No need to delay sending us your order -the 1934 MANUAL. like its predecessors, is a necessity in your business.
We strongly advise you to order your copy today.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place

New York, N. Y.

the

1934 Manual

in Brief

Ling rams and s,'rviee notes, more e plete than ever betore in any MAN t AI.. Not merely the schematic hook -ups
will be found. but chassis drawings showing parts layouts.
positions of trimmers, neutralizers, etc.
Voltage readings for practically all sets. as an aid In
checking tubes and wiring.
All values of intermediate -frequency transformers used
in superbeterodynes, with the manufacturers' own suggestions as to correct balancing.
Detailed trouble -shooting suggestions and procedure as
outlined by the manufacturers' own engineers
-in other
words, authentic "dope'' right from headquarters.
Values of all parts indicated directly on all diagrams.
Section for reference to A.('. -L.('. cigarbox midgets.
Section for reference to public- address amplifiers.
Section for reference to short -wave receivers.
Section for reference to remote- control systems.
A complete compilation of radio tube data, covering both
the old and the many new types.
Section devoted to test equipment, analyzers, etc., with
full diagrams and other valuable Information.
A complete list of American br
leant stations with their
frequencies in kilocycles; extremely useful in calibrating
and checking test oscillators and in calibrating receivers.
Free Question and Answer Service, the same as in our
last two Manuals.
No theory-; only service information in quickly accessible
form.
Absolutely no duplication of any diagrams; nothing that
appeared in any of the previous Manuals will appear In the
19:14 MANUAL.
This we unconditionally guarantee.
A handy, easily- consulted master index making it easy
for you to find almost anything pertaining to your service
problem instantly. This index Includes all the diagrams
published in all the previous GERNSBACK Manuals, as
well as the 1934 diagrams. A big convenience and time
saver!

VICE MANUALS.
In preparing this new edition many of the outstanding problems of the Service Men have been considered
-methods of servicing, the new equipment constantly
needed to cope with new tubes and sets, and the
other fields of radio, such as public- address systems,
short waves, auto radio and others.
The Illustrations in the 1034 Manual are more explicit
than before inasmuch as the diagrams are not limited
the
schematic circuit, but other illustrations show the partsto lay-
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Leatherette Cover

1933 1934 Radió
Receivers.

Reg. List Price

in

Flexible, Looseleaf

Clip

- Mail

.

This Coupon Today

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
gentlemen : Enclosed you will find my remittance of $3.50
for which you are to send me, Postage Prepaid, One Copy
of the 1984 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. [Send
remittance by check or money order: or register letter if it

contains cash, currency or unused U.

S.

Postage stamps.)

Name
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City

State
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio"
Editorial Offices: 96 -98 Park Place, New York,

N.

Y.

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor

Vol. V., No. 11. May, 1934

REVOLUTIONARY RADIO INVENTIONS
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK

7
.-

THE fable still seems to prevail, in many minds, that
revolutionary radio inventions, which will at once junk
present-day radio sets, are always just around the
corner.
Particularly in the lay mind, the idea persists that the
ideal radio set is about to be invented; that something revolutionary is just about to be sprung on the public, and that
it will be best not to buy a set this season, but wait until
next year. These ideas are on a par with automobile developments where people at the beginning of a season refuse to
buy cars, because they think something new and revolutionary will come about next year; only to see such ideas prove
without foundation.'
Evolution does not work in this manner. The radio set,
in its gradual evolution, is not different from an automobile
or a mousetrap. Once an art has reached a certain level,
it is most unlikely that everything that has gone before will
be swept overboard, in favor of some revolutionary new idea.
Of course, this is not impossible; nothing is impossible, but
most of the ideas along these lines are highly improbable.
The reason for these remarks is that, every so often, I am
in receipt of letters, not only from laymen -but from radio
people who should know better-asking whether there is
any truth in a "tubeless radio set" which has been featured
in the newspapers. The tubeless radio set is one of those
myths which has been paraded before us ever since 1920,
and is difficult to down. Every once in a while, some young
budding genius "invents" such a tubeless radio set and
creates no little stir in his own community. Photographs of
the set are shown; interviews are given; prominent local
business people give their opinions; would -be scientists and
radio engineers are quoted -but, invariably, thus far the
thing peters out. There have been reported a number of
such "phantom" tubeless sets, but nothing much has ever
been heard of them afterward. Whether these tubeless sets
are deliberate fakes foisted upon a credulous public, or
whether they are delusions of some budding inventor, it is
difficult to say. The fact is, that it is highly improbable
that such a set -that is, a practical one-has been built to
date; though it is, of course, possible that it can be invented
in the future. At the present stage of the art, however, it is
quite impractical. Of course, we can easily picture in our
minds a tubeless radio set. As a matter of fact, our first
radio sets worked by crystals were of that description, but
no loudspeaker operation was possible, unless the set was in
the shadow of a broadcast station. It is true that there are
still possibilities in the crystal detector that perhaps we,
today, do not appreciate, and it is conceivable that in the
future, tubeless loudspeaker sets, with some sort of crystal
detector, may come into use.
The whole matter of efficient radio detection is still somewhat shrouded in mystery. Every once in a while we hear
reports of some housewife getting radio music out of a
kitchen pan, which is not even connected to an aerial and

\

ground.
Vater faucets have also been known to give off
radio music and, recently, the newspapers reported an automobile that produced radio music somewhere under the hood,
although it had no automobile radio installed nor, for that
matter, any radio. It is conceivable that these freak conditions may be worked out in the future into something that.
we today do not know. When additional research has been
made, and these laws are better understood, perhaps then
we may have a tubeless radio; but my private guess is that.
for many years to come, we shall worry along with the
present-day tubes.
Then there is a sort of revolutionary invention in the
tubes themselves. I refer to the radio tube that requires no
cold radio tube requiring no "A" power.
filament current
Some advances have been made in an electronic tube of this
kind; and it is conceivable that, within the next ten or
fifteen years, our radio sets may have filamentless or cathode less tubes. Again, this is an evolutionary process, and the
change is certain not to come over night. It will take many
years of research and, after the theoretical points have been
covered, it will take another few years before the tube becomes commercially available.
For years there has also been reported another phantom
radio set, supposedly sponsored by one of the big radio corporations. This particular variety of radio set is imagined to
be secretly operated. The alleged plan behind it is that the
company will rent you a radio set at so much a month;
new and super -broadcast stations are to be put up, which
will admit no radio advertising. An ordinary radio set will
not work from such a super-station, and cannot be made
to receive these super -programs; only those sets for which
you pay rent can bring them in. This is another fable, imagined by some fertile writer, most probably as a joke.
There is, of course. no basis for such a set, and it is not con c,ivable why any radio manufacturer, at present, would wish
to put out such a receiver. The idea of emitting programs
without advertising, engineered especially for such sets, is
not an economical one, and is not likely to come about.
Coupled with this idea, we have a supposed new radio set
which, automatically, eliminates all radio advertising, for the
benefit of those listeners who object to advertising. The set
itself is supposed to remain silent while radio advertising
is going on.
Again, this idea is not impossible. Indeed, patents have
been granted on this very idea; but the trouble in the present
stage of the art is that the set will remain silent when anyone talks. irrespective of whether the talk is advertising or
not. In other words, the automatic robot inside of the set
will not know how to distinguish between an announcer dispensing a raw advertising talk and, let us say, President
Roosevelt giving one of his important radio addresses.
Twenty years hence, this problem may have been solved,
although personally, I have my doubts that it will ever come
about.

-a
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THE RADIO MONTH
short -wave transmitter and receiver
with microphone and loudspeaker located in the engine cab and duplicate
equipment located in the caboose. Separate aerials are used for transmitting
and receiving, and are located in the
front end of the engine. The aerials for
the rear end of the train are located on
the two sides of the caboose.

RADIO -THE ENEMY
OF THE KIDS
TILE RADIO FREIGHT TRAIN

ND now

it may be

told -of all the
mean, low - down
tricks! Out Des Moines, Iowa, way, it
appears that the public schools were
closed for an extra week after the usual
New Year holiday was over, so that reFOR
pairs might be made.
The children naturally welcomed this
as a week of pure joy -just think of it,
T isn't all "glamour one more week without school. But
and romance" in they had not counted on the up- to -thethe lives of a brake- minute heads of the Des Moines board
man and engineer of a freight train. Be- of education. Lessons were sent out
sides going places and running a fast over a local radio station twice a day.
Couldn't the rascals play truant? No,
train, there's that business of manipulating and pulling a string of box cars not even one. For it was announced
that sometimes covers a mile of terri- that examinations on the radio lessons
tory. To facilitate co- ordination between would be held after the week was passed.
We would be willing to wager that
these aforementioned two gentlemen,
who hold a tremendous responsibility in there is more than one Des Moines boy
keeping the long length of cars together or girl who has had a change of heart
-up and down hill, the Westinghouse about the family radio receiver, followElectric and Manufacturing Company ing this incident!
has designed a small, efficient transmitter that permits communication between
the engineer in the "cab" and the brakeAND NOW CHILDREN
man, who is generally in the "caboose"
TOMORROW
or last car on the train.
WE WILL NAVE
The radio transmission is done at five
A LESSON IN
meters, which is considerably below the
ALGEBRA/
lowest wavelength possible on the average broadcast set.
As a matter of fact a regularly run
freight train on the New Haven Railroad
Company lines has just been completely
equipped with 5 meter transmitting and
receiving equipment, and it has been
definitely established that the engineer
and brakeman may communicate at all
times without difficulty.
This is a distinct advantage over previous methods of signalling, especially
for long trains which are often a mile
or more in length.
A few brief points about the technicalities of the phone transmitters and
receivers might not be amiss. The
LESSONS BY RADIO
equipment, which operates from a 6 V.
The Des Moines kids did not enjoy their
storage battery, consists of an ultraextra week of New Fear's vacation.
To case the difficult job of the engineer

and brakeman on those mile -long trains.

ULTRA- SHORTWAVE RADIO
THE FREIGHT TRAIN
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LETTING THE BOSS KNOW

John Cook used his short -!rare transmitter when he ins nrroihound.

SNOWBOUND
WORKER USES
RADIO TO REACH
BOSS

JOHN COOK, a su-

burbanite

who

travels from his
home on Long Island to Manhattan,
found himself in the same spot as thousands of others in one of February's
heavy snow falls in the New York area
-that is, snowbound and unable to get
to work. Friend Cook tried to get out
but could not even open the door; it was
frozen fast. And no cars or busses were
moving on the street. Then he went to
the telephone, his first thought being to
notify his boss that he would not be in,
not today and probably not for a week
the way things looked outside. But the
telephone wires were down, and after
jiggling the hook for some time, Mr.
Cook gave it up as a bad job.
What to do? -jobs still being scarce
and the boss likely to misconstrue his
absence (we suppose) when he suddenly
thought of his short-wave radio sending
outfit. No siree! -the day wasn't lost
yet
he could only get a message
through.
Resourceful John sat down at the set,
put on his headphones and turned on
the "juice." Out over the air waves
went the following message
am
snowbound. Long Island Railroad not
running since midnight. Telephone lines
are down. Will be in when trains start
running. Telephone Triangle 6000. Ask
for Mr. Warren."
Within a short time, Cook picked up
this message: "Office excuses you . . .
will expect you when they see you . .
Warren says good work
signing off
\C2CSE."

-
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Over in Jersey City, New Jersey,
Charles N. Dahlinger, another amateur
operator, had been sitting idly listening to the various amateur messages permeating the ether and had picked up
Cook's appeal- called up the New York
office by phone and relayed the boss'
message, via his station, W2CSE.

THAT RADIO
CONTEST
SITUATION
ELL, well, well!!
The "miracle of

all miracles" may
happen after all. No more (maybe)
will we have to "take the spinach with
the meat" in radio broadcasting. We
may, after all these years, be permitted
to listen contentedly to some excellent
programs without fear of having inflicted
that nauseaum of most programs, "subtle advertising" by means of contest announcements.
With the inauguration of the NRA,
business codes in most cases have included provisions against the use of any
premiums as inducements to buy a particular product.
These rules, however, have not stopped
radio advertisers from conducting prize
contests until now. We have had word
building, slogan, lucky number, product
naming, and story contests, in fact, every
possible type of contest that advertising
agents have been able to devise.
However, when the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey announced the
ENTER TNIS PRIZE WINNING CONTEST
SIMPLY CUT OUR NAME OCR THE CANS
AND SEND IN YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE REVERSE SIOE

TO

THERE ARE QYLY
3,765 OUST/OHS
70 BEAHSI4ERE'

Radio is now such a vast and diversified
art it becomes necessary to make a
general survey of important monthly
developments. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments and presents a review of those items which interest all.

"Babe Ruth" contest recently, in which
the winners were to receive a trip to the
"King of the Swat's" training grounds,
Secretary Ickes, the oil administrator,
brought suit against them. Later, the
Standard Oil Company agreed to discontitlue the contest and the suit was
dropped.
This action on the part of Oil Administrator Ickes will probably cause all
radio advertisers to discontinue this
form of radio advertising, which should
be a relief for those radio fans who resent the way in which many manufacturers try to force their products on gullible John Public.

AN INGENIOUS
RADIO CABINET
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'H has been said
bout the efficiency
.,f police radio systems, especially in the larger cities,
such as New York. But even with their
reputed efficiency there are still some
"bugs" to be eliminated before they are
perfected.
For example, it has just become known
that right next door to the Elizabeth
Street Police Station in New York, there
is a spot where the police broadcasts
cannot be heard-in fact the radio patrol cars in passing through this particular section hear entertaining musical
programs from local broadcast stations
instead of the usual "Calling all cars,"
etc.
The newspapers in New York were
quick to pick up this news item. In an
interview with police officials, one witty
reporter suggested that: "it might have
been the Tombs Glee Club you heard."
Police officials are at wits' end looking
for a solution of the problem, and so
eager are the policemen to assist, that
there have been 97 requests for transfers
to the Elizabeth Street station within
the past few weeks.
Possibly the answer to the riddle will
be found in the fact that there are three
new steel -frame buildings, under construction or recently constructed, right
at the point of difficulty. They are the
new Federal Building, New York State
Building and the Board of Health Building. These new structures probably effectively shield the radiations from the
police transmitter WPEG, and one or
more of them acts as a radiator of harmonics for stations within the broadcast
band.
,

RADIO IN TILE CHCRCIr
G7í8 model contains a complete radio 8Ct
a8 well as a clock and chimes.

has undergone

NO MORE CONTESTS

THE NEW YORK
RADIO COPS'
HIDEOUT?
Ivil

THE style of radio
receiver cabinets

Secretary Ickes performed a humanitarian
act when he stopped the "Rabe Ruth"
contest.

A TYPICAL. POLICE CAR
One of the patrol ears which are causing
the New York police to have headaches.

considerable revision in the past few
years, but even with the advances made
to beautifying the sets, they are still
lacking in appeal to some, and very seldom is one found that completely fits in
with its surroundings.
The cabinet shown in the accompanying photo shows a serious attempt to disguise "the mechanics" of the set completely.
It was constructed by a St. Louis cabinet maker, and contains over 10,000
small pieces, consisting of 12 varieties
of wood. The cabinet houses not only a
complete radio receiver, but also contains a clock and chimes.

1934
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RADIO PICTORIAL
POLICE RADIO

has made many advances in recent months. Special transmitters
have been designed and constructed to fit the particular needs of the police officers
in charge of transmission. The patrol car receivers and installations have
been
improved so that constant communication is ossured.
And now we have another development which represents a great stride foreword in the field of crime prevention. As shown at I, it consists of a radio receiver
built as an integral part of the patrolman's Sam Browne belt. Equipped with one
of these sets, every police officer will know every fact broadcast from headquarters,
and instead of a police car with two men arriving alone atl the scene of trouble,
they will in all probability be aided by others on foot.
The photo at 2 shows a demonstration of an equipment devised by Prof.
L. S.
Palmer of Hull University, England, which permits radio communication on ultra short waves in water. The development of this apparatus should open up a new
field of communication, especially if if is found tha the waves have a tendency to
follow the surface of the wafer -as this would permit long distance communication
on these waves; a thing not possible at present.
At 3 is shown the radiating system of the new micro-ray teleprinter at St. Ingle vert, France, which is one part of the new radio typewriter communication system, on
the extremely low wavelength of 17.4 centimeters, which provides two -way communication between the airports of St. Inglevert in France and Lympne in England.
This is the shortest wavelength used for regular commercial radio work at this
time. The stations are arranged for duplex transmission, that is, simultaneous transmission from each station. While the present use is the sending of typewritten messages, provisions are made to permit radio telephony as well.
The photo at 4 represents a form of commercial portable communication used
by the Forest Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. These portable radiophone transceivers operate on a frequency of about 3,445 kc., in fire fighting work.

The individual police receiver shown
above heralds in a new era in police
radio. The instruments shown at the
right demonstrate how ultra -short radio
waves can be transmitted through water.
If experiments verify the expected re-

sults. it will be possible to increase the
range of transmission on these waves
which are limited now to a maximum of
about 100 miles. The towers at the
lower left support the parabolic reflec.
tors of the 17.8 centimeter transmitter
and receiver. The portable transceiver in
the lower right Is used for fire fighting.

Photo courtesies:
1, Intl News; 2,
Pre. Photos; 4,
Dept. Agriculture.
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RADIO FANS who have become used to seeing the
common type of control panels used in broadcast
stations, with their many meters and protruding control boxes, etc., should be interested to see the
latest type of board used by the British Broadcasting
Corporation. The unit is shown at 5, and as you can
readily see, it is modernistic in design. The various
meters and controls are mounted on a small slanting panel while a large horizontal shelf makes the
job of controlling the output of the transmitter much
easier for the operators.
of

The three photos at 6, 7 and 8, show the details
a new television receiver made in England for

the reception of the regular television signals from
the "Midland Regional" station. Photo 6 shows the
Kerr cell of the nitrobenzine imheart of the set
mersed type. The scanning is accomplished by a
commercial type of mirror scanning drum containing
30 mirrors and synchronization is attained by the use
of a special synchronous motor with a synchronizing
gear attached. Two nicol prisms are used with the
Kerr cell. Light from a projection lamp is focused
by the condenser lens through the first nicol or analyzing prism. The mirror then reflects the beam
through the focusing lens, via the mirror drum on
to the screen.

-a

Photo 9 shows a portion of
of the studios of the
radio station at Budapest.
one

This

is

the only

station in

Europe at which an orchestra
conductor hears the music
just as it comes to the listener. A conductor is shown
in
his sound -proof cabinet
with the speaker from which
he hears the music at the
right of the photo.
The illustration at 10 shows
how the operators watch the

modulation at station WJZthe revolving mirror indicated shows the percentage
of modulation.
courtesicv: 5, B. B. C.;
;, 7, s, E. J. & J. D. Holmes;
3, J. Soprunge; 10, NBC.
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
I

AN UNUSUAL SHORT -WAVE
RECEIVER
RECENT issue of Wolti,n RADIO, the
official publication of the British

Broadcasting Corporation, contained the
details regarding a most unusual shortwave receiver -one that had been designed by the engineers of the B.B.C.
for their listeners the world over.
The unique part of the set is in the
detector circuit and in order to explain
the action clearly, we are reproducing
here two illustrations that appeared in
the original article. The first, Fig. 1.
shows the theoretical circuit of the detector.
"When a push -pull detector is used the
R.F. currents in the two plate circuits
flow in opposite directions and cancel
out as far as the external plate circuit
is concerned; consequently they are not
passed on to the A.F. stages. This is
shown in Fig. 1. A further advantage
of this cancellation of the R.F. currents
in the common plate circuit is that they
do not impose any damping on the tuned
input circuit connected to the grids of
the two detector tubes. Hence the selectivity is much greater than with an ordinary single grid leak detector. Another
point is that no grid condensers are required and fairly high values of grid
leaks can be used to give good rectification without at the same time causing
loss of high notes."
As comparatively narrow bands cover
all the short -wave stations of the B.B.C.,
a simple switching arrangement permits
all the stations to be included. It will
be noticed by an examination of Fig. 2,
that a 5 pole double-throw switch makes
the necessary coil changes.
The method of controlling regeneration will be seen also from the simplified
schematic diagram, Fig. 1. By using a
regeneration winding with its center
connected to the plate resistance common to the two detector tubes, the R.F.
.

HERE is what the radio experimenter has been wanting for a
long time
semi -technical review of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are re-

-a

ceived at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and monthly magazines originating from every point on the
face of the globe.

winding.
The coils, covering the wavelengths
from 15 to 55 meters are made as follows:

15-35 meters

SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we
have arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these international
radio periodicals.

Aerial winding 2 turns;
Grid winding 4 turns (2 turns in each
half) ;
Plate winding 2 turns (1 turn in each

half).

RADIO ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN
AND now comes news from Germany
that radio sets can be bought on the
installment plan by the use of a small

Fig. A
on the

radio,

25-55 meters

Aerial winding 2 turns;
Grid winding 8 turns (4 turns in each
half) ;
Plate winding 2 turns (1 turn in each
half) .
The forms are 2% ins. in diameter
and the turns are spaced % -in. apart.
Number 16 enameled wire is used. The
aerial winding is in the middle of the
form and the grid winding is split into
two parts and wound on each side of the
grid winding, with the regeneration
winding split on each side of the latter.
It can be noticed that the end of the
regeneration winding which goes to the
plate of one tube is in the opposite half
of the coil form to the end of the grid
winding which connects to the same
tube. This has the effect of reversing
the coil so that the regeneration effect
is in the correct phase.

NOTE that the only available information is that which is published; the experimenter must
adapt the ideas to whatever
equipment he has on hand.

"Paying -off"

currents flowing through the plate circuits of the two tubes assist each other
as far as the regeneration winding is
concerned, but cancel out in the common
plate resistance. The regeneration control condenser is connected across the
regeneration winding to control the
amount of current flowing through the

in Germany.
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LEADS Ma EKED X SHOULD BE CONNECTED DIRECT
TO FIL TERM OF CORRESPONDING TUBE AS SHOWN

Fig.
The theoretical
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circuit of the detector.

Fig. 2
The actual wiring of the set showing the push -pull detector circuit.
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Fig. B
An attractive battery operated set which is available in England.

slot machine -as shown in Fig. A. A
deposit of about 20 per cent secures the
set and the remainder is then paid so
much per hour of listening; very much
on the order of the old quarter in the
slot gas meters. The rate per hour
amounts to about 2 cents.

A MODERN BATTERY SET
FIGURE B shows the front and rear
views of the cabinet of a modern English battery operated superheterodyne
set. The cabinet is made of bakelite, and
is both unusual and attractive in appearance, as can be seen. The rear view
shows how the "B" battery fits behind
the speaker, while the 2 V. storage cell
rests in a special receptacle on the left
side of the chassis.
Shadow tuning is used on the dial
which is, by the way, calibrated in wavelengths. One section of the dial is also
marked with 36 of the best European
stations to facilitate tuning. Like most
European sets, this one covers both the
broadcast band and the long wave broadcast waves.
A SOUTH AMERICAN

TEST UNIT
THE MULTI -METER shown in Fig. 3
was described in an issue of R.Aulo
I'ert-L-ttt, a magazine published in Buenos

Aires. As you can see, it covers practically all the current and voltage ranges
needed for radio experimentation or repair. It is also interesting to note that
it covers these ranges for both alternating and direct current.
The interesting part of the meter and
a fact that is not clearly shown in the
illustration, Fig. 3, is that a series of
pin jacks on the base of the instrument
permit any desired change from one
scale to another. The test prods are
equipped with insulated phone tips and
are simply inserted in the correct jacks.
This procedure eliminates the need for
complicated switching systems and
makes all of the current and voltage
scales instantly available. The indicating scale is the mirror type which aids
in obtaining accurate readings.

Fig. C
A European version of the airplane -type dial.
And a tuning chart drawer.
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Flg. D
The Service Man will appreciate this type of
condenser block construction.

CONVENIENCE PLUS
\Vont.» magazine, an English publication, recently requested
their readers to send in ideas or designs
to improve the appearance or convenience of radio receivers. In the group of
suggested designs printed, the one shown
in Fig. 4 was shown.
You will notice that the set and reproducer are both housed in the heavily
upholstered chair. A small aperture is
(Continued on page 679)
WncEI.Ess

Fig. E
A French A.C.-D.C. midget which uses tubes
of American origin.

kw/
1.5V.

7.5V.

30

1

V.

1

150V.

i

AC

300V

750V

75A
15A.

Oa

h D.C.
I

300 MA.
30 MA
3 MA.
COMMON

TERMINAL

TO

MEASURE VOLTS AND AMPS.

Flo. 3
A multi -meter with pin jacks.
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Fig. 4
installation which
and practicable.

Is

both unique

Fig. F
cut-away view of a new Australian
A.F. transformer described here.

Here is

a
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THE LATEST RADIO

EQUIPMENT
A "1934" VOLUME CONTROL
TllE volume control shown as item No.
421 measures only 1 in. (over switch)
Y 1% ins. in dia.
Improved contact is
Glade over a resistor area of 1.025 sq.
ins.; humidity does not affect the resistor.

NEW

16

MM. PORTABLE TALKIES

NE unit of a 2 case talkies set -up is
shown in item No. 432. The 5 tube
amplifier output is 15 W. Tone and volume controls are provided; also, jacks
for phono. pickup and mike.

Three new radio components (No.

433).

THREE NEW ITEMS

IN ITEM

14 tube set with parallel push -pull A.F. (No.

DUAL -RANGE,

430)

14 TUBE SUPER.

MODERN sets put to shame the older
models. Consider the following features of the set illustrated above. Dual -

No. 433 are shown three new
products of one manufacturer. At A,
a vitreous enameled rheostat for 50 W.
circuits; resistance ranges from 1 to
5,000 ohms. At B, an 8 W. T type attenuator with wire-wound resistor elements; impedance values, 200 to 500
ohms, with total attenuation of 44 db.
At C, a small, fixed T type attenuator for
fixed matching into P.A. equipment; 5,
10 and 15 db. attenuation in either 200
or 500 ohm impedance.

range reception (broadcast range, 540 to
A VARIABLE -VOLTAGE ADJUSTER
1,675 kc.; police, amateur and aviation
A11IG11- QUALITY unit for securing
range, 1,675 to 9,300 kc.); meter tuning;
of 110 V., A.C., with an
static control; A.V.C.; continuous (step - inputallofoutput
less) tone control; inter- station noise is shown 85 to 195 V., A.C., or vice -versa,
in item No. 434.
suppression; class A parallel push-pull
output; large, auditorium -type dynamic
reproducer. Set uses five type 58 tubes;
UP -TO -DATE TESTER
three type 56's; one 55; four 45's; and
one 5Z3. Although highest priced in a
ALL sets having 4, 5,
and 7 prong
new line of receivers comprising 13
tubes, automatic volume control, inmodels, this superheterodyne falls slight- ter- station noise suppression, compenly under the $100 class. The cabinet de- sated tone controls, etc., may be tested
sign has appeal to those who admire in item No. 435, a modern ohmmeter, set
modern art.
analyzer and tube tester.

A variable -voltage adjuster

(No. 434).

G

The newest design in volume controls (No.
Name of manufacturer of any device
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431).

will

"Sound -on -film" (speaker not shown)

be sent on

receipt of

a

(No. 432).

self-addressed, stamped envelope.

A modern test

unit (No. 435).

Kindly give (number) in description under picture.
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A D.C. to A.C.

converter and filter (No. 440).

NEW CRYSTAL
An illuminated-dial crystal set (No.

436)

IN ITEM No. 436 is

SET

illustrated a novel

I crystal set housed in a molded bakelite case. The crystal contact is adjustable. The dial is illuminated when the
set is in operation.

"Tone compensated" 10 tube super. (No. 442).

HIGH -VOLTAGE CONDENSERS
"WIDE RANGE" SOUND HEAD
ITEM No. 441 is shown a paper-inMEN who have been followsulated,
oil -immersed condenser only
SERVICE
ing the series, "Servicing the Talkies."
6111 the bulk of average units available
in RADIO- CRAFT, will be interested in in equivalent capacity and voltage ratitem No. 437. It is a sound head for ing. The units are impregnated and
adapting talkies projectors to use the filled with "vegetol." Capacity ranges:
new "wide range" (high fidelity) sound
to 5 mf., 600 V.; 1 to 3 mf., 1000 V.:
film. Sound heads are available com- l and
mf., 1.500 V.; 1 mf., 2,000 V.
plete with optical systems, photoelectric For filter use in high -power amplifiers.
cells, exciter lamps, brackets, endless
woven belts. pulleys and all necessary
projector attachments.
1

1

"Wide range" film talkies sound head (No. 437).

10 TUBE

TONE -COMPENSATED
SUPERHET.

NEW SELECTIVE ANALYZER KIT
THE "selective analyzer" (Item No.
146, RADIO- CRAFT, October, 1933) has
been considerably improved, as reference
to item No. 438 will indicate. A single
7 prong plug and cord with special adapter combinations reduces from 7 prongs
to 6, 5 or 4.
Newest type "selective analyzer"

set manufacturer
just announced three new receiver
models; the most pretentious one of the
(Continued on page 694)
AWELL-KNOWN

kit (No. 438).

"HEADLIGHT" PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

IHE light -sensitive

cell shown as item
No. 439 is made like an auto headlamp

bulb. Vacuum -type photoelectric cells
are very stable; gaseous types, very sensitive. The new tube combines the features of both; and is 10 times as sensitive to infra -red rays.

32 OR 110 V. D.C. TO

A.C.

CONVERTER

High-efficiency

photoelectric cell

RADIO -CRAFT
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439)
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THE standard model converter shown
In item No. 440 delivers 1 A., at 110 V.,
A.C.; the heavy -duty model, 1.5 A. Ball
bearings; lifetime lubrication; self -yen
tilating; built-in filter, are features.
1934

A small -space high voltage condenser (No.

441).
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THE THIRD DIMENSION

IN MUSIC
5.%

_

SEEMS

NUMEROUS SPEAKERS GIVE
FORTH LOCALIZED PORTIONS
OF TOTAL SOUND EFFECT

TO MARCH AS THE DIRECTION
AND VOLUME OF SOUNDS.

CHANGE

THIRD dimension, auditory perspective,
R. D. WA S H B U R N E of activity perhaps as lucrative as have been
solid or sculptured music, directional
"P.A." and the "talkies."
audio, binaural reproduction, stereophonic sound -call
The practical results that can be secured with a system deit what you will, the effect achieved in the sound system signed to reproduce (or even accentuate)
the elements of
recently demonstrated before members of the American In- sound reproduction in perspective are all
only by
stitute of Electrical Engineers and Institute of Radio Engi- actually experiencing them can they be amazing;
neers, at the Engineering Societies' Building, by the Bell If the listener closes his eyes apparent fully appreciated.
effects seem to be
Telephone Laboratories, was naturalness of sound reproduc- actual ones.
tion in the complete sense of the word.
Thus, the audiences of
engineers that critically
It is impossible to point a finger at any one part of the listened to demonstrationstrained
in the Engineering Societies'
system and say, "there is the 'secret' of the true -to -life sound
Building found it difficult to distinguish between the two.
reproduction." Rather, it is necessary to accept as the explanation, the entire ensemble -every component of which
Novel Effects of Sound Perspective
has been designed to meet a specific demand.
Apparently a man on the stage of the auditorium, near
the right proscenium and in back of a curtain, sawed through
Auditory Perspective
a thick piece of wood; the clatter as the piece of wood hit
"Sound," whether it is vocal or instrumental, is generally the floor was unmistakable. All heads turned
the left as,
divided into only two components: (1) volume, which gives in answer to a request for a hammer, a second to
voiced
"height" to sound; and (2), frequency, which gives "width." acknowledgement! The succeeding sounds ofperson
being
There is, however, a third component, more physiological driven into the board, the hammer banging to thenails
floor, and
than physical, without which no sound seems to be "natural"
and right -stage conversations between the two men were
-this is the "sense of distance and direction" or "depth" lift"true to life." A bugler appeared in front of the curtain,
(the third dimension -"perspective ").
raised a bugle to his lips, and started to play. After
Although volume and frequency are thus shown to be funda- a few bars he removed the bugle from his lips and playing
mental considerations in discussing sound, apparatus designs off the stage; the bugle continued to play, however,walked
to enhance the characteristics of one or the other present ingly at the exact spot on the stage he had previously seemocculittle that is new (See, "A Super -Power and -Quality P.A. pied! A tap dancer next appeared, moving his feet in rhythm
System," RADIO- CRAFT, December, 1933). Reproduction in with music. In the middle of the "act" he ceased all motion
auditory perspective, however, introduces a more modern -but the dance went on! And, when our visible performer
technique, the design, construction and operation of equip- walked off the stage the "ghost artist" continued with the
ment for which bids fair to open to sound technicians a field show, seemingly traveling back and forth across the stage!
654
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"Depth," the "third dimenHIGH FREQUENCY
DYNAMIC

sion," is introduced in sound
perspective by Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers. The author discusses
many of the factors involved
in the new system; advanced
technicians may wish to set
up equipment experimentally
duplicating some of the
sound effects he describes.

UNITS

-HIGH FREQUENCY

UNITS

A dramatic sketch was enacted with invisible participants. As they seemingly
changed their positions on the stage, the
audience, almost as one person, turned
their heads accordingly! Orchestral
music was more enjoyable due to the
seeming position of the artists, the
groups being identified by their instruments. A singer apparently walked
about the stage.
However, the most dramatic effect was
reserved for the finale. The effect to be
produced was that of a person shooting
a firearm, the projectile whistling
through the air in transit from left-stage
to right, and the target being hit. Although it was amusing to seemingly hear
a shot, follow the bullet across -stage and
hear it smack the target, it was more
amusing and even bewildering when the
tables were turned-the target was
struck, the bullet whistled across-stage
from right to left, and then the "starting" shot was fired! (Of equal interest
to the technician was the duplication of
these William Tell activities -first proby electrical
duced mechanically
means.)
An amazed audience now watched a
curtain of theatrical gauze rise, to reveal
-not a soul! There were to be seen
only three reproducers ( "loudspeaker ")
assemblies, one of which is illustrated in
Fig. A; a rear view is Fig. B.

Fig. A, above
Front view of the reproducer assembly. The
high -frequency units comprise two 16 section
trumpets.

Such wide extremes of power and frequency makes possible many unusual
effects. Thus, for instance, it was interesting to watch the audience crane
their necks in an effort to follow a
phantom airplane as it rapidly aporchestra, performers and microphones proached from an imaginary horizon.
were located in an auditorium on the circled "overhead," and then disappeared
5th floor of the building; the amplifying, in the distance. The sound of an ordimonitoring and reproducing equipment, nary door signal buzzer was raised in
volume until it resembled a miniature
in the auditorium on the second floor.)
trip-hammer. The tap dancer, previously
Additional Sound "Tricks"
mentioned, was made to sound like a
capathe
In order to fully demonstrate
noisy giant. The volume of a 30 piece
bilities of this ultra- modern sound sys- orchestra was increased until it equaled
tem the apparatus was designed to de- the "acoustic size" of a 300 piece orchesliver 1000 W. of audio power to the loud- tra (and thus demonstrating super -orspeaker assemblies, each of which is re- chestral effects). At the same time, the
ported as having the remarkable ef- volume of a vocal soloist was raised with
ficiency of 50 %; and the frequency each increment of orchestral volume so
range was designed to cover, without ap- that the singer was never drowned out.
preciable distortion, from 40 to 15,000
(Continurvl on page 676)
cycles!
These effects of auditory perspective
were accomplished by employing three
independent microphones connected by
three amplifying channels to three of
the "loudspeaker" assemblies, as shown
in Fig. 1. (For the demonstration the
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HOW TO MAKE A

ONE TUBE LOUDSPEAKER SET
Contrary to the belief of many constructors,
it is entirely possible to build a one tube
set that will satisfactorily operate a loudspeaker on many stations. Such a set has
been developed by one of our readers, who
employs a Flewelling super- regenerative
circuit in a form that is very stable and
simple to operate.

W.

P.

CHESNEY
Fig. A
The receiver Is small and simple to operate.

ysARS ago, when radio was being developed by the experimenter and the amateur, a one tube loudspeaker
et was the ultimate goal of every constructor. Various types of circuit combinations and forms of receivers were tried and built, and in a good many cases actual
I(,udspeaker results with one tube were obtained. In favor
of other fads or fancies interest in developing maximum
efficiency from one tube waned. The constructor became
caught in a maelstrom of other intriguing possibilities of
radio which took his attention away from this most interciting and worthwhile work. But now, with interest being
resumed in small receivers, as evidenced by the increasing
popularity of the midget set, and since more highly developed
tubes -(from an angle of sensitivity and power output) are
available -the constructor and experimenter is once more
focusing his attention in this direction.
To the uninitiated, it is not desired to convey the impression that it is possible to construct a one tube set that will
duplicate the efficiency of a five or six tube set. What is
emphasized is that no machine or electrical device is any here near 100 per cent efficient. Particularly is this true
in the case of a vacuum tube. And since there is room for
improvement in this case, through careful study of the problems involved and careful construction of the receiver, it is
more than possible to make one tube operate a loudspeaker
(with fair sensitivity) to the satisfaction of the user.
Since only one tube is employed, its function is limited to
that of detection, or rectification as some term it, essentially
because the high -frequency signals fed to the tube by the
%t

tuning coil and condenser arrangement must be converted
to D.C. (of a pulsating nature) so as to operate the loudspeaker. Some means of boosting the strength of the signal
must be provided for, since no further stages of amplification
are permissible. In earlier models of one tube loudspeaker
sets, regeneration in various forms was employed for increasing the output from the tube. Because regeneration
returns any excess R.F. energy that exists in the plate (or
output circuit) of the tube back to the grid or input side to
be amplified and rectified, we can readily see why this form
of circuit minimizes any dissipation of energy and therefore
increases the efficiency obtained from the tube.
The parts can be found in any radio shop for a very
small sum and with the exception of the batteries and tube
the cost usually runs around $1.75 including a low-priced
speaker. The total cost for the complete outfit only runs
around $5.00. For the man who has no electrical supply in
his home and wishes a battery radio set that will work well
with a speaker and, above all, the cost of material not to
exceed five dollars, I believe this simple set will prove most
interesting. The first cost is low and the upkeep is far
below the average radio receiver.
To obtain even more amplification and real loudspeaker
results, the circuit employed in this one tube set is of the
"super- regenerative" type. But, lest the reader be frightened
by what he has heard about so- called "supers," let me emphasize that this set is not the least bit critical, unstable, or in
any way temperamental in its operation. Upon careful consideration of the schematic wiring circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
it is noted that it is in reality a "Flewelling" super, one of
(Continued on page 678)

Fig. B
Underside of receiver illustrating the location of parts.
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Fig. 1
Connect the ground to the lower end of
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THE "POLYTONE"
M. SAMMIS

F.

An entirely new and different electronic musical instrument. A light beam focused on a
photocell is modulated by frequency slits in a
record. These slits are wave shapes of various frequencies obtained by means of an oscillograph or synthetically reproduced. Some
very interesting musical notes may be obtained with this arrangement, in addition to
simulating the tones of pipe organs, flutes, etc.

The

" Polytone" is operated similar to the plano.

WHAT WILL the musical world

your individual taste the matter of tone
say when pipe organs are selection.
made without pipes, pianos
The Nuttall photoelectric musical inwithout strings, bands with- strument which has been tentatively
out brass instruments and the wood- dubbed with the rather inelegant name
winds without either the wood or the of "POLYTONE," after years of work
wind? Well
had better steel itself has been developed into a commercial
for a pleasant shock for these things product. Few have realized that the
have come to pass.
same elements that made talking picImagine being able to sit down in your tures possible may now be harnessed
living room or den and to command an with other elements and into a different
orchestra to play what you will, or to arrangement to produce marvelous new
play your own piano and to have this musical tones. In addition to producing
new instrument add orchestral accom- musical qualities that are entirely new,
paniments and effects, or pipe organ this unique device faithfully produces
tones or tone colors which you yourself the qualities of the usual musical instrumay invent on the spur of the moment ments with which we are familiar.
and change them this moment and the
Figure 1 illustrates an important and
next and almost forever without tiring practically the only moving part of the
of this new world of tone magic.
Polytone. The light rotor or frequency
But you say, I know nothing about disk which is here shown has only two
music and I can't play. Very well; one octaves of what may be called light slits.
form of this instrument will be played A few additional rows of experimental
automatically. For a few cents a paper frequencies have been added. This is
player roll or disk will be available the form in which one of the earlier
which will play the notes but leave to models was made though subsequently

-it

I

i

FIO. 1

Frequency dice with 2 octaves of tight slits.
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three manual instruments was constructed with live octaves and many
beautiful tone colors. The light rotor
which determines the frequency of the
emitted notes, may be of glass or of
some opaque material which may be
pierced with minute light slits. In the
finished instrument this member may
contain one or more octaves of slits as
physical requirements demand.
The
function of the rapidly whirling light
slits is to cause a series of minute shafts
of light to pass over tone patterns as
shown in Fig. 2. If the tone pattern is
that of a flute and the number of light
(Continued on page 678)
a.
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Flo. 2
(A) Light source. (B) Reflectors. (C) Freq.
disc. (D) Matt and wave pattern. (E) P.E. cell.
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Flo. 3
Wave shape of various sounds or tones.
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PARTY TRICKS

WITH THE
RADIO SET
C. W. PALMER
Fig.

B- Entending

the speaker without wires.

THE RADIO fan who thinks that the
only pleasure obtainable from his
radio receiver is listening to radio
broadcasts, is missing a good deal of
enjoyment from his set. For example,
there are an infinite variety of fun producing kinks that can be worked out in
conjunction with the radio set and radio
parts for house parties. When the usual
run of games has been exhausted, there
is danger of the enjoyment being marred
by a sudden attack of the "what shall
we do next" malady. With a little ingenuity, you can save the day with the
aid of your radio receiver.
With little work previous to the party,
and the aid of an accomplice you can
make a mystifying Oracle such as the
one shown in Fig. A, who can answer
the most intimate of questions to the
discomfort of your "victim" and the delight of the other guests.
The secret of the Oracle is evident
from the illustration, Fig. A. The dynamic speaker is shown open in the
back, for illustration purposes -actually
it would be completely closed and the
wires carefully concealed.
The schematic circuit, Fig. 1, shows
the principle of operation. The dynamic
speaker serves as a microphone when
the switch is thrown in one position,
and projects enough sound to the headphones so that your accomplice, who is

sitting in another room with the appa- have to give the turn -table a push to
r,.tus, can hear all that goes on in the make it start rotating. If you push it
room. Then at the appropriate time, the opposite way, it will continue to
be simply throws the switch and makes rotate that way. Then, you simply
witty comments or answers questions, at have to move the pickup to the other
which time the dynamic speaker acts in side of the center pin and place it at the
its correct capacity as a reproducer.
center of the record instead of the outer
The parts for the Oracle are all com- edge. This is usually quite simple, as
monly found in the radio experimenter's most electric pickups are arranged so
"shelf of gadgets" -the amplifier can that the arc of rotation of the pickup
conveniently be the A.F. amplifier of a arm can be adjusted.
broadcast receiver; connections being
If the phono. motor is an inductive
made by the use of adapters plugged into
the detector socket and power tube type of unit, operated from some D.C.
source, the connections to the armature
socket.
can be reversed to change the direction
Phonograph Tricks
of rotation. As a last resort, if you canFor those who are fortunate enough not reverse the motion in any other way,
to have either a combined radio-phono- you can hold the record on the top of a
graph console or a separate electric pencil held vertically and press the edge
phonograph which uses a vacuum tube of the record against the edge of the
amplifier to magnify the sounds picked turn -table. If the motor is a strong one,
up from the record, there are additional it will rotate the record by friction
tricks that are both amusing and in- drive, and the pickup can be shifted
structive. For example there is the old over to cover the correct arc.
trick of playing records backwards. This
The effects produced by reversing a
has a never-ending appeal and can record are quite entertaining, especially
always be depended upon to induce mer- if the records are chosen carefully. For
riment.
example, if a record of a piano is played
There are several ways in which the backwards, the music resembles a cross
record can be reversed. If the phono- between a violin and an accordian. Each
graph motor is one of the cheap non - individual note is heard as a sharp
self starting synchronous type, the task "ping" followed by the tone slowly deis simple. In this type of motor, you creasing in volume.
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be

either the A.F. amplifier from

Fig. C

and entertain your friends.

radio receiver or a P.A. unit.
speaker works both as a mike and as a reproducer unit.
a

The
The dynamic

Programs can be heard without
this simple way.
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How much do you use your
radio set -several hours in
the evening? If so, you are
missing much entertainment
from it. Listening to radio
broadcasts is only one part
of the possible amusement
that you can get from your
set. Why not enjoy it to the
full? One way to increase its
usefulness is described here.

r
TO

TURNTABLE

AMPLIFIER

EttTRA

PICKUp

1

REGULAR
PICK UP

Fig. 2

One way to produce echoes

with 2 pickups.

Extending the Speaker Without Wires
Another trick that is quite amusing,
especially to the young ladies present,
who invariably have to be persuaded to
participate, is the old stunt of extending

a remote speaker from the radio set,
without the use of wires. This is accomplished as shown in Fig. B, by the
linked hands of the guests. A magnetic

speaker is most convenient for this trick,
as no field current is needed. Two
members of the party touch wires which
have previously been connected to the
output of the set (more on this pres-

ently) and the other guests arrange
themselves in two lines and the last two
touch the remote speaker terminals. In
connecting the wires to the set, if the
last stage is a push-pull type of circuit,
the wires can be connected directly to

Fig. 3

Echoes can be produced also in this way.
Mike No. 1 can be replaced by the radio set
if desired. The tube makes the echo.
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Fig. A
The completo set -up for the Oracle, showing

the plate prongs on the power tubes. If
a single power tube is used in the set,
connections should be made to each side
of the output transformer primary, and
a condenser of about 2 mf. should be
connected in each wire, between the set
and the wires to be held, to prevent the
guests from receiving a shock from the
"B" voltage passing through them.
Reception Without a Speaker
The above experiment was originally
described many years ago by Hugo
Gernsback, in one of his magazines.
Another one which was particularly
popular at the time is shown in Fig. C.
This is the stunt of hearing without a
loudspeaker, phones, or any reproducing
device. Three people participate. Two
wear a kid glove on one hand, or hold
a piece of thin paper between their hand
and the ears of the third person who
hears the music. Each of the other two
persons hold one wire from the output
of the radio receiver, connected as described for the previous stunt. The answer to the question "how does it work"
is found in the theory of the electrostatic loudspeaker or condenser phone
which is familiar to most people.

the concealed dynamic speaker.

will, several methods were worked out
which can be used at the house party to
amuse the guests. The first is with an
electric phonograph. As shown in Fig.
2, a second electric pickup is connected
in parallel with the original one, and is
mounted at another convenient part of
the circumference of the record. Then,
by careful placement of the pickup
needles various echo effects can be produced.
Another method which is useful for

either the radio set or for "home broadcasting" is shown in Fig. 3. In this
case, a long cardboard tube produces the
echo. Input mike, No. 1, can be replaced
by the radio or phonograph. The longer
the tube, the greater will be the lag.
Magnetic Personality -Plus!
Quite a bit of fun can be had by perpetrating a hoax on your guests. The
parts needed are an old voltmeter or
milliammeter. (Use one that you do not

intend to employ for radio work again,
as it will probably be out of calibration
after the experiment.) Most of these
instruments are contained in bakelite
cases, although a few are enclosed in
(Continued on page 680)

Radio Echoes

Many interesting effects can be obtained by echoes. This trick was originally suggested to the writer by a nottoo- selective radio receiver, which picked
up programs from two stations at one
time. It happened that two of these stations happened to be connected with the
same broadcast network, so that the
same program was often heard from
both stations. The peculiar part of this
incident is in the fact that the local station was the key station from which the
program was originated, while the distant station received its program by
land lines. In the balancing of inductive and capacitive effects in these lines,
a lag occurred, which produced a very
amusing echo effect. Every speaker ap-

parently had a heated argument with
himself, while music from a trio appeared like that from a large orchestra.
In attempts to duplicate this effect, at

1934

The magnetic

Fig. 4
personality meter.
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A FUNDAMENTAL ANALYZER
JACKS ARE STANDARD PHONE -JACKS PLUGS
SHOULD BE AS SHOWN. OR STANDARD PLUGS WITH
BOIS 5,0ES CONNECTED TOGETHER.
'UwwE¢SAL MEte¢

CAP

O. W. CALDWELL

ti
CAP

A.0

A switchless, push- buttonless,
fool -proof servicing instrument. Ordinary plug -in type
jacks are employed so that
either point -to -point testing
can be easily accomplished,
or measurements taken of
any portion of the circuit
without removing the chassis.
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Fig. 1
Schematic wiring diagram of the Fundamental Analyzer.

have seen the evolution of set analyzers over a
period of years, and watched them develop into
splendid instruments by which a complete analysis
of all tube circuits could be made by manipulation
of the switches and push- buttons on the panel. Then, all of
a sudden, came the flood of new tubes, with six, then seven
prongs, and the elements brought out in unusual places.
The analyzer manufacturers tried bravely to extend the use
of rotary switches, push-buttons, and other gadgets to keep
up with these swiftly changing requirements, until the analyzer of that type is quite an expensive, and in some cases,
a complicated instrument. In the opinion of the writer, the
situation calls for a "New Deal."
The purpose of this article is to present an instrument that
goes all the way back to the fundamental principles and
starts over, from a different angle-the "switch- board"
method -which allows thorough and complete analysis of circuit conditions without need of switches, push- buttons, toggles, rotaries, or other complicated machinery. All this without sacrificing any advantage that should be offered by the
modern analyzer, or slowing up the operator's technique.
It is possible with this instrument to break into, bridge
across, or isolate for external input or output, any circuit, or
WE

Fig. A
Appearance of the analyzer.
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Note the amazing simplicity of this unit.

circuits, at the tube socket. It is possible to test tubes by
the reliable grid -shift method. Voltage measurements may
be made with the set chassis or any tube element as the
reference point. The ohmmeter section is highly developed,
and offers new points not before offered, and the analyzer
offers every available point-to -point resistance analysis at the
tube sockets.
Ranges available for external use as well as in the ans,lyzer, are 0 -5, 10, 50, 100, 250, 54, 750, 1000 V., A.C. or D.C.;
0.1, 5, 25, 100 ma., D.C.; 0 -1000 ohms; .1 -meg; 1 meg. A.C.
voltage measurements are used for output measurement
through a separate jack which includes a blocking condenser
to isolate the meter from D.C. plate current. An outstanding
advantage over the standard analyzer is that all of the tube
circuits are available simultaneously, so that by the use of
extra meters more than one reading can be made at one time,
and parts can be temporarily inserted in circuits without unsoldering the wiring or even pulling the chassis.
General Description
The tester consists of two separate circuits entirely, as
shown in the wiring diagram, Fig. 1. The universal meter
comprises the meter, ohmmeter resistance network, and the
two right hand columns of jacks. The analyzer section co3t(COatinu(l on pave 680)

Internal view-

Fig. B
All batteries are mounted inside. This design makes all
the tube circuits available simultaneously.
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MORE SUMMER SALES IN RADIO
Author's note: "Too many radio men today
have become 'order takers' instead of
salesmen.

As an advertising man

I

investi-

gated the field, and during a trial period of
a new sales plan, worked in a small up -state

community, it brought such results as to war-

rant it being passed on to others in the
industry." What do you think of it?
C. K. MOON
ISUPPOSE I belong to that group of
radio experimenters commonly referred to as "pests" by accomplished
Service Men. I repair radios (gratis) for some of my friends, guide them
in purchasing new sets, and generally
am on hand to offer criticisms whenever
Service Men do inefficient jobs. Since
1920 I have been constantly in touch
with the field. I've witnessed the advent
of new apparatus, new transmission systems and all the lot, but not until last
summer did I discover -to my sorrow
that radio Service Men were by no means
covering the field to the best of their
ability.
My folks live in a small town. Pottstown we'll call it. Located on the shores
of Lake Ontario, it has always been said
to have the best DX location in the
country. I arrived in Pottstown in
August, the dullest month in the radio
year and immediately started my cam-

the job was finished.
"That's not much profit for two hours
work," I told him.
"Maybe not," said Mr. Jones, "but the
radio business isn't what it used to be.
Once in a while somebody cones in and
buys a set of tubes, but I haven't sold
a new set since last Christmas."
Somehow it got under my skin. Mr.
Jones was, obviously, an "order- taker."
He answered the telephone, replaced a
tube, serviced a set, and waited for customers to storm his place of business.
In the company for which I work, we
cannot tolerate this kind of salesman,
and it is the business of the advertising
and sales departments to make every
salesman a "salesman."
Out of a clear sky I shot a question to
\1r. Jones -"Would you like to make
radio the biggest paying of your three

-

4

enterprises ?"
"I couldn't," he said promptly.
It was a nervy thing to do, but I
reached up and snapped off the soldering iron. "Mr. Jones," I said, "maybe
yeu couldn't, but we can. I've got an

paign.
In the first place I noted the radio
used by my folks. An Atwater -Kent, vintage of 1928, it had not had a tube replaced since installation. Volume was
weak on all stations. The original aerial
installed by myself in 1925 had been discarded and instead the local Service Man
had rigged one on the opposite side of
the house, run the lead-in wire through
a cellar window, across the cellar and
through a hole in the living room floor
to the set. Why he ignored the thirtyfoot mast in the back yard I don't know.
Through my father I learned the name
of the local Service Man and the following day I visited him. His establishment was located on the main street.
His business covered not only radio sets

idea."

He took it very well, just leaned back
in his chair and said-"Shoot."
For two hours we talked. I fought for
every point, downed his arguments with
a burst of new ideas, and at the conclusion he admitted that he would try the
plan.
The next day we started. A local
show -card artist made us a window sign
to be placed atop of a console model
radio which had graced Mr. Jones' window for six months. It read:
WOULD YOU LIKE THIS RADIO

FREE

but refrigerators, electrical appliances
and used automobiles. I opened the
door of the store and entered.
Mr. Jones was seated at a bench at
the rear of the show -room, obviously
servicing a radio receiver. After introducing myself I watched him work. In
the particular set he was replacing a
transformer. After much prying I found
that he would profit by two dollars when
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From the local bank we borrowed a
mimeograph machine. On it we printed
the following message:
"For years Pottstown has been noted
foi having the best radio location in the
country. Back in the old days a great
many DX (distance) reception records
were hung up in the city.
I

934

"The Jones Radio and Electrical Supply Company is determined to see that
Pottstown maintains its old record for
radio reception. The beautiful General
Electric radio set displayed in our window will be given, free of charge, to the
person submitting the best list of broadcast -band broadcasting stations received
by any inhabitant of the city living
within a radius of ten miles, during the
month of September.
"Rules of the contest:
1. All stations must be located more
than two hundred and fifty miles from
Pottstown. Do not submit reception re-

ports of stations nearer than that.
2. An official verification, received from
each station, will be necessary. Simply
send to the station received a post -card
or letter noting the programs heard
during a certain period, and ask for a
verification, enclosing a 3 cent stamp for
return reply. If stations heard are units
of a chain, listen for special announcements at the close of chain programs.
Due to delay in mails and answering letters, entries will be accepted up to and
including October 31.
3. Copies of "White's Radio Log" may
be obtained from the local stationery
stores for ten cents. Check all calls
carefully before sending for verifications.
Verification cards may be purchased, in
printed form, from the Pottstown Press
offices for 25 cents a hundred.
4. Additional information may be had
by applying at this establishment:
JONES RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY
Pottstown, N. Y.
Service
Sets
Telephone
Tubes
933
The next day was Saturday. Farmers,
in a farming community, visit the town
in droves on that day. Townspeople too
make Saturday a big day for shopping
and Mr. Jones' window display (dusted
off and redecorated for the occasion)
caused no little comment. Through the
(Continued on page 686)
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A FOUR TUBE

SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER
A 4 tube short -wave converter, which will work into any set, either T.R.F. or superheterodyne. It will increase the range of the broadcast receiver from 200 down to 15 meters,
permitting complete short -wave and broadcast reception.
HERMAN COSMAN*

Fig. A -Front panel view.

Fig. B-Top view illustrating parts layout.

LISTENERS of broadcast reception who have
radio receiver, and who have heard so
much about short -wave radio reception (possibly
made a half- hearted attempt to rig up something
that would permit them to get the lower wavelengths -only
to be discouraged by the results) should consider the construction of this converter. The thrill of obtaining police
calls, airplane communication, short -wave broadcasting, amateur telephone conversations, all over the country (and other
countries too), may be yours very easily, and without impairing the present efficiency of your receiver. The unit has
been designed very carefully, from an angle of efficiency, and
also simplicity-since it is realized that not all short -wave
enthusiasts, or would -be enthusiasts, are in a position to
understand or manipulate complicated apparatus.
The converter employs a principle similar to that in super-

heterodyne receivers, namely a first- detector and oscillator
since it is essential that the short waves (higher frequencies)
be heterodyned and brought into the receiving range of the
broadcast receiver. Four tubes are used, a 58 as first R.F.
amplifier, a 56 as oscillator, and another 58 in the I.F. amplifier stage. An 80 or 5Z3 tube is employed for rectification for
"B" supply so that no external batteries are necessary.
The wiring diagram for this converter is shown in Fig. 1.
Note that no tapped coil arrangements are employed, but
instead a complete multi -coil unit with a simple switch system for selecting any wave band from 200 meters to 15
meters. The tuning of the set is accomplished in a manner
that is slightly different from that of the average broadcast
receiver. The receiver is first set at any desired position of
the scale. Then the two gang condenser unit in the converter is tuned until the signal of the desired station is
heard, after which the 140 mmf. trimmer condenser is em(Continued on page 690)
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Fig. 1, left- Schematic wiring diagram of converter.
Fig. C, above -Underneath view of chassis.
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"TELEPHOTOPHONE"
title has been employed because it
applies to the transmission of optical telephony. Much has been read of "light beam"
transmission of sound, but few experimenters
realize that they can build equipment that
will permit them to imitate the results of the
more complex devices. In this article a simplified light gate for talking on a light beam
This

is

described.
DR. R. M. SUTTON

Additional descriptive data regarding "talking beam" transand reception will be
found in the April, 1933 issue of
RADIO -CRAFT, page 593, and
in the Feb., 1933, issue. Another
type of mechanical shutter device
for modulating a light beam is
described in the latter issue, and
which information might give the
constructor additional hints that
may aid him in building this unit.
mission

Fig. A
Construction of "light gate."

have been numerous successexperiments in recent years
which have demonstrated the possibility of "talking over a beam of
light" in strictly point -to-point communication. The secrecy of such transmission of messages is as good as the optical system, and this method of talking
Ti

ful

J

across space can be made precisely into
"beam narrow-casting." Communication
by light beam is limited to optical paths
a few miles in length. It presents certain advantages and disadvantages over
short-wave and ultra- short -wave radio
transmission. On the credit side stand
ccmplete secrecy, the absence of R.F. oscillators and generators, low cost, and
ease of operation. On the debit side
stand interference from atmospheric conditions, the necessity for a completely

clear optical path from sender to receiver, and the requirement of a strong,
steady light source.
Many of the past experiments utilize
a beam of light which is modulated by
the varying output of a neon glow tube.
The author describes here a peculiarly
simple and effective method of light
mcdulation which presents certain advantages. For such light values applied
to the transmission of optical telephony,
the name "Telephotophone" seems appropriate. In this particular apparatus,
the voice or music currents from an
A.F. amplifier are passed into a magnetic loudspeaker unit, such as the type
used in cone-loudspeakers. Coupled directly to the armature of the unit is a
vane which forms one side of a slit (see
Figs. A and B). Thus the width of the

Fig.

"Light gate"

slit varies in accordance with the currents flowing through the speaker unit,
and it is thus possible to vary the intensity of light which passes through
the slit. This varying light beam is
focused by lenses or by parabolic mirrors upon a distant photoelectric cell,
where the variations in light intensity
cause varying currents to flow in the
light- sensitive cell. The cell is coupled
to a high-gain A.F. amplifier and the
output of the amplifier activates a loudspeaker to reproduce the original message. The accompanying diagrams will
show the schematic arrangement of the
necessary apparatus. (Figs. 1 and 2).
(Continued on page 686)
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SOUNDHEAD OPTICAL SYSTEMS
J. T. BERNSLEY
CARRIAGE

FILM GUIDE
ROLLERS

FILM GUIDE
SHOE

:13

OBJECTIVE -

LIGHT APERTURE

LENS
ASSEMBLY

(EITHER

SLIT OR
HALF -MOON)

necessary.

Fig. 3
Optical lens barrel, adjustments A, B, and C are explained in text.

ACONSIDERABLE number of Service Men have become
interested in the servicing of sound equipment,
probably due to the change in policy of the larger
sound equipment manufacturers in regards to compulsory service of their equipment. This is, probably, applicable only to new "sales" of equipment, since the installations
that were made some few years ago were obtained on a
"lease" basis and included service inspection for a period
varying anywheres from two to ten years. At the present
time, it is understood, "talky" equipment (particularly the
small theatre type) is being sold outright, with service inspections and maintenance by company's engineers being
optional with the exhibitor. In cases of this sort, or where
equipment manufactured by independent manufacturers
exists, it is entirely possible for the local Service Man to
arrange for the proper servicing and maintenance of the
equipment. This may be done either ou a weekly or semimonthly basis, or only in cases of emergency (at times of
breakdown), depending on the choice of the theatre manager
--or in most cases the selling ability of the Service Man. It
is needless to say that the more often periodic inspections of
the equipment are made, the less likelihood of a breakdown
-since worn or defective parts may be replaced in time to

prevent such a catastrophe and thus save the management
considerable money in the long run.
While the service procedure of any theatre equipment is
somewhat varied and involved, depending upon the type of
equipment installed, the theory concerning the adjustments
on optical systems is practically the same for all of them.
The position of the various adjusting screws in different
makes will, of course, vary but their importance, relation
and proper manipulation are identical for all makes of

of
optical systems and associated equipment in soundheads are thoroughly outlined in this article. Service
Men who are interested in
the "talky" field will find this
information interesting and
The adjustment and care

-A-
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TOOLOW
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Fig. 2
Proper adjustment of exciter lamp
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Then again, the reasons for discussing the
adjustment of this mechanism in the sound head in preference to other parts is partly due to letters requesting this
information, and due also to a consideration of the general
store of knowledge that the average service technician has
on hand. This generally includes amplifier circuits and
theory, which is the chief requisite of any "talky" Service
Man, speakers, power supply units, and "faders" -which is
nothing more than a potentiometer type of variable resistance
for changing from the output of one machine to the second.
However, most of the radio- technicians have no knowledge
(Continued on page 682)
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Fig. 1
Illustrating the two most popular types of film recording.
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Focusing adjustments, best when image shown at "C" is obtained.
A and B show two degrees of mal- adjustment.
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SERVICING
THE "TALKIES"
this, the final installment, the author describes in detail methods for obtaining inforIn

mation regarding the equipment in a theater,
and how to best obtain replacement parts.
Also some valuable hints on service procedure, defining the projectionist's part as it
ties in with the Service Man's duties. Further
information is given on just how much work
the Service Man may possibly get from various types of theaters.

A complete theater -type amplifier.

AARON NADELL

PART VII
READERS who have followed previous articles of this series are now
ready to consider definite and detailed plans for contacting local
theatre personnel and arranging with
them to service talking picture equipment and sell supplies for the same.
Many concrete suggestions follow. But
everything that will be said below is
qualified and limited by those circumstances of theatre business, and by the
nature and problems of theatre personnel, which were outlined in the course
of the previous discussion and cannot be
repeated here. The detailed suggestions
given below cannot be seen in their
proper light, and may not prove in the
least helpful, unless the preceding discussions of the peculiarities of show
business, the psychology and special interests of showmen, and the labor union
and other problems of the projectionist
have been thoroughly digested and understood.
How to Contact the Manager

v

The simplest and most direct method
of securing theatre business is of course
to go up to the manager and ask for it,
but if the manager is not disposed to

A hard -of- hearing aid that the Service Man
might Interest the theater In.
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place full confidence in a stranger (perhaps acquainted with "talkies" equipment) who casually asks leave to intervene in the service of the theatre's most
precious asset, the sound system, it may
be necessary for the Service Man to suggest some profitable ideas not a part of
the regular sound system. Thus, the
Service Man can:
(1) Give the manager a radio set, to
be awarded in one of his prize contests,
in return for permission to display other
radio sets in his lobby, or to advertise
radio receivers an servicing from his
screen;
(2) Sell, rent or lend the theatre a
P.A. system to be used under the mar kee, in front of the theatre, for ballyhoo.
(If lent without cash consideration, secure lobby or screen advertising in re-

show, or it may be wired to switches that
will allow its amplifier to serve as an
emergency amplifier in case of trouble
with the regular system. Hard -of -hearing aids may be coupled directly to the
theatre's sound equipment or may pick
up the sound through a microphone concealed in the theatre. Thus, conversation about any of these business angles
leads directly to discussion of the sound

system proper.

How to Study the Sound System
First of all, do not touch any part of
the equipment without permission of the
man who is in charge of it. Secondly,
even after he grants you leave to "look
it over," never open any panel cover or
door while the show is running without
his express consent. You may stop the
show and be escorted to the street as an
turn.) ;
(3) Sell, rent or lend the theatre a incompetent bungler, since much sound
P.A. system to be used in a ballyhoo equipment is made with safety switches
truck (if without cash consideration, that cut off all power when a panel is
secure lobby or screen advertising in re- opened.
You will find that the sound system is
turn) ;
(4) Rent or sell (perhaps on trial) a essentially an audio frequency amplifier,
set of ear -phones, or the more modern with little in it the radio man has not
"bone-conduction," aids for patrons met many times before in the course of
bis ordinary radio and P.A. work. The
"hard of hearing."
In the course of conversation along photoelectric cell seems puzzling to some
these lines it is logical to express inter- Service Men. It is simple and easy to
est in the sound system of the theatre, deal with; its action having been exand ask permission to visit it. This is plained in outline earlier in this series;
especially true because three of the it is described in detail In any number
above four suggestions lend themselves of reliable text books and in any large,
readily to electrical connection with the modern encyclopedia. The rest of the
regular sound installation. If a radio scund system is mostly switches. Most
set is given away, a program received Service Men are equipped with tables
by it may be coupled (either directly, or boards for testing, on which they
er through the announcing microphone have mounted numerous meters and test
if the manager is hesitant about per- leads, all operating by means of switchmitting small changes in his sound sys- ing arrangements. Now the world's most
tem) to the theatre's amplifier, and competent electrical engineers would not
played through the stage speakers. Con- understand at first glance the switching
versely, radio receivers displayed in the system the Service Man happens to have
lobby may be coupled directly, or in his own test panel as well as it is
through microphones, to play part of the understood by the man who built that
sound of the show. A P.A. system under panel, but there is nothing complicated
(Continued on page 683)
the markee may also be coupled to the
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2525

APPLICATIONS OF THE
VOLTAGE DOUBLING TUBE
H. K. BRADFORD*

Not many of our technical readers fully realize the versatility of the 25Z5 rectifier tube. It is a tube that can be put
to a number of varied uses, due to the flexibility permitted
by its design. It may be used as a simple half -wave rectifier;
full -wave rectifier; voltage doubling device -that is, to produce twice the voltage input in the output, where A.C. is
employed; or as a combination power speaker supply device
for A.C. and D.C. lines. The many applications possible
are explained clearly, and in detail, in this article.

REFERENCE is made to that very
ingenious tube of recent design, the
25Z5. Because of its revolutionary
principle of operation it has invited considerable discussion and comment. Not only is its operation as a
full -wave voltage -doubling rectifier of
particular interest but also its adaptabIlity to universal equipment (receivers,
transmitters, oscillators, speakers, etc.)
These indicate its wide application. It
is with these applications of the tube
that we are concerned.
To enable the simplest possible discussion of this tube's operation as a voltage
doubler an analysis diagram is given in
Fig. 1. To further aid in its understanding we will consider it from the viewpoint of "electron- analysis" rather than

of C, out of the top plate, through section 1 of the tube (cathode to plate)

and hence to A. This not only dissipates
the existing reverse charge on C, as just
mentioned, but also tends to lower the
charge on C, through the circuit L,R in
a manner outlined in the charging cycle
for C,. If we temporarily omit R we
find that the two reverse actions due to
the continuity furnished by R will be entirely eliminated and the potential across
C, as well as C, will be 310 V. or the
sum of the fully charged voltage of C1
(155 V.) plus that of C, (155 V.).
It may be interesting to note in passing that when R is replaced by a number of plate and screen -grid circuits,
there being no appreciable leakage and
no bleeder current in the load, the recurrent flow.
During the entire half cycle in which verse action can exist during both half
terminal A is negative with respect to cycles. At all times these reverse voltB electrons will flow from cathode 2 to ages are correctly polarized through the
plate 2, into condenser C, and they will load.
The time constant of the tube drop and
be drawn from the plus plate of C, to B,
charging C, to a potential of 155 V. This C, and C, is so extremely small as to be
is the peak voltage of 110 V. R.M.S. entirely negligible allowing both conCondenser C also has the opportunity densers to reach full peak charge with
of charging through R and L, from plate no load. Within the conductivity limits
2, but we assume that R is much larger of the tube the voltage to which each
than the tube drop and thus C, will re- condenser (C, and C,) will charge deceive a smaller charge. Its polarity will pends on the ratio of the load resistance
oppose C, with reference to the output to the tube resistance (one half that of
circuit. It will be opposite to the polar- one rectifier section). As the load current increases the tube drop increases
ity indicated on the diagram.
When B is negative with respect to in almost direct proportion. The proA electrons will flow into the lower plate portionality is so good that a "regulation factor" may be obtained for conCapital Radio Research Labs.

stant values of C, and C, which will
yield pertinent information as to the

output voltage which may be expected at
any load current.
This factor is obtained as follows:
(1)

K_

I,
Where E, is the lowest voltage intersecting the curve.
Where E, is the highest voltage intersecting the curve.
Where I, is the lowest current intersecting the curve.
Where I, is the highest current intersecting the curve.
Example
Then the voltage to be expected for
any current I up to and including
maximum is:
(2)
E = 310
KI
Where K is the regulation factor and
I, the current assumed. Suppose we
would like to know what current we
can obtain at any specified voltage:

-

-

310

I

(3)

-E

K
Where the same factors are involved
and the characteristic curve for the
tube with our basic formula (1) we
can obtain K for any value of capacity
for C, and C,.
(Contiunrd on page 687)
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A split half -wave rectifier
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Fig. 3
A paralleled half -wave voltage supply.
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AN A.C. -D.C. AUDIO
PRE -AMPLIFIER

L. J.

LITTMANN*

Here is a self -powered pre -amplifier that will operate on
either alternating or direct current. It has many uses as
explained in this article.
ERE is an item that has valuable appeal to every P.A.
amplifier man and to every radio set owner, although
primarily it was designed to serve in the P.A. amplifier field. Briefly, its purpose is to "pre- amplify" or
to "boost" any A.F. signal produced by such input devices as
phono. pickups, carbon microphones, crystal microphones,
condenser microphones, dynamic microphones, ribbon microphones, photoelectric devices, etc. Such input devices are atChief Engineer, Coast -to -Coast Radio Corp.

(Continued on page 691)

CT.

Fig. 1, left
Schematic circuit of the
A.F. pre- amplifier for
P.A. and experimental
use.

Fig. B, above

Fig. A, top-right

layout of
the pre -amplifier. Important units are identified.

Note the neat appearemcee of the completed
unit. Gain control RS

Sub -chassis

is on

front.

"WIRE- LESS"
P. A. INSTALLATIONS
J. M. KUHLIK*
The "transmitter" of this "wire- less" P.A. system energizes
a building's entire lighting system with sound that may be

"picked off" by any radio set; or, the special "receiver."

The receiver.

The transmitter.

EVER since the article, "A Wired Radio Public Address System," appeared in the November, 1933, issue
of RADIO-CRAFT, Interest in this new
and novel P.A. design, and extremely convenient method of P.A. installation and
operation, has been rapidly increasing.
The features that are exclusive to this
system have found emphasis in commercial operation. Two units comprise the
complete commercial "wire- less" P.A.
system. Units Z and R, the transmitter
and receiver, respectively, are illustrated.
The transmitter is often referred to as
a "socket mike," since it plugs into the
wall socket like a vacuum cleaner or any
other appliance, and incorporates a mi-

crophone. The "socket mike" functions t her, the complete apparatus may be set
as a diminutive radio station; the "pro- up and ready for operation, at gatherings
gram" of this "station" as picked up by of every sort, in a few minutes.
the microphone being fed into the wall
Novel Applications
receptacle (from which the unit receives
Although there are a great many places
its current supply) as "wired radio."
This "wired radio" program is then where a wire -less P.A. system finds aptaken from any wall receptacle in the plication, we will only discuss five new
building by means of a radio set (con- uses that have been brought to the attennected to the light line through a small tion of the writer, and which may sugfixed condenser); or, merely by plugging gest to technicians and prospective cusinto the wall socket the specifically de- tomers still other uses.
These applications are listed as folsigned "socket amplifier" or "receiver"
which also receives its current supply lows: (1) traveling theatre ballyhoo service; (2) department store program refrom the same outlet.
It is not necessary to run wires from lay and call system; (3) hospital call
point to point (often impossible in mod- service; (4) remote alarm indicator;
(Continued on page 692)
ern, steel- and -concrete buildings). Fur-

-
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A "DOUBLE

SUPER" ALL -WAVE

12 TUBE SET
This receiver incorporates innovations in circuit design that
make it a super- sensitive and selective radio set.
THE radio chassis in this 12 tube all wave receiver uses a double superheterodyne circuit. Through the use
of a multi- section range switch, any
one of four tuning ranges extending
from 15 to 565 meters may be used.
By means of this range switch, radio
signals are made to follow one of two
general circuit paths, depending on their
wavelength. If the signal is in the broadcast band, it is fed directly to the tuned
input circuit of the R.F. tube, and from
there on amplified in the usual way.
During broadcast reception the shortwave section is rendered inoperative by

applying a very high negative bias on
the short-wave oscillator tube.
When the set is switched over to any
one of the three short -wave ranges, the
received short - wave signal passes
through the short-wave detector, where it
is converted to 1,540 kc. by the action
of the short -wave oscillator and it is then
amplified at this frequency in the broadcast section of the receiver.
By the use of a separate A.V.C. tube,
input to the second -detector is kept practically constant regardless of variation
Fig. A
in signal strength. Volume is controlled
A simplified calibrated tuning scale is used.
by a potentiometer in the diode circuit
of the 55 second- detector tube. This vol- quency
response.
ume control feeds any desired portion of the tone quality. and greatly improves
the A.F. signal to the triode section of
The type 56 phase reversal tube as
the tube which acts as an audio ampli- used
in the resistance -coupled push -pull
fier.
circuit, functions as follows: By means
This amplified A.F. signal is then fed of a voltage divider
arrangement (reinto a resistance- coupled push -pull stage. s: stors
The resistance -coupled push -pull stage output 51 and 52) one-sixth of the audio
of the 55 is impressed on
with its necessary phase reversal tube, the gridvoltage
of the 56 which reverses the
not only eliminates the distortion which phase,
would be produced by an input trans- value, amplifies the signal to its original
applies it to the grid of one
former but also increases the low-fre- of the and
2A5 output tubes. The other 2A5
receives its signal direct from the 55.
Thus the two output tubes receive signals of equal strength but in opposite
phase relation, giving a true push -pull
effect without the use of a transformer.
Local- Distance Switch

(All photos -- courtesy Stewart-Warner Corp.)

Fig. 1
Wiring diagram of power pack.

Fig. B
Power pack and receiver chassis are separate.
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The local -distance or "quiet" switch,
which is operated by an in- and -out motion of the tone control knob, makes the
following circuit changes. In the "in"
or local position, the primary of the R.F.
coil is shunted by a fixed condenser, thus
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Sohematlo circuit of complete receiver shawls.
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ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

OPERATING NOTES
WHAT THIS DEPARTMENT
IS

FOR

It is conducted especially for
the professional Service Man. In
it will be found the most unusual
troubles encountered in radio
service work, written in a practical manner, by Service Men for
you.

Have you, as a professional
encountered any unusual
or interesting Service Kinks that
may help your fellow workers?
If so, let us have them. They will
be paid for, upon pub!ication,
at regular space rates.
man,

A.C.-D.C. RECEIVER TROUBLES
advent of the "cigar box," uniTHE
versal- current type of receivers has
no doubt been partly responsible for the
present trend of the radio industry in
putting out small, low- priced sets, which
naturally demands low service and repair charges. While this may be disadvantageous to the Service Man, the frequency with which these sets have to be
serviced, more than balances the low
.service charges. This is tó be expected
for, besides the cramped quarters in
which they are housed, which get real
hot after a few minutes operation, they
are subjected to more severe usage.
While the 75 lb., 10 tubers of pre -A.C:
D.C. days may stand in the same corner
for months at a time, the present -day
cigar box type changes position almost
as often as its owner leaves his flat or
apartment.

One frequent cause of complaint in
this model is squealing at the high -frequency end. This develops after a few
months of operation and on sets that
have been carried around a lot. The
effect is caused by the short projecting
wire from the control -grid of the 36 detector being too close to the R.F. coil.
(See Fig. 2.) Due to the fact that when
the set is carried around the aerial wire
is tucked into this compartment of the
set, the feed -back wire is often bent out
of position when the aerial is pulled out
again and again. A little trimming and
adjustment always stop the oscillations.
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PHILCO 53 UNIVERSAL COMPACT
AVERY interesting case was a Philco
53 universal compact.
The complaint was very low volume. A checkup showed all plate and screen-grid voltages low. The rectifier, a 12Z3 and all
tubes were checked, and all seemed
O.K. A short was presumed, and an investigation of all suspected parts was
made with this in mind. This, however, did not disclose the fault. Finally,
a new rectifier was substituted and the
set played very well; and the voltages
then read were "normal." The rectifier,
though it checked "good" happened to be
at fault.
Examination has shown that this particular tube when in the set does not
get the right heater voltage. Actual
measurement shows only 5 V., when this
tube is rated at 12 V. Incidentally, we
have run into a lot of these tubes with
faulty heaters. The most common ones
that develop this trouble are mostly the
38; a few 36's and 39's, and the 12Z3.

CLARION A.C.-D.C. 5 TUBE SET
INTERNATIONAL KADETTE
ACOMMON cause of complaint in this
SEVERAL, cases of no reception in this
very sensitive set is low volume
receiver have been traced to the failure
of the 75 ohm resistor in the plate lead after a few months of operation. It has
of the KR -1 rectifier. A check -up usu- been found that in most cases this is
ally shows no plate and screen -grid volt- due to the detector plate load resistor.
age on all tubes. While it may be sus- The only remedy is replacement. One
pected that the cause is a bad rectifier, particularly baffling case came to our at(Continued on page 696)
or shorted filter condensers, it has been
found in many cases that this resistor
is at fault. A 10 W. wire -wound resistor
KR-1
is usually sufficient for replacement (or,
altogether,
can
be
shorted
if necessary, it
75
OHMS
but this is not good practice). See
Fig. 1.
The KR -1 rectifier, however, has been
110V,
A.0 -OC.
the cause of a good many failures in this
receiver. There are times when the set
'"11
will perform right on D.C., but not on
Fig. 1, above
A.C., due to a bad rectifier. When this
Fault -finding In International "Kadette."
happens, the rectifier brightens up like
a lamp when the set is plugged into an
Flg. 3, right
Lack of sensitivity In Clarion set.
A.C. outlet.

RADIO -CRAFT
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In

International "Kadette"

seta may be traced to the feed -bank wire.

'`TO 38 NEATER

MF

SNORT TO

CHASSIS NERE

+

-

-B

-

r

4 MF
(EACH)

SW.

.05-MF.
110 V1,

A.C.-D.0

CHASSIS

Fig. 4
Emerson 20A and 25A. Don't blame all crackling
noises on tubes-check the other contacts.

PERMANENT MAGNET
SPEAKER
CONE

I

Fig. 5
A recalcitrant reproducer
De Champe sets.
you know how.
may be cured easily

-If
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RADIO -CRAFT TABLE OF
BIAS RESISTOR VALUES
this tabulation RADIO -CRAFT presents something entirely new and extremely
valuable for the Service Man. All of the standard types of tubes are listed, and the
bias resistor values for differing circuit con ditions are enumerated. On the opposite
page is a complete description of the procedure in applying this useful tabulation.
In

-Tl'BE- -VOLTAGE- -OH MS-Type Use Plate S-G C-G
Plate
Bias
r
1A6
87.5 - 3.0
- -

-- -- -- --IO -- --LM
--10 ----- ---- ----- ----- -13.5

1A6
2A3

C

2A4

A
A

234

BD

2.50
2.50

AP

250

100
186

2.48

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

2A7

C

PR

100
250
250
100

100
100

PI

180

75

A
2A3 APP
243 APP

2M
2A6
2A6

2M
2M
2A7
2B7
2B7

C
C

67.5

300
300

2.50

NO

50

'5

100
180
250
250

óA4

PA
PA
PA
PA
A

I00

10

A
A

I:S.S

135

6A4

165

165

2137

6M

125
20
25
50
SO

6137

A
130 10
(Same as 2A7.)
(same as 2137.)

OC6

A

6C6

BD
BD
TA

6.44

6A7

6D6
6F7
6F7
6F7
6F7

OA
WA

OIA
OIA

PR

I11

UTA

LD
YD

OlA

A

OlOA

A

10
10

A
A

B7)11 LD
WD11 BD

WD11A

WDII A
WD12 A

-13.5

90

4.5

180

A
A

135
ISO

19
19

B

20
20

A
A

22

LD

135
I3.5
90
135

22
22
22

A
A
A

24A
24A
24A
24A
24A
24A

LD
BD
BD
A

26
26
26

A
A
A
A
A

27

LD

27
27
27

27

BD
BD
BD
BD

180

IO

135

1O
45
135

ISO

230
275

----

.5-meg.

-22.0
-31.0
-39.0

-------

.1-mrg.
,1-meg.
.1-meg.

--

70A0

9.0 .15-meg.

3.0 .I-meg.

11.)

-16.5.1-meg.
9.0
4.5 30,000

---0 -- --- ---

25
45
67.5
22.5
30
275 30
250 45
10 90
250
250 33
90
135
135
ISO
180

410
.2.5-meg. 10,500
.25-meg. 6,200

-- - --- ---4.5
--u -- --- -- -13.5 --- -3.0
-- -16.5
-22.5 -

(Same
45

LI)

13

-10.0

W

12A
12A
12A
13A
12A

BD

3.0

135

90

500
.50,000

3,170
5,800

45
90
45

250
350
425
45
135

-50

1.3 .25.meg.
1.5

(OU

--

700
700

4,90

3.0

100

--

-

175

2.2
240
3.0
290
3.0
400
3.0
70
3.0
400
3.0
270
2.0 .25-meg. 5,550
2.1 .25-meg. 3.700
4.5 .25-meg. 5,500
5.0 .5-meg. 11,400
63
615
9.0
550
-11.0
470
-12.0
465

100

MO

----

.2:.meg.

250
250
250

CTO l00
CPM 2.50

LD
LD

-18.5
-1.05
-1.05
-1.25

250

250
250

2B7

3.0

-45.0
-62.0
-62.0

180

PI
PI
287
2B7

670

180
250

LS

--

--

1300
60.000
260

260

---

1,700

67,000

1,00
2,000
1,940
2,170

-----_
-

5,500
3,460
650
300
1,400

-

.15-meg.
3.1 .25-meg. 19,500
4.7 .25-meg. 32,000
3.0
535
3.0
525
1.5 .2-meg.
1,850
7.0
-..2,425
-10.0
1,825

-15.0

--

--

--

-

2.325
75,000

-14.0.25-meg. 70,00

-30.0
-26.0

.15-meg.
.25-meg. .13-meg.

-TCISr.Type

-VOLTAGE -

Use Plate S-G C-G

27
27
27
27
27

A
A
A
4

90
135
ISO
180
250

À

250

LD
BD
BD

E
E
E
E

27
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

45
180
180
90
135
180

E

31

A
A

2

31

A

3

-

32

4

32
32
32
32
32
32

LD
LD
BD
BD

I
1

G
G

A

B

-2B7
-2B7

--

A

A
A

A

10
135

10
100

-- --- -- -- -ILO
-- -- -- -----

6.0
9.0

-13.4

-21.0

35

100
35
135
45
ISO 67.5

.4

IM

67.5

A

180

07.5
30

A

10

A
A

13

135 135
135 673
190 67.5

A

34

M

A

34

A
A

:45

A
A
A
Sf
A

13

13

---

5
6
0

--

35

35

10

A

ISO

90

A

250
080
250

90
40
40
30
35
50
60
80

A
A

LD
BD
BD
BD

17

38
38

58

LD
BD
BD
BD
A
A
A
A
A
A

39/44 A
39/44 A
39/44 A
39/44 A
39/44 A
39/44 A
40
A

8

40

A

B

4I

A

B

41
41

A
A

42
43

A

F

H
H

-9

30
5.5

----------

-13.5

3.0
3.0

--

-----

770

800
775

7.0
1.3 .1-meg.

4,10

3.0
3.0

410
410
1,800
3,750
3,000
000
8ó0
810
850

7.0

1.70

3.0 .1-meg.
3.0 .15-mee.
1.5

3.0
3.0

1.5 .1-meg.
1.5 .125-mcg.

-

77.5

50

A

E-11

50
53
53
53
53
53
53

A

E-I1
E-11
E-11

H
H

Il

E
E

53

53
55
55

E
E
B
B

55
+5

9

II
E

E
E

55
56
56
56
50
56
56
56

H
E
E

.56

E

57
.57

I

1

H

H
H
H
H
H
H

.1-meg.
3.6 .15-meg.
5.0 .15-meg.
6.0 .25-meg.

18,00
31,00
40,00

F-9
F-9
F-9

8.0 .25-meg.

45,000

F-9

-- -10.0
--- -22.0
-27.0
--- --13.5
45,00
10 10 -18.0 -25.0 0--- ---- -- --- 10 -13.5 -18.0 -15.0 -20.0 -- -31.5
--- -50.0
-56.0 -33.0 -- -- --16.5 -20.0 -- -22.5
-30.0 -20.0 -- -20.0
-- -0.0
-63.0 -

56
57
57

57
57
57
67
58

58
58
58
58

59
59
59
59
59

2A
2.4

A
A
B
13

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
LEI

BD
BD
BD
BD
A

A
A

0

BD
BD
BD
BD
A
A
A

A
A
A

A
.4

M
AT
AT
AP

BT
BT
A

F

71

A

F

71

A

.15-meg. ,1:55-meg.
2,400
3,150
8.0
2,700

F

75

TA

H
H
H

76
76

A

9.0

C
B

50,00

.II-meg.

1,10
1,10

77
77
77

BD
BD
BD
BD

78
78

B

78

A

B

78
79
79

M

250

250

30

40

90
90

10.5

15

A

350

7.0

27

100
135

250 250
95
125

3.0
3.0
3.0

95
100

11

H
H

-

-

-

1,00

C
C
C

625
490

1,47.5

1,550
1,500

-.

-

450
360

440
3,500

-

3,50
1,400

B

L
M

77
77
77

77

J
1)

89

M-13

N
N-14

0-1546
G

M-l3
N

-- -84.0
-70.0
-- --- ----- ---- -10.5
--- ---- ---10 0' 10 ----- -10
-28.0
-18.0
0 - 40 - -- -29.5
-- -10
---L25
-10
-10
10
---10.0

BDA
2A

4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
5.0
6.0

250
250

250

300
250

300

0.0
0.0

180
180
250

-13.5
-14.0
-11.0
-20.0

IM

250
45

-10.0
-12.0
-16.0
-20.0

135
ISO

250
250
135
250
250

250

250
250

60
60

ISO

90

230

100
30
35
100

250

99
99
99
99
99
864
864

250
250
250 250

250
250

30
50
100

20

30
50
60
100
75

100
125

-------

-28.0

--

2,50

180
45
90
136

A

180
90
180

90

----

---18.0 -25.0 --- --10.0
- ---- -10.0
-- --- ----u -20.0
- -22.5
-31.0
-10.0

RADIO -CRAFT

3,30
2,500
2,700
1,075
1,075
410

-

3,00
1-meg.

715
1,025
435
590
330

225

5,20

--

4.350

Type 55.)

100
180
250

0.0

.2-meg.

13
13

----H

H

H

2.0 .25-meg. l2,500
2.0 .25-meg. 3,000
4.3 .5-meg. 10,000
1.1 .25-meg. 3,760
.25-eme. 2,180
2.1 35-meg. 3,500
1.6

--

1,860
8.150
2,700

-

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0 .15-meg-

N
N

H
H-11

1,900
1,700
2,150

-

510s.

Notes

10,00

296

.1-meg.
.15-meg.

u

160
180
250
100
180

0,00

-

--

30
100
(Same as Type 53.)
(Same
Type 53.)

BT
LD
BD
BD
A

-

50,00

--

-43.0

90

250
250
250
250

2,250

.5-meg.
8,000
.25-meg. 3,000
.25-meg. 4,000
.25-meg. 23,000
1,675
1,200
.125-meg. 1,500
.2-meg.
2,000
310

(Samosa 2A6.)

10

2,840

25-meg. 80,000

250
250
250
250
100

835
790

.15-meg.

-19.0

90
135
180

(Same

A

0.0
1.7
2.0
3.9
8.0
3.0
3.0
1.8
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

----

.1-meg. 23,00
.25-meg. 17,600
2,500

3

AT
AT
AT

A

-------

6.5
9.0 .1-meg.

ISO

250

1,275
1,530

.25-meg.
.2-meg.
.25-meg.
.25-meg.

-13.5

90
250
33
250
50
250 100
250

ISO

Bias

--

450

A

AP
AP
AP

Plate

400

2.4
85
89
89
89
89
89
89

K

A
A

-OHMS--

Plate S-G C-G

BDA 200
BOA 250

71

6.0

250
90

E-ll

H
H

135
135
180

A

25

-

4,10

.25-meg. 44,000
-16.0.1-meg. 80,000
4.5
1,800
9.0
3,000
-13.5
4,300
3.5 50,000
1,700
-22.5
2,800
-30.0
2,450
.25-meg.
.25-meg.
4.5 .1-meg. 18,000
6.2 .1-meg. 27,000
3.0
1,425
3.0
1,40
1.0 .I-meg.
1,150

Use

77
78
78

275

A

2,850
3,450
3,325

Type

H
H

AT

,1TT
AT

2.225

2,10

-TUBE- -VOLTAGE-

3.0 .1-meg.
3,750
30
3.0 .15-meg. 2,700
135
1.5 .25-meg. 7,500
18O
3.0 .25-meg. 15.000
100 100
7.0
660
10
625
250 250
480
(Same as 2A5.)

250
250
180
250

10

4

-----

Mise.
Notes

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

10

135

A

Bias

B

10

48
48
48
49
49
49
50

Plate

975
425
420
415
1,950

A

47

F 11

90
180
250
90
180
250
100
180
250
90

AT
AT

46

E-I1

10

A

H-

E-Il

10
10

45
45
45
46
46

H-10
H-10

E-1

135

43

AT
BT
BT

-10

250

250
336
7

F

H

30

10

A

7

E

90

250

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

37

F.

250

:38

G

-

67.5
30
90

A

GG

7

10
10
10

35
35

37
37
37
37

F

A

-OHMS--

6.9 45,000
7.3 70,000

33
34
34

13

.15-meg.

1.5
1.0 .2-meg

-1e.5

Misc.
Notes

1,175
1,125
970

1,050
900

--

780

50,000
50,000

H
H
12

I

I
I

I-9-I1
H

H
H
H
1

I

II
H

A
A-13
A-13
J

G
G

-G

1

I
1

H
H
H
H
H
H
11

H

H

H

-I
F
F

F
F
F
F

J

1'

'

4.5

1,80

E

9.0 70,000
4.5
3.0 65,000

1.775
1.550

1:

1,675

If

for

MAY,

H
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REFERENCE DATA AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT GRID BIAS RESISTORS
Of course, if laboratory equipment is available, such as the
Tube bias resistor values ordinarily are a matter of "cut and try."
microammeter and V.T. voltmeter, the procedure is simplified. At best, h
er, the process of selecting the correct value is a time consuming one. Therefore, the data here given will be welcomed as a starting point for determining optimum values in tube circuits.
To anyone who has attempted to use
present-compiled tube bias resistor data
tables the woeful short -comings of these
tables needs no comment. In order to supplement the inadequate information hereto:
fore available, the RADIO-CRAFT Table of
Bias Resistor Values has been compiled. It
is recognized to begin with that no table
of this order, short of an actual, complete
manual, will meet all requirements. However, the necessity for a tabulation which
would meet the majority of needs, and which
would be many times as useful as any now
available, is generally conceded. The table
given will meet the average demands of
Service Men and experimenters.
Current and plate -prong voltage values
are not given since the operating figures in
many cases (as for instance in resistance coupled bias- detector circuits) would require
the use of a microammeter and V.T. voltmeter, respectively -Instruments not available to-the average technician. Instead, the
figures given in the tabulation may be used
as references where necessary for checking
circuit constants, and for interpolations.
Where the actual supply voltage is but
10% plus or minus, variations in resistor
values will normally not be needed. Where
the deviation is greater than this tolerance
interpolation between values is usually necessary in direct ratio to voltage difference.
In several cases but one set of voltages and
resistor values for that type tube has been
specified. This has been done where the
normal resistor value (bias or otherwise)
remains close to a constant value over
widely varying supply voltage values.
Power ratings for RI, Fig. 1, may be obtained from the formula Es _ R, where E
equals "C.-G. Volts" and it, "Bias Ohms,"
in the table.
Item R2, Fig. 1, is the maximum allowable grid resistance value. It is the sum of
all resistance in the grid circuit of a tube
and equals the values designated by capital
letters under "Misc. Notes" In the table.
The value of R2 should be as high as possible to secure maximum gain but must not
exceed the maximum recommended for the
tube type. (Greater stability Is obtained
for lesser values.)
In the listing " 'Miscellaneous Notes'
(Numerals)," references to tube elements
(prongs) for resistor values are as follows:
1, anode grid; 2, osc. grid.
In the listing, "Cut -Off Voltages," are
given the maximum C. -G. negative bias
values for minimum volume.
An explanation of the table headings is
given below.

-

TABLE HEADINGS

"Tune Use " -functional classifications,
such as class A amplifier (used in place of
special classifications, such as screen -grid
R.F. or A.F. amplifier, etc.). This listing
better indicates the suitability of R.F. tetrodes and pentodes in A.F, impedance and
transformer circuits.
A, class A amplifier; 2A, 2 stage amplifier; AT, class A triode; ATT, class A
power tetrode; AP, class A pentode; APP,
class A push -pull; BD, bias-detector; BDA,
bias- detector and 1 stage amplifier; BPP,
class B push-push; BT, class B triode; C,
converter; CPM, converter pentode mixer;
CTO, converter triode oscillator; LD, leak detector; M, mixer; O, oscillator; PA, pentode section as A.F. amplifier; PI, pentode
section as I.F. amplifier; PR, pentode section as R.F. amplifier; TA, triode section
as A.F. amplifier.
.

RADIO -CRAFT

for

MAY,

"Plate Volts "-voltage measured from A
to "+1" In Fig. 1. The supply voltage Is
measured from
to " +1."
"C.-G. Volts " -voltage measured from A
to C in Fig. 1; more accurately measured
where the value of R2 Is
from A to "
high.
"Bias Ohms" -the value of Rl for selfbias ; not given where commonly "fixed bias" will be used. "Fixed -bias" may be
obtained from "C" battery (see "C. -G.
Volts ") or voltage divider. Self -bias with
D.C. operated filaments is in general Inapplicable. Bias resistor values for tubes with
D.C. on the filaments are given for such
use (as for instance in making a "1 tube"
set) where possible.
"Misc. Notes " -operational data, and references to values for R2 and R4.

"-"

-"

"MISC. NOTES" (NUMERALS)

Prong 1, 135 V. max.: 2, 50,000 ohms.
Prong 1, 100 V.; 2, 15,000 ohms.
Prong 1, 100 V.; 2, 35,000 ohms.
Prong 1, 200 V.: 2, 70,000 ohms.
Ose. grid leak, 0.1 -meg.; ret. to Cath.
161 Grid return to neg. fil.
(7) Grid return to pos. fil.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

18) Fixed -bias only,

(9) Plate resistor shunted by 500 hy. choke
coil.
0) Transformer coupling only.
1) Directly feeding output stage.
2) Grid leak, 30,OOG ohms to 1. m eg.;
ret. to cath,
3) For class B driver service.
4) Grid bias secured from "C" batte ry.
5) Plate and S.-G. connected at soc ket,
for ATT use; unless overall vol tage
to " +,' in Fig. 1) equals 135 V.,
Y'
an external "C" battery is requlred.
61 For two tubes.

-"

"MISC. NOTES" (CAPITALS)
(RESISTANCE VALUES FOR R2)

Fixed-Bias
10,000

fielf-Bina
u.i-meg.

A
B
C
D
E

0 1-meg.
0 5-meg.

1. meg.

meg.
0.5-meg.
1.

50,000
Sell-Bias

2 megs.
3 megs.

F

0.5-meg.
1. meg.
1.5 meg.
1,000

C
I
.1

Tube

Type

K 1,500
L 0.4-meg
M

N
O
CUT -OFF VOLTAGES

Plate

Volts

1A6
1A6
2A7
2A7
2A7

135
180
100

287

100
180
250

2117
2117
2117

6A7
6B7

6F7

250
250

250

75

100
100
75
100
125

(same as 2A7)
same as 2B7 )
250
100
1

34
34
35

135

35
39/44
89/44
39/44
58
58
78

78

250
90
180
250
180
250
100
180

78
78

250
250

1934

S.-G.

Volts
67.5
67.5
50

IRO

180

67.5
67.5
90
90
90
90
90
90
100
90

75
100
125

0.25-meg.
10.000
50,000

Cut Off

-25
-25
-20
-80

-45
-17
-13
-17

M

iscellaneous Information

The use of plate resistance -capacity filters
will, due to the IR drop, result In lower
plate voltage than the table here given contemplates. It is therefore noted that the
column "Plate Ohms" specifies for the accompanying voltage the sum of the plate
coupling and filter resistors. Where higher
gain Is desired and the use of resistor capacity filters is essential, the plate supply
voltage should be accordingly increased
slightly.
As a general rule, where the overall plate
circuit resistance is increased by a given
percentage, the plate supply voltage figure
should be increased by one -half the percentage of the increase in the plate circuit
resistance value.
In audio frequency amplifiers with tetrodes and high -gain pentodes the plate resistors are much smaller than the value
essential to secure a large measure of the
inherent gain in these tubes, Higher plate
resistor values are possible, with increased
voltage gain but, in general, such gain is
accompanied by instability, and the distortion that is coupled with unstable operation.
It is of course essential to both increase
the plate voltage and, perhaps, the :.crenand control -grid voltages to secure this
maximum gain. For guidance in this, the
experimenter should check against the plate
current and control -grid voltage curves as
given in any standard tube manual.
Maximum resistance values for R2 are
given for the following reasons. In R.F.
amplifiers, to increase these values would
tend to result in circuit oscillation. In
A.F. amplifiers, strong signal swings may
result in a loss of bias on the control-grid
of the tube. In the case of power tubes,
such bias loss may easily damage the tube.
or the associated output transformers and
Therefore, where
power supply devices.
control -grid circuit resistance-capacity filters are essential the filter resistor value
must be included in the sum, R -2.
In several cases it will be noted in the
table that, for a given plate supply voltage,
the control -grid voltage varies. This Is
necessary because differing values of plate
circuit resistance, due to the IR drop, make
the actual plate voltage different than the
plate supply voltage here given. (Tube
data sheets ordinarily are compiled only
for the voltage actually available at the
tube prongs.)
TIEO RESE w TAT wE

Ci

B

TUBE.

TUBE

R4
A

R3

-35

\s.

-22.5
-22.5

-52
-52
-52

FOUBE

1 II;

-21

-50
-50
-45
-45
-45
-50
-50
-52

INPUT TO

(FILTER
SECTIONS,
IF ANY)

!1
Rl

f3

1
lf

' +2"41-

-Nr

FIg. 1
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SHORT -CUTS
RADIO

IN

ATIME saver and a

great convenience

is illustrated at the
left. A hole is drilled
in the side of the can
in which solder is
packed. By threading

DIAL FROM
VA R OCOU PLEB
I

the solder through this
hole, as shown, it is
more handy. -R. Roma
DRUM

A NTENNA efficiency

ELECTRIC
LIGHT
SWITCH

ANT

LEAD.IN

ELECTRIC
MOTOR

1

RADIO

POWER
CORD
ONO
ANT

SET
c

/

-

is conveniently determined in the manner sho;'n at the left.
A 5 ft. length of wire
parallels the A.C. or
D.C. power lines; one
end connects to the antenna post of the radio
set. Motors, switches.
etc., establish a "noise
reference level." Upon
connecting the regular
antenna to the set the
relative strength of
programs and this
"static" will be in proportion to the efficiency
of the regular antenna
system.
WILIO G.

-

MYLLYKANGAS.

'

i

PHONE
TIP

//

4'.0.-i/

1'.

-

Q

SLOT

SOLDER

contact for resistance and continuity tests is
shown above. A large and a small prong from a tube are
soldered to a twin- conductor cord, ending in a single phone
tip.-Flusx A. OREMUS.
AUTO

COUPLING

PANEL

VARIOCOUPLE12 DIAL

AN INEXPENSIVE and attractive vernier dial is made
from the gears of a mechanical construction toy, and

the dial and crank front, for instance, an old variocoupler.
Graduate the Glial for 360 degrees; graduate the drum so
that successive numbers indicate one turn of the crank.
Ratios of 18:1, 36:1 and 50:1, with only 1A- degree backlash, are usual in these toy gears.-LEO ROSEN.

dots

TUBE PRONG

GOOD socket

SCREEN
OVER

PANEL

HEADLIGHT CASE

SPEAKER.

CONTINUOUS
from the speed key
are obtained by connecting it as a buzzer,
as shown above. Mechanically hold the
knob in the dot position. Useful for testing remote apparatus,
"breaking" a "tough"

operator,

amateur

FRONT

S/B X21N.
BOLT

»IDNtptRq

-

small flashing attractions, etc. VI NCESTE
Es l'i NOSA.
-

OUTLET
BOX-

\NUT
WASHER
4OLE
FOR

TO

POWER

CABLE
FRONT VIEW

LINE

SIDE VIEW (BROKEN)

CORNERS

1.2.3.4.5.6

CAN BE SOLDERED OR BRAZED TOGETHER

A"CHEVY" drum -type headlamp artistically houses a 6 in.
MULTIPLE receptacles may be obtained by fastening to
dynamic reproducer for car radio use. Remove the regether a number of "double" -type "outlet" boxes, as
flector and lamp socket, and file or drill off the rivets that shown above. Knock out holes in the boxes and run the wires
hold the side brackets. Use a shielded 4 wire cable; ground through them for parallel connection of the outlets. Suitably
the case to the shield. -R. L. JOHNSON.
fuse the line- HOWARD BLACRRURN
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17

CAPACITIES FROM
CONDENSERS

3

J. N. Kessler
FIG. 1 is shown a switching device
INfor connecting 3 condensers in series,
parallel, or series -parallel combinations
to secure 17 capacities for use in determining the best values to be used in
filter circuits, etc., in radio receivers.

tire knobs can be molded to meet individual requirements and ideas.
When set, plastic wood can be cut,
sawed, planed, drilled, whittled, tapped.
and finished. It will hold nails, tacks
or screws, thus making it useful in fixing knobs that have been worn by shafts
so that they will again "stay put" on the
shafts. The foundation of wood, metal,
or other material must be clean and dry.
Press and shape plastic wood with the
finger (or a suitable tool) to the desired
conformation and permit to dry. Thick
sections are best built up of thin layers,
permitting each layer to dry. Warmth
hastens drying, but do not put too near
a naked flame. Sandpapering, polishing,

Units Sw. 1 and Sw. 2 are 3 point,
single gang sectional rotary tap switches;
units Sw.3 to Sw.8 are S.P.S.T. toggle
switches. Connect tip jacks J1 and J2
to test prods. Care must be taken to
close the switches in the correct combination as shown in Table I in order
to prevent a direct short; (X indicates etc., should only be done when the wood
a closed switch).
has hardened. If plastic wood dries in
the can, add a few drops of "plastic
TABLE I
wood solvent" to soften it; also, use the
Capacity in Mf.
S
4
24/3 21/3 solvent to remove the "wood" from your
6
N.
7
ayi
hands.
1

2

3
4

5
6
7

8

4

4

4

4

4

2

1

4

1

4

4

1

X

X

X

2
1

4
1

X

X

X
X

X

X-- - -X-- -X--- X-- -

-

F.

X

X

X

X

X

Capacity in Mf.
\n.13/71:1/71 I/:I
6/7 4/3 2/3 4/7
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

4

4

1

2

4
2

1
1

- -X

2
1

2

X

X

1

X

2

4

1

1

- -

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

3

X
X

PLASTIC WOOD IN RADIO

IN FIG.

P. M. Ohlinger
A is shown one useful applica-

tion of "plastic wood"-that putty-like
material (obtainable in most hardware
stores) which, when it hardens, can be
molded by hand and, when dry, may be
sandpapered and stained or varnished.
In the illustration are shown radio receiver control knobs that had pieces
broken off and which the writer made
"as good as new" by using plastic wood.
Radio cabinets that have been damaged
or scratched, in shipment or handling,
usually can be made presentable by
molding plastic wood to conform with
the cabinet design; a "touch -up" kit will
come in handy when re- finishing the repair. The experimenter can use plastic
t ood to fill unused holes in panels. EnSW.7
C4

¡

3. Wire cleaner.
4. Wood carver.
5. Heavy -wire cutter.

6. Wire -insulation remover.

7. Light -wire cutter.

Fig.

C

The knife a versatile radio tool.

CIRCUIT

3

W. Rinkowski

CREDIT my 8 year old boy for the
novel idea illustrated in Fig. B. This
view shows a tuning unit having the
usual primary, secondary and tickler
coils, but wound with wire on which
has been strung hundreds of colored
glass beads of uniform size. These beads
serve both to insulate and space adjacent turns; the resulting coil is quite
efficient. A person with artistic leanings
could make these coils exceedingly decorative.
The idea of bead insulation is an old
one to short-wave fans but in the unit
illustrated is given a new application.
Bead-covered wire may be used for that
inside aerial; any part in the length of
the bare copper wire may be soldered to,
by breaking off a few of the beads; shortwave plug-in coils wound with "beaded"
wire appear to be equally as efficient
and more decorative than commercial
types; try wiring your next set with
"beaded" wire.

A CONDENSER

IN FIG.

2

Fig. 4
How to use the 32 as "det. 1

DC VOLTMETER

O TO

e VOLTS

DRYDISC

4 oso."

C. I. MF

BINDING POSTS
FOR CONNECTIONS
TO ADAPTORS

RECT-

IFIER.

ETC

'--1
Fig. 3

Trickle charger rectifier in output meter.

TESTER

Otto L. Groff
is illustrated a condenser

tester that does a real job of weeding

out the good from the bad small fixed
condensers encountered in radio service
work.
In operation, the meter needle will
show deflections as follows: open con (Continued on page 689)
BROKEN SNOBS

4MF.,C3

2. Wire -holder for soldering.

TUNER

X

Sw.
1

A BEAD -INSULATED

1. Screwdriver.

BREAK

Fig. 2
Small fixed condensers may be tested.

FELLED

WITH PLASTIC w700

2 MF.. G2

5w B1
SW6/
CI,I.MF.

-

Fig. 1, left
A 3 condenser. 17 capacity test unit.

I. TO 4 MF. COND.
1000 v. ( WORKING).

Fig. A, above
Plastic wood

PAPER DIELECTRIC.

4

repairs

Fig. B, right
Bead -covered wire
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on

a

3

makes

knobs.

circuit tuner.
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RADIO- CRAFT'S INFORMATION BUREAU
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules:
Furnish sufficient Information, and draw a careful diagram when
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper.
List each question. Be SURE to sign your name AND address.
Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general
Interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits.
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question

CURRENT IN A

WIRE-GENERATOR

"NO LOAD"
(256) Mr. C. E. Ilowsud. Bradshaw, Neb.
(Q.1) In Radio Library book No. 9, "Automobile Radio and Servicing," there is a statement concerning which I would like n little
enlightenment. Referring to the illustration
on pg. 25, what causes the polarity to change
when the direction of rotation of the armature is reversed?
(A,1) This figure Is reproduced as Fig.
Q.256A. Three conditions are necessary in
order that a wire generate a voltage: all the
wire must be in motion (21 the wire must
be in a magnetic field; (3) the wire must
move at right angles or across the field. It
is the latter factor that is of special interest
to you. When the wire is moving tip, Fig.
Q.256A, detail A, the voltage generated in it
is in one direction; when the wire moves
(town, an equal voltage is generated in it, but
fu the opposite direction. If the wire rotates
in (cuts arrossi the magnetic field, as shown
in detail B, one end must go "up" (refer to
the view) once and then down (the entire action taking place in the field shown by
dashes) ; consequently, the polarity generated
changes, as the wire rotates in the field. This
will be made a little more clear by reference
to Fig. Q.25611.
When the wire a, b, in detail A, Fig.
;

GENERATED
VOLTAGE

Fig. Q.256A
Generating voltage in a wire, A; or wires, B.

and the appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by
25 cents (stamps) for each separate question; answers are subject
to subsequent publication, if considered of exceptional interest.
Other inquiries must be marked "For Publication."

late to the direction of the movement of the
conductor when considered as a moving conductor. )
(Q.2) On the following page of the previously- mentioned book the statement is made
that the type of generator being described
should not be operated unless it is connected
to a battery as damage would result to the
generator. I cannot see why this should be
true, since there would not be any field current or no current generated by the machine.
(A.2) In generators designed to charge
car batteries, provision is made to reduce the
voltage generated in the machine by means
of "armature reaction, which is adjusted by

Q.2568, cuts across the magnetic -flux field of
a permanent magnet as indicated by the solid line arrow at (a) the direction of the inducing flux will be downwards, as shown by the
arrowheads on the dotted vertical lines. An
electromotive force is set up in the conductor
in such direction that the current established
will always produce n conductor flux which
will agree in direction with the inducing flux
on the side of the conductor that first comes
la contact with the inducing flux and is opposite in direction on the other side of the
conductor. (This is true regardless of whether
the conductor or the flux is the moving element.) The direction of the conductor flux
is indicated by the arrowheads on the bent
lines.
The direction of the electromotive
force, as well as that of the current in this
case. is from a to b in the conductor, as indicated by the arrowheads on the circuit wires
that attach to either end of a, b. The flux is
nlore dense ahead of the conductor than behind it because of the relation between the
direction of the inducing flux and that of the
conductor flux.
The direction of the induced electromotive
force in any case where the relative direction
of the movement of the flux and of the conductor is known may be determined by considering which side of the conductors has the
denser flua.
The direction of the circular
conductor flux on that side agrees with the
direction of the Inducing flux, and the direction of the induced electromotive force is determined from the relation of the conductor
current and its flux.
At (b) in detail A, in the same figure, we
find the conductor, a, b, to be moving toward
the left. In which case the induced electromotive force is from b to a.
Referring now ta detail B, at (e) the conductor is represented as moving to the right
in a field in which the direction of the flux
is vertically upwards. The direction of the
induced electromotive force is from b to a. In
(4) the conductor is moved toward the left
in the same field, and the direction of the
induced electromotive force is from a to b.
Note that when either the direction of the
motion of the conductor or the direction of
the flux is reversed, the direction of the electromotive force is reversed, as indicated In
details A and B; but, when boils the direction
of the flux and the direction of motion of the
conductor are reversed, the direction ofthe
induced electromotive force remains unchanged as in A (al and B (b) ; or in A Ibo
and B (c). (The straight dotted arrows rer

the third brush on the machine. If the load
were removed, there would be very little
"armature reaction," and the voltage generated might be sufficiently high to puncture
the insulation.

A.V.C. IN A.C.-D.C. SETS
(_;7i

Mr. Arthur Fischer. Bayonne, N. J.
In the Latest in Radio department
of the March, 1934 issue of ItADio- l'isst-r the
statement is made that a resistor is used, in
IQ.1

superheterodyne, item No. 412, to prevent
overloading. I'lease explain this action in
greater detail,
(A.) The schematic circuit of this receiver, the Tom Thumb A.C.-D.C. ultra- midget
set, is shown in Fig. Q.257. The resistor in
question is its, in the grid- return circuit of
second -detector V3. In case the detector control -grid is forced positive, the control -grid
bias of I.F. amplifier V2 is increased. while
this is not as effective as full A.V.C., it does
prevent blocking which Is an annoying characteristic in many sets due to the strength
of n local- station carrier.
Tice following additional, interesting information is available. This set has a sen(Continued on page 675)
a

Fig.

Q -258

The A.K. "interference

Dei 2. 77

7s

eliminator" equipment.
...OR

Af

A7

L.

V.

-N Cf5
5 MF.

CIO

42
4.500 eM46

le

i

53, 25.000

a.r.

16q

ew?4,
456

wl. CoweRpl 25,5

Rif

ItOV,

r

OMM

R5

40

T

C17

0.+44F.

Ilei

44,3oÓ 0MM3
M,SG,Y,r11.

R6I
KG

-25

Re
.25 .CO.

2575

7e

014445

43

7e

77

--T

,le D 1
CO,

MC.

Fig. Q.256B, left

Fig. Q.257, above

Showing why the direction of current reverses
with the direction of motion. (Courtesy 1.C.Á.)
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Schematic circuit of the Tom Thumb A.C.
D.C. ultra -midget 5 tube superheterodyne.
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nitivity of 10 microvolts at 1,400 kc.; and
20, at 600 kc. The wavelength range is 550
to 1,760 meters. The field coil, which acts
as a bleeder resistor, shunts the output of
the 25Z5 its resistance is 3,000 ohms.
;

A.K. "INTERFERENCE ELIMINATOR"

30- WHITfMAN solves a mysier'Y

Mr..1. A. F. I'ryor, Hyattsville, Md.
(Q.) Ilow is the Atwater Kent "interference eliminator" connected?
(A.) The schematic circuit of this instrument is shown in Fig. Q.258. (Winding data
on this particular unit is not furnished by
the manufacturer as this is a commercial
Cutts of similar type have been
device.)
described in past Issues of RADIO-CRAFT;
12:18

and gives a ciue to finer radio music

I

ON THE DANCE FLOOR
HOW WOULD YOU TWO LIKE TO
INSIDE A RADIO STUDIO/ I'M

SEE

they are more generally referred to as "R.F.
transmission linos.

STRANGE-

OH, MR. WHITEMAN,
HOW DIFFERENT

9 TUBE HOME -BUILT
A.C., T.R.F. SET" (A Correction)

-IT

GOING OVER IN A FEW MINUTES

IT MUST BF

OH, HOW`
THRILLING

-

I'VE ALWAYS

WANTEb TO

YOUR RADIO

YOUR MUSIC SOUNDS

"MAKING A

L

r

SEE

WAVERS SO

THEM

BROADCAST

ON MY RADIO

IC,UI
Carroll E. Mapes, Chicago, III.
IQ.) Are there any errors in the Iist of
Parts in the article, "Making a 9 Tube HomeBuilt A.C. T.R.F. Set," as published in the
February, 1934 issue of RADIO -CRAFT? It
does not seem correct that condensers C20
and C21 should be 100 V. units, when they
connect across the 300 V. output of the rec-

tifier.

Following are corrections to this
1A.1
List of Parts, as furnished by the author
after making a further check of the components listed C20, C21, two 8 mf., 500 V.
electrolytic condensers In one can (positive
and negative leads insulated from can) : C22,
0.1 -mf.. 200 V. paper condenser; C23, 10 mf.,
400 V. electrolytic condenser. Resistor R4,
35 -meg., 14 -W. ; 115, 5,000 ohms, wire wound
127. 119, 1110. 25,000 ohms. %F, -W. carbon ;
1118, 1,500 ohms, t,¢-W. carbon; R19, 0.4meg., 14 -W. carbon ; 1121, 15.000 ohms. % -W,
carbon 1122, 85.000 ohms, %-W. carbon.
:

;

THAT'S THE ONE

AND, OF COURSE,

r

THESE ARE THE BIG

RCA TUBES ALL THE

LARGE STATIONS
DEPEND ON

AUTO SET FROM OLD A.K. 35
(2001 Mr. Ellis G. Jeffery, LeRoy, Ohio.
I wish to build an auto radio set
IQ.)
using the chassis of an old battery receiver.
Can it be done; and bow?
I believe that it would be a good idea for
you to show how to do this in some issue of
your magazine. The set in question is an
Atwater Kent model 35 which does not take
up very much space : in addition. it could be

conveniently cut into two sections and
mounted one above the other where additional compactness was required.
(A.) It Is always advisable to use equipment only in the specific service for which it
was designed. An outstanding example of
this is the use of the Atwater Kent model
35 battery receiver (the circuit of which
appeared in RADIO- CRAFT Data Sheet No. 17,
May, 1930) as a car radio set.
The sensitivity of this receiver, one of the
most efficient of its "day," is only about 300
microvolts- per-meter at an output of .05 -W.
Compare this with, for instance, the Atwater
Kent models 036 and 756 receiver chassis,
the diagram of which appeared on page 728
of the June, 1933 issue of RADIO-CRAFT ; this
chassis has a sensitivity of approximately
1 microvolt- per -meter at an output of 3W !
For use in a car, build n real car set, such
ns the one described in the article, "flow to
Make a Modern Car Radio Set." This two part article started in the December, 1933
issue of RADIO-CRAFT, on page 340,

OUR ENGINEERS

THAT'S WHAT

:11ANGE THEM

YOUR SET NEEDS

IEGULARLY TO

-NEW

THAT'S GREAT

-

TEL. YOUR FRIENDS

IN FINE ON OUR

ABOUT IT. THEY

RADIO NOW. WE

THING WE FORGOT.
THEY'RE ABOUT

A YEAR OLD, I'LL
HAVE THEM TEST.
ED FIRST THING

CLEAREST TONE

YOUR MUSIC COMES

HAVE A NEW SET OF

TUBES

INSURE THE VERY

A WEEK LATER
OH, MR. WHITEMAN,

AHA -MAYBE

WANT

BETTER

RECEPTION. TOO

MICROSENSITIVE
RCA RADIO TUBES

NEW LIFE FOR OLD RADIOS!
Quicker start! More power! Better tone! It really
means new life for your set when you replace old,
worn radio tubes with these new Micro -Sensitive
tubes byRCA. These are the onlytubes guaranteed
by RCA Radiotron Company to give you 5 important improvements. Haveyour dealer test your
tubes today. Insist on RCA Radio Tubes -and
bring back the thrill of radio.

BROAD TUNING IN A.C.-D.C.
COMPACTS
AWORTHWHILE discovery was made by
us regarding the broad tuning of certain
A.C. -D.C. compact radio sets of independent
manufacture. After all the routine tests for
such an ailment were applied to the set we
discovered the antenna and R.F. coils were
transposed, having been assembled this way
at the factory. When placed in their correct
positions the station selection was found to
be quite normal. On the majority of these 4
tube sets the primary of the R.F. coil is
wound on the outside of the form, and the
antenna winding is a small choke coil placed
on the inside.

NEW MICRO -SENSITIVE 21 Quicker
uic err Operation
RCA RADIO TUBES 3 Uniform Volume
4 Uniform Performance
GIVE YOU: 5 Every Tube is Matched

a

LAWRENCE L. MORFOnD
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SPRAYBERRY'S
Practical

Advanced Training
Course for
Practical Servicemen
-a

last
sound, how -to -do -It course by a man
for years. has been in unusually close touch
sirs
bare
No bunk
en and senlee work.
minimum of theory -no mathematics-no fancy and
costlY bindings. Just a real, carefully written course
which will prove !meltable to every serviceman who
will study It. liest of all, the Introductory price is
so law you'll pay for it by your Increased earnings on
For instance, E. J. Itreau of
the first few jobs.
Nit.. Canada. writes: "1 sin well satisfied
course.
In fact. I can now senke a radio
half the time I could six months ago."

-a

h

Where Will YOU Be
Ralla
Tomorrow
will
Other',

Times change.
Is a fast moving business. Servicemen must
find them
Iouwrrow
i, It.
f watching the 1,,.t sobs go to competitors.
Constant study and linprutement are essential. Thus.
In " PRACTICAL MECHANICS OF RADIO SERVICE" F. L. Sprayberry gives you the latest. handiest
It costs
dope In the most compact. readable style.
less and. being more practical, la easier to understand.
For total of $10.00 you get

ONLY

$10

Your money

month.

on Modern Radio
Terms as low as
Service.
$2.00 down and S2.00 a
absolutely refunded if you are

28 lessens

not satisfied.

you Get the Latest Information

on

I. SET TESTING

by means of the Analyzer Method; Voltage
Method; Point- to- Point Method; Stage by-Slage Method; Oscillator Method and
Hand and Observation Method.

2. REPAIRING

Superheterodyne Circuits: Automatic Vol-

ume Controls; Public Address; Auto Radio.
Battery Operated and 32-Volt and 110 -Volt
L.C. Sets.

3. PARTS TESTING

Including Practical Methods for Testing Con-

densers. Resistors. Transformers. Tubes. Loud
Speakers and Antenna and Input Circuits.

4. TROUBLE SHOOTING

How to locate and eliminate Receiver Hum.
Internal Receiver Interference, Intermittent
Reception. Poor Quality Reception and Poor

Sensitivity and Selectivity.

F.

\

ALSO...

SECTION
SPECIAL
ON
TUBES. Including all the latest
types. and t. A SPECIAL SECTION ON SET ANALYZERS including information on modernizing
and repairing all types.
A

MAIL TODAY!

L. SPRAYBERRY III

Bl

a

t S..

N.W.

Please rush complete details of your new 28- lesson
curs "PRACTICAL MECHANICS
OF RADIO
SERVICE,"
These, of course, are free.
Name
Address

City

'C -5/4

State

NEW!

SENSATIONAL!

110 VOLTS AC FOR AUTOS
The new AUTONATOR generates 110 Volt A.C. Current In motor cars, aeroplanes and from all types of
engines and motors, direct from fan belt.
Costa
nothing to operate. No service -no brushes, collector
rings. commutator or wire wound armature. Ideal
for operating PORTABLE Sound Equipment. A.C.
Radio Seta, Neon Signs, Electric Lights. Searchlights. Send for complete details.

AUTONATOR

LABORATORIES, INC.

8440 South Chicago Are.

Dept. A

Chicago.

III.

-

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
THEATRE SOUND EQUIPMENT
Buy From the World's Largest Suppliers
Exceptional Bargains In New. Used and Rebuilt Motion
Picture Apparatus.
Recent Government Surplus and
Liquidation of other manufacturera such as PACENT,
ROYAL AMPLITONE. POWERS CINEPHONE. TONE0- GRAPH, IIIOPHONE, RCA. PHOTOPHONE and
others now offered to our trade.
Write for Our New Illustrated Catalogue
S. O. S. CORPORATION
Dept. RAC
1600 Broadway, New York. U.S.A.
EXPORT: 120 Liberty St., New York
CABLE ADDRESS: "SOSOUND" New York. All Coda.
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THIRD DIMENSION
IN MUSIC

The music which we hear comes to us in
part directly, and in part by reflection from
the walls; both contribute to the esthetic'
value of the music. However, inasmuch as

(Continued from pare 033)
A violin soloist was given a gigantic violin.
The effects, and additional urea involving
the use of frequency cut -off filters, were at all
times under the full control of a monitor operator centrally located in the balcony.
For example, the previously -mentioned experiment of a bullet shot, its passage through
the air and its striking a target, was achieved
by having an assistant slap two boards together in front of the left microphone (on the
5th floor of the building) for the "shot"; a
second assistant rapidly ran across -stage from
left to right, blowing a whistle, to indicate
the sound of the bullet in slow motion through
the air; a third assistant hit a gong to indicate that the target hid been struck. However, the monitor operator very cleverly simulated this effect with the performers in front
of only one microphone by the simple process
of "fading" the microphone output Into the
individual audio channels, feeding each
speaker assembly as required ; thus, with a
twist of his wrist he reproduced the effect
of the bullet whistling across -stage, yet without any of the assistants moving!
A very satisfactory degree of auditory perspective may be obtained with only two independent channels ( "binaural" operation), but
the presence of the third channel considerably
enhances the effect, and is of very great advantage when a soloist necompauies the orchestra. With reproductions in auditory perspective, the center channel (connected to a
special microphone In front of the singer) allows ber voice to be amplified independently
of the orchestra. and thus always to be kept
at a slightly higher level.
The factors involved in attempting to
simulate at a remote point the esthetic effects of original sounds should be learned by
everyone interested in good sound reproduction. For this reason the following explanation is given of some of the factors involved
in the design of the new sound system,

of short duration, the direct sound is of
great importance
is this sound alone which
enables us to localize the source. In general,
instruments of lower register are less directive than those of higher register.
For efficiently radiating frequencies as low
as 90 cycles a horn of large dimensions is
required; the "folded" type of horn is prefer.
able, but it transmits high -frequency tones
very inefficiently. Therefore, the reproducer
"assembly" was constructed of two units, one,
of the folded type, for the lower and the
other, of trumpet type, for the high frequencies, as shown in Figs. A and It, with an electrical network to divide the current into two
frequency bands, the point of division being
about 300 cycles.
Each of the high- frequency horns shown in
l-'igs. A and It has 16 separate divisions. each
with an exponential taper.
This design
"Sprays" the audience with the higher frequeney sounds which, being highly directive,
give the sense of direction.
The output frequency characteristics of the
combined low- and high-frequency reproducers
is shown in Fig. 2,

Frequency and Power Requirements
For high -grade reproduction of sounds the
range of frequencies that the system must
transmit is determined by the range of hearing rather than by the kind of sound that is

being reproduced.
Persons having normal hearing can hear
pure tones ranging in frequency from 20 to
20.000 cycles. however, note that in order
to sense the sounds at either end of this range
the sounds at these extremities of the frequenes range must have very high intensity.
In music these frequencies usually are nt such
low intensities that the elimination of frequencies below 90 cycles and those above
15,000 cycles produces no detectable difference
in the reproduction of symphonic music. However, the elimination of frequencies above
13,000 cycles produced a detectable change in
the reproduced sound of the snare drum,
cymbals, and castanets: and the elimination
of frequencies below 40 cycles, of the bass
viol, the bass tuba, and particularly of the
organ.
Besides these requirements of frequency response the system must also be capable of
handling sound potters that vary through a
very wide range. For the type of symphonic
music now produced by the large orchestras,
for example, this range would he about 10
million -to -1, or 70 db. However, since the orchestra is limited in its power range it becomes desirable to design n system that will
permit this power to be augmented by amplification in order to obtain enhanced sound effects. An ideal transmission system should,
therefore, be capable of reproducing a sound
as faintly as the ear can hear and RS loudly
as the ear can tolerate.

Directional Characteristics

many- of the tones of n musical selection are

-it

Frequency Ranges
')'hat the wide frequency range of this system is essential to natural reproduction is
evident by reference to Fig. 3, which shows
the audible frequency ranges for a number of
different sounds; this graph differs from
others in that it shows the "accompanying
noise range" of sounds that tend to produce
the illusion of naturalness. These sounds include lip noises, key clicks on musical instruments, "buzz" of reeds, and hissing of air.
The short, /Wary portions of the line indicate
the frequency ranges thought to convey the
"tone quality" of the instruments: and the
short, vertical lines define the ranges of
noise.
In some cases noise and tone seem
inseparably blended. This is a factor that
previous designers of sound amplifiers and reproducers do not seem to have taken into
account. Of course, in the case of radio program reception the point lie not brought up.
since the frequency range of the transmitter,
operating on 200 to 550 meters, Is only 5 ke.
¡new, experimental transmitters have recently
been licensed to transmit an audio band 10
ke. wide, on three wavelengths below 200
meters -this Is, indeed, good news for those
svito want to enjoy high-fidelity radio programs).
'Php qualitative observations made on various sounds by a number of pained observers,
as frequency -range filters were cut Into and
out of circuit. are summarized in Table I:
in this tabulation, "L.P." means "lowest hills
tin Inept aIs." This table, and the previous discussion show, further, the necessity for an
amplifier anti reprvslucer frequency range of
40 to 15,000 cycles, for "natural" reproduction. It is of interest to note that the dynamic reproducer used in the ordinary domestic radio set is seldom capable of efficiently
reproducing sounds lower than about 100
cycles or higher than alum 0,000 cycles!
Now that we have been given a "taste" of
what may be accomplished toward natural reproduction in audio perspective we look forward to a new day in sound technique. It
lo
o
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An audience, when listening directly to an
orchestral production, senses the spatial relations of the instruments of the orchestra
as a result of their ability to localize the direction, and to form some judgment of the
distance from a sound source. This spatial
character of the sounds gives to the music a
sense of depth and of extensiveness which,
for perfect reproduction, should be preserved,

,000

lOO

FREQUENCY

1st

1000020.000

CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 2
Average over -all reproduction -ratio characater¡stics of the reproducer system. It departs from
uniformity only about 2.5 db. plus or minus,
between 40 and 15,000 cycles. Measurements
were made by supplying "warbling" frequencies
to the voltage amplifier and measuring the
sound pressure in the "listening area" of a room.
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matter of time until public
address systems, talkies, radio sets and sound
re- enforcement systems incorporate "three dimension sound."
The writer extends credit to Bell Telephone
La horn t nibs, the A cons tics l Society of Asneri. a, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Institute of Radio Engineers
tot the use of material and illustrations intorporated in this article, which has been
written partly to describe a new development
in sound reproduction; and partly to show
the limitations and possibilities of existing
sound systems of all types.
will be only a

We challenge you to find ANY instrument costing 50% or 6O% more than the Model 333
Analyzer that will do what the 333 will do
that will have the range, speed, flexibility, and exclusive advantages of the
" "Free Reference Point System of Analysis"
tell
. or a tube tester that will
you as much as the Model 85
an in-

..

...

dividual leakage test between each and

every element of EVERY tube, quickly
revealing the faults of those

some tubes that test
dinary testers

TABLE

I

e

tested.
Trumpet-L.F. fairly important. Lowest register
Tones
has greatest high- frequency "blatt.'
purer at higher pitches. Inappreciable noise.
Bass Saxophone-L.F. not very- important below
90 cycles. Highest register rather unmusical
and unpleasant.
Considerable blowing and
key noise.
Prominent reel
3assoon -L.F. fairly important.
Moderate key slap.
noise on lower register.
Tone goes to
veryimportant.
Bass Clarinet -L.F.
rery high frequencies on upper register.
Prominent reed noise on lower register becoming blended with tone on upper register.
Clarinet-L.F. very important. Medium range has
largest harmonic content. Highest range gives
Moderate blowing and
much purer tones.
reed noises at very high frequencies.
Soprano Saxophone -L.E. very important. Powerful harmonies making very harsh tone. Moderate reed noise above 10,000 cycles, less than

that of clarinets.
Oboe -L.F. important.

Most "reedy" tone of all
tested. Tone extremely rich in harmonics of
high order, especially middle register. Noises
blended with tone.
Flute -L.F. very important. Middle register has
most harmonics. Highest register produces
almost pure tonnes. Much blowing and mechanism noise on highest register.
Piccolo-L.F. very important. Middle range most
Highest few
musical and free from noise.
notes are very powerful but are practically
pure tones. Much blowing noise and rumble
on all registers.
Footsteps-No important frequencies below 100
cycles. High frequencies up to about 10,000
or 12.000 cycles required.
Handclappinp -V-' important frequencies below 150
cycles, but requires the entire audible range
Sounds fairly
on the high frequency end.
natural with 8,500 cycle cut-off.
Key Jingling -Bunch of 22 keys shaken on 4"
wire loop -No important frequencies below
500 cycles but requires entire audible range
Tone very unon the high -frequency end.
natural with 8,500 cycle cut-off.
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on or-

or a tube tester

approaching the value of the new
Model 35, just announced, with
such simplicity of operation. and

-N

Tympani
important frequencies below
cycles. (Brunt tuned to 00 cycles.) Actual
tone range ends around 2,000 cycles. Prominent drum rattle and beating noises to around
5.000 cycle:.
Bass Drum -Nn important frequencies below 70
cycles. Actual tone range ends around 1000
cycles. Prominent drum rattle and beating
noises to around 5,000 cycles.
Snare Drum -No important frequencies below 100
cycles. Actual tone consists of rattle extending to very- high frequencies.
14" Cymbals-No important frequencies below 350
cycles, Low frequencies prominent when one
High
cymbal is struck with a bard stick.
frequencies prominent when two cymbals are
clashed together.
Bass Viol -L.F. fairly important, slightly more on
plucked than on bowel notes. Considerable
bowing noise.
Cello -L.F. fairly important. Tone very rich in
harmonics. Moderate bowing noise.
Piano-L.F. unimportant for first octave. 100
cycle high -pass filter only slightly noticeable.
Upper notes practically pure tones.
Violin-L.F. important. Tone rich in harmonics.
Noises and tone blended.
"Pedal" notes
Bass Tuba -L.F. fairly important.
-fundamentals around 20 cycles- contain
fewer very low frequencies than regular notes.
Moderate blowing and key noises.
Trombone -L.F. not very- important below 130
cycles. Middle register has greatest harmonic
content. Inappreciable noise.
French Horn -L.F. unimportant below 130 cycles.
Middle register has most volume and harmonics.
High register gives rather pure tones.
Harmonics least prominent of any instrument
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"Good"

directly indicating "Good" and
"Bad" tubes based on accurate calibration. . . . We
confidently b e l i e v e that
these are the best engineered instruments ever
offered the service profession
. that they
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ent from other tube testers as the
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and being accorded the same reception because service men know
. the Model
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GOOD instruments
makes available for the first time a com. now the
plete ANALYSIS of a tube
announcement of the new Model 35 Tube
. develTester in the lower price bracket .
Only Supreme can improve on
oped in close co- operation with leading tube
Supreme's achievements. Each of
engineers and "tried out under actual service
large English reading scale di.
conditions
these three instruments bearing the
rectly indicating the true quality of all tubes
"Supreme" label is worthy of the
and at a
based on transconductance emission
price heretofore believed impossible
all three
s
name; each passed the confines of
of these revolutionary instruments are now in stock at
see these new Supremes today
our laboratory only after def¡the leading jobbers
and you'll say, as have thousands of others, "There's
nitely demonstrating Supreme
the equipment I've always wanted"
features of engineering excel"Write us for a magazine reprint (with diagrams) giving a
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struments, but very beautiful plucked string
selection of tone quality and the method of
bringing them into action and damping their
(Continued front page 657)
shafts passing over it are 435 per second, duration. Such apparently difficult tones as
then a "flute' will sound the note "A" as a bell or chimes, bowed violins and cellos,
long as the key is pressed and the light banjos and steel string guitars and mandolins,
reaches the photoelectric cell through the have all been produced on the models that
have been built. Sufficient data has been acflute wave pattern.
The number of openings in any one of the cumulated to warrant the assertion that piconcentric rings of the frequency disk when anos, harps, carillons and many new instrumultiplied by the number of revolutions per mental qualities may be had.
And so I might go on but enough has been
second will give the musical frequency of that
to present an idea of the accomplishparticular ring. It will be obvious that ar- said
ments
of this new versatile electronic unit.
rangements of the proper number of slits ro(See
"The Radio Organ of a Trillion Tones,"
tated at the proper speed will thus correspond
to the chromatic scale common to keyboard by Arnold Lesti, in the January, 1931, issue of
ILtD10-CRArr, page 402.)
instruments.
The method by which the player may selectively cause any note to sound may be accomplished in several ways. Ile may touch
the keys which open and close mechanical
light shutters between a common light and
-TUBE LOUDSPEAKER
the photoelectric cell or he may elect to have
each key light an individual lamp at each deSET
sired note and tone color. The same ring of
(Continued front page 036)
slits or any of the rings may simultaneously
play any number of tone qualities. Auxiliary the most stable and easily built super- regenstop shutters are used to shut off tone quali- erative receivers that has as yet been deties not desired.
vised. The receiver is built around a 33 tube
which is a power pentode that requires only
Component Parts
2 V. of "A" battery for filament supply, and
Right here let us retrace our steps for a either 90 or 1:35 V. of "B" batteries. The
moment to explain that Polytone has the fol- latter voltage, when used, will give slightly
lowing parts: (A) the light source; (B) two more volume. lout average results may be obreflectors ; (C) the rotating light rotor or tained from 90 V.
frequency disk previously described and illusConstructional Data
trated in detail in Fig. 1 (L)) an accurate
matt or opening carefully dimensioned so that
With the cxceps ion of the coil, which has
each opening always corresponds to the dis- two windings, all other material can readily
tance between the centers of any two adja- be obtained.
The coil must be especially
cent light slits in the same ring. Under this made by the constructor, and is wound on a
matt is located the wave shape of the sound I In. diameter form, about 3 ins. long. The
it is desired to produce. These wave shapes secondary, LI, consists of 110 turns of No.
may be actually recorded oscillographe or 32 enamel covered wire. The primary, L2,
their equivalent, or they may be synthetically or plate coil winding consists of 45 turns of
produced ; (E) a light sensitive photoelectric No. 36 P.S.C. wire wound below the grounded
cell whit-h will transpose the delicately shaded end of the secondary. The suggested layout
and rapidly fluctuating light impulses into and construction are shown in Figs. A and B.
electric currents and then in turn to sound
The following are the other parts with
through the medium of the usual amplifier given values necessary:
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has long been the standard
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for good volume control.
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sure to read the announcement on the
Inside Back Cover which gives important information about the new OFFICIAL AIR
CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL now
being published.
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;

and loudspeaker.

Figure 2 illustrates a schematic arrangement of the parts mentioned in the previous
paragraph together with the driving motor
and the reflectors which verticalize the light
and collect it for the photoelectric cell.
Figure 3 represents two forms of the stationary wave shape or tone pattern. In practice these wave shapes may 1w arranged radially under the light source ; these wave shapes
may be of the type known to talking pictures
as variable area or variable density or they
may consist of nothing more than ink lines
on a bit of transparent material or again just
a few opngue ribbons which
are radially
grouped with various spacings and with either
their edge or flat sides turned toward the
light and thus produce a myriad of shadow
patterns, each in turn producing a different
tone color or quality.
The variations in Polytone construction
may range all the way from a kit of parts
which the amateur may assemble into a keyboard or player type of instrument, to multi manual keyboard instruments with beautiful
tone qualities not previously heard by the
human ear. What a storehouse of treasure
the amateur would find such an assembly of
ports. The frequency disk and wave shapes
and perhaps a few other parts all assembled
would make a rent musical instrument.
For the more ambitious instruments let us
consider what they may do. The best pipe
organ made can not actually produce sounds
resembling closely the human voice but must
resort to a bulky set of pipes for n poor imitation. Polytone would use an actual record.
ing of a voice and within a few cycles of that
recorded quality the whole keyboard will respond to that timbre and tone quality. With
a group of such recordings, of perhaps some
of the famous voices of the operatic world,
it simply requires the pulling of stops and
we have a solo, a quartet, or a grand choir of
voice qualities with which we may conjure
into being all the beauty of the human voice
with the volume of a huge pipe organ.
Upon first thought it may appear that Poly tone is limited to sustained tones like those
of the pipe organ and the wind and reed inand percussion effects may be had by proper

List of Parts
One 23 plate variable condenser, CI;
One mica fixed condenser, 250 mmf., C2 ;
Two mica fixed condensers, .006 -mf., C3, C4 ;
One fixed condenser, 250 mmL, C5;
(roe resistor, 1 meg., 111;
One 15 ohm rheostat, A2;
Miscellaneous parts, such as 5 prong socket.
hardware, chassis base, binding posts, 3:1

tube, and magnetic type loudspeaker.

Adjustment and Tuning

If

the set seems to be insensitive then the
trouble is possibly due to the connections to
the coil winding L2 being reversed. This
winding must be in proper phase relationship
to L1 or else regeneration will not take place.
I'ixed condensers, l'3, C4, and C5, must be

exactly as specified and mica -dielectric type
is recommended to reduce the losses and inconsistencies that occur in the paper type. It
is through these condensers that the super regenerative action is obtained. A 100 mmf.

fixed condenser may be connected across the
output terminals, but will not be necessary
in all cases. Its inclusion will be necessary
if a persistent whistle takes place -but in
some cases win also help to actually increase
the volume. 112 controls the volume and stability of the receiver, by regulating the filament temperature of the tube. Stations are

obtained by simply tuning the variable condenser, Cl.
To obtain good loudspeaker volume, a high
impedance magnetic type loudspeaker is recommended.
It should preferably be of a
"close" gap construction, which feature makes
the unit highly sensitive, though it might
tend to chatter a little on extreme volume.
Too large an antenna for this receiver
should not be used. It may dampen the sensitivity of the set instead of increasing its
efficiency. An approximate total length of 75

feet

will

be

In Fig.
data.

1

found to be ideal.
are given optional coil winding

A ground is not always necessary ; it should
tried, though. Connect it to the end of 1.1.
opposite the antenna connection (or, the junction of Ll, CI, C3 and C5).
be
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO
REVIEW
(Continued from page 651)
provided with a "thumb drive" on the right
arm of the chair for tuning.
A dynamic speaker on a baffle is mounted
in the back of the chair. A well- upholstered
back on the chair gives a box baffle effect and
prevents the occupant of the chair from feeling as if he were sitting on top of the speaker.

MODERN SET TRENDS IN EUROPE
THE INTRODUCTION of the wavelength

changes for most of the popular broadcasting stations across "the big pond" has caused
no end of trouble with radio fans, as most of
their sets were calibrated directly with the
station calls or locations. This is much more
common in Europe than in the U. S., as they
seldom have more than one station in a given
city, and they identify the stations by the
city rather than the official call letters. Shortwave fans who have picked up foreign stations are familiar with this fact.
The result in changes in wavelength has
caused a change in design of modern sets. The
one shown in Fig. C is a typical example.
This A.C. superbet. is calibrated in wavelengths, and a shallow tray is provided in
the base of the cabinet to permit station
charting. Then if further changes are made
in the wavelength allotments, It is only necessary to change the station chart and not the

entire dial.

A SERVICING CONVENIENCE

ACONVENIENCE that will interest Service
Men recently appeared in THE BROADCASTER AND WIRELESS RETAILER,

BEHIND THE FINGERS, THE PURPOSE

an English trade

publication.
It consists of a condenser block, for filtering. bypass and other services, in which the
individual condensers are mounted separately
in such a way that if one blows out or becomes otherwise defective, the entire block
does not have to be discarded. As shown in
Fig. D, any one of the condensers can be
taken out of the can and replaced, without
dissolving tar or other impregnating compounds.

A FRENCH A.C.-D.C.

can be skilful and yet fashion nothing of practical importance. They must be guided by a purpose
vision of perfection, the desire to create something better.
FINGERS

It is such a purpose that guides the many manual
operations in the assembling of Raytheon 4- pillar Radio
Tubes. For these tubes are made by workers steeped in
the watchmaker's tradition of precision. Even the
machines, employed in several stages of their manu

SET

through a number of
French magazines recently, the editor took
in
a French version of the
particular interest
popular A.C.-D.C. midget receivers which have
flooded the American market. This set apU1'ON

RUNNING

peared in MACHINES PARLANTES ET RADIO.
The appearance of the unit is shown in
Fig. E. and as you can see it differs mechanically from the stereotype layout found in the
American sets. A flat scale across the length
of the cabinet, with a running pointer serves
as the tuning dial. The speaker is mounted
in the usual position at the center of the
front panel, and the set is equipped with a
tone control, a novelty of which American
ultra- midgets do not boast.
It is interesting to note that the set employs American type tubes -the 6A7, 61)6, 75,
These tubes have evidently
4:1 and 25 %5.
been imported.

facture, are fashioned for an express purpose -the
construction of the 4- pillar principle of support which

holds the vital elements in a Raytheon secure from
damage through vibration.
Every operation through which the raw materials
for these tubes pass, reflects that guiding purpose. The
result is a tube that performs to perfection under the
most rigorous circumstances. That is why police departments, air transportation companies, polar expeditions
and millions of set owners everywhere, use Raytheon
4- pillar Tubes and nothing else. When you put a
Raytheon 4- pillar Tube in a set, you are assured of

A NEW A.F. TRANSFORMER

AMATECR WIRELESS magazine

recently con-

tained a description of a new audio transformer with an unusually flat characteristic
curve. A frequency curve, plotted against db.
gain shows an almost perfectly flat characteristic.
The transformers are made in two types,
one designed for parallel feed in which no
direct current flows through the primary, and
the other for direct connection in the plate
circuit of the A.F. tubes. The uniform amplification is obtained by spaced layer windings impregnated with a non- hygroscopic material of very low specific inductive capacity,
and the use of special nickel iron alloy core
material of very high permeability.
These transformers are available in two
types -the first for parallel feed, in which
there is no direct current flowing through the
transformer winding: and the second, for
series feed in which the direct current for the
plate bias passes through the transformer
winding. Different types of cores are used for
the two types.
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perfect tube performance and customer sati, faction.

RAYTHEON 4- PILLAR RADIO TUBES
RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION

30 E. 42nd St., New York City
445 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
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55 Chapel St., Newton, Man.
555 Howard St., San Francisco
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DUPLICATE"

ternes are connected through a four -wire
cable. The dual potentiometer, Iii -113. is
(Continued from page 059)
mounted directly against the panel, and the
np8e
metal. The latter instruments must be taken trimmer R4 is mounted back about 3%ín. with
from their cases to work as desired. Mount a bracket, to arrange for slotting the end of
G.E"3538
the meter in a box with a number of gadgets the shaft and placing the bushing through
to make the entire unit more pretentious in the panel. The bracket and bushing are made
appearance, as shown in Fig. 4, and put a 125(111 the frame of a telephone jack like the
TOBT
A
new scale over the old one calibrated in any 010'S in the analyzer,
desired number of units. 'l'he idea is simply
The Universal Meter
R.C.A. VICTOR
to disguise the meter.
The heart of the universal meter, which
'6511
Next obtain two magnets (from old headincludes
It
rectifier. is the O -1 milliammettr
phones, meters. magnetic speakers, etc.), one
The switching of the shunts and multipliers
1.,:h dahc:,1.- of toe 'rig ads
stronger
than
other.
the
Place
the
stronger
including physical dimension., color
sud blocking condensers Is accomplished enof the two In your vest pocket.
A little
and length of leads, vapncity, etc.
maneuvering of the meter will show that in tirely by the jacks, there being nothing to do
Higher peak voltage ratings of each
one position the magnet will cause the needle but plug into t he proper jacks ns indicated
RC.A.VICTOR
TOBE condenser assure a superior
product..
"6487
to deflect. The stronger the magnet, the WI the panel. The P.(', Jack is the co11lnwm
negative connection for all P.C. voltage and
The following condensers are cargreater will be the deflection.
The A.C. jack is the comried in stock by all TUBE distriNow, armed with this box, which you call current ranges.
butors:
a personal magnetism indicator, you can pro- mon terminal for all A.C. voltage ranges. the
Litt,
same
set
of
jacks
in the extreme right -hand
reed to tell your guests what a wonderful
Radio
.4 odd Mid. l'dt, I'ro,
G.E. "7589
GE
K40A 4-4
140 S1.00
thing
it
is to have this personal magnetism. column serving the selection of voltage ranges,
RCA-Victor
27.
Then to demonstrate you can show how the both P.C. and A.C. The "Output" jack is
GE
K40A b5
35
.75
with these atame jacks for various nut nCA-victor
27
needle fluctuates when the box is placed near used
GE
1.50
8-8
250
1.55
your body- --that is the vest pocket. Of course, Plat ranges. Referring to Fig- A again, we
ECA.'wtor
2'28
see
the
patch cords in place for the 3 V. A.C.
similar attempts with the other guests pros.' range, inserted
8--4
GE
I.80
in the analyzer section for
135"
1.60
nc.Y-virar
228
that they do not have this wonderful gift-- measurement of heater
10
voltlsge.
350
that is, with the exception of your accomplice
Ka3
W
CROSLEY'W27488 r,E
50
3.10
14'A-victor
120
who has been given the weaker of the two
25
The
Ohmmeter
GE
E52
4-4
450 1.76
magnets.
The ohmmeter section of this tester offers
RCA-Y;.ter
IIÚ
This hoax can be carried out with much two advantages not
GE
1._50
8
140
.75
found in most ohmmeters.
CA-Vletnr
success. depending on your ability as an ora- First. zero adjustment without
the necessity
tor and whether or not there are any bright of shorting the test prods together;
CrwleY
T4avette 6
i.to
EMERSON
Zao
and seclittle
boys
present
who
will
proceed
N.C.31
find
to
ond, the zero trimmer, which makes one zero
Crodey
Fiver 167
10
8
300
the source of your magnetism. In any event ndjnstment suffice for all three
resistance
Crodey
end Tra..
25
00
it will provide much merriment at the party. ra nges.
Emerson
lUA
5-5
:15
7S
The tricks and experiments mentioned here
The standard series circuit is used on the
i.mer,on
20.0
200
4 -4
100
me only a few of the many that can be n -.1 -meg. and 0 -1 melt, ranges, and the standEmerson
250
8-0 200
1.25
worked out to keep up the interest at house ard parallel circuit is 115011 for the 0 -Infili
80
Emerson
250W 44-16 175
KADETTE
plu'ties. No doubt you will be able to think of ohm range. This insures that not more
K:,dette
undard 4 -4
175
00
than
A407
Endette
StmeI801 5-3
55
75
many new ones or variations and improvema. of current is drawn from the batteries
Rodeo.
A and a 4.10.10 175
2 10
ments over the ones mentioned. However, the at any Ume. Moreover
it
is
Impossible
to
51oe,nd.
44
250
4-0
IS
examples given will serve to Illustrate what advertently Icave the batteries connected, inMomrole
44
8-12 250
40
as
can he done in this line.
U. S. Itadi
the circuits are opened Wheel all plugs are
Amex 5 44.12 175
2 10
si,oMea
"Y"
20-4 175
140
withdrawn, and the case can not be closed
50
ATWATER- KENT /08.04-Kent 155,101 64-6 1:0
with plugs in place.
Atwater -Kent 1553nó 8-8 -e 150
50
"24955
'l'o opera t t' the nh turret er, Insert one plug
discount to eervieemen and
A
in the "Ohms (tom," jack, which a n t oast ically
FUNDAMENTAL
dealers from the above list price..
closes the c'Ircutt, and the zero adjustment
If your local distributor doer, not
1pel
can be made without shorting the test prods
ANALYZER
carry these condensers in stswk, rend
together. which saves is gnon t deal of time.
(CO, oued from page
.11
u.4 your order direct along with Ma
MOTOROLA
Send
n ame.
fer lrrr latest bulletin.
of the cable and plug. with its adaptors, Then, if the other plug Is inserted in the
'48200
'1 ma." jack, for the 0 -1000 ohm range. the
the two composite sockets, and the two left hand columns of jacks. 'fliese jacks are circuit remains closed and the resistor under
Tobe Deutschmann
identified by the 11.31.A. number voile to make test is shorted across the meter. When the
Corporation
second plug is Inserted in the "1 uuM duns"
t he loco thin of circuits easy, if the opera tor
4o.Vbi..' SEII Ul t7.clO.V
is familiar with this numbering and the ar- jack, only the 4i6 V. buttery Is í(1cl nded In
APEX '6201
CANTON. MASSACHUSETTS
rangement of elements in the tube under test. circuit. and when the "1 Megeth nl" Jack Is
The links between these t wo seps rn te set' - user1 the entire 45 V. Is included. The jacks
tions are two patch cords, about 12 ins. in automatically switch in the necessary fixed
length, terminating in plugs sintllnr in size and variable resistance for each range.
'rho purpose of the variable resistor 114 is
and shalte to standard 'phone plugs, but
-turned from solid brass rods, and set in short to make the zero adjustments of the 4
V.
fiber handles. The writer haft used regular and 45 V. ei rcnits track, stn adjustment of
this
resistor,
with
a screwdriver, once in a
'phone plugs with the two terminais shorted
together, hat the special pings air not diffi- very long time. makes it possible to plug into
cult to flinke, have n much better appearance. the "Ohms Coin." jack. ns slated above, make
and give nine!' more positive contact in the the necessary zero adjustment with the other
jacks, as the insulating insert in the regular load free. and then skip back and forth over
uuua
our
en ate
onus using Ihl, auto
'phone plug sometimes Interferes with good nil three ranges at will, measuring any reremote control. Fits any
contact. Standard test prods, terminating in sistor, from 1 ohm to I megolnn, without havr. Eliminate mechanithe same kind of plugs, are used to work di- ing to touch the zero knob between ranges.
al control, with hack lash and internal
rectly from the panel into the wiring, when This is a big time -saver in the popular method
Iriiton. This tuner con of resistance analysis for which this tester is
ueoessnry,
I0 your speakerFigure A shows the external appearance of pa rticulnrly a ds pted.
irrIs
mplmer unit ley means
.d' a 7 wire cable may.
Another interesting point to notice is that
Ille finished tester, including the patch cards.
l'he 1111511 aluminum
teSt prods, analyzer cable, and adapters. The the system of multipliers is isolated from OrHinting contains all (ho
cult
except when the "D.C." or "-t,C:' jacks
arts associated with tho
carrying case allows room for all of the actuning
wing section of a
cessories. as well as a few small triols, oink- are in use. Thus. when the ohmmeter is in
super.
ing n self- eontllined service unit. Note the use, this set of 1,3 precision resistors can be
absence of controls on the panel. 'file knob used no a sort of resistance box. for compariOUTSTANDING FEATURES
and bushing below the meter face are the son and calibration, by pl tlggl ng into the dif,'ces the new pentagrid convener
zero adjuster and its trimmer. the latter be- ferent voltage jacks in the right -hand column,
t'urdshed coimplete front shielded I.
entent transformer Iles, tube).
ing arranged for adjustment only at long
The Selective Analyzer
aeroplane dial calibrated
intervals, with a screwdriver, as described
The two left -hand columns of
`rider
Ite. high gain. Couplet ely Kr
in
silt.
latter In this nrticle. The white sheet form- connection with the cable and plug,jacks,
Hogged.
Tube mounted in shtick -pli.
and the
djudments n aie from the outside. r
ing a background for the jacks is typewritten tube sockets, form the analyzer unit.
, I.,.
The
,est band.
Sire only 31 a 4l, z 3'.í.i ltcgulnr
with the titles and punched to match the two sockets admit all tubes now on the marprice --- 015.00.
drilling of the panel. This is shown in Fig. A. ket. including bout
of 7 prong basses.
This is overlaid with clear celluloid, punched As stated before. thetypes
SPECIAL PRICE
R.M.A. numbering code
a 50
with
the same holes which results in a clean, Is used to label the jacks. and a working
TO SERVICE MEN $
non -smearing job, easily read.
knowledge of this code anti
(Less Tube)
Figure It shows the wiring and the place- of elements on the tube underthe arrangement
the
od a clamp to Dept. RI' for our pamphlet shoal,:
ment of the batteries and the blocking con- arrangement of the patch cordstestformakes
analysis
different odes of ibi, remote control,
denser in the case. The wiring Job is not an easy matter.
difficult, and can be done by the novice with
For voltage, resistance. and most output
R
DELTA RADIO MFG. CO.
safety. Pue to the difficulty of mounting the measurements, the two plugs need only be
33d AVE. and TAL MADGE AVE. S.E.
condenser on the panel, it was placed in the used in the second, or right -hand column of
case and contact is made through lugs on jacks. The "reference point" is not restricted
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
the edges of the panel and case. The bat- to any point; it Is possible to measure be-
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Here Is a Great Opportunity!
RADIO DISTRIBUTORS -- SERVICEMEN
KIT OF SIX (6) TRANSFORMERS

&islet

dup&atoms
ELECTRICALLY

Provides immediate renewal of
original performance in case of
trouble in the
transformer
(the heart of the radio) in any of
more than 90% of all models
"orphaned" or current.

-

PHYSICALLY

AC-110-120 V., 50-60 Cy. 220-240 V., 50-60 Cy. or 115 V., 25-40 Cy.

THE "MULTI -TAPS" are Your SAFEST LEADER
winning

i hr

Ieplaerlllenl

-

Ira e. Small .Iun.k
looters or dead stock at any (hoe, and
ha-

imedment -all staple Itrua, -quL

k

!

turncrcr: -uo .Lo,

YOUR PROFITS ARE FULLY PROTECTED!
\1I'LTI -TAP" Distributors the print to
Patent application claims now alloned Insure
entitled-and may make it costly for dealers in infringements.

'

whirl

they are

Universal Input Audio
eft', lently feed any straight or push -pull
audio otage on either A.C. or D.C. sets.
Can

figfathF01a*l

"Multi -Tap "Output

Send for "Multi -Tali' Bulletin No. 3 -D. showing eomplete data o -ash model. and listing of IaDI models
of 1adios with r required "Multi- Taps."

The Universal primary and the tapped sernndary,
from 2 to dit ohms In 2 ohm steps, makes it possible to feed practically any sirs! gilt
push -pull
output .Lige to any dynamic -toe vlset

MAIL

604 Jtostaffat!

(Trade Mark)

POWER TRANSFORMER
flat can

.

\¡polie.! For)

adaptability cf only fend models
The wide range
'Mull! -Tat;' Universal Power Transformera is made
paatblr tllnt various taps in these units which I
br used singly or in combinations. The required narrent values ran be delivered to each of the several
!rade in the set with any combination of tubes. :n a.
of

e

.,rattly

as by the

original power units.

THIS COUPON

NOW!

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
504 S. Throcp St., Chicago. Ill.

FULL DIISCTIDNS WITH EACH UNIT

'huit! -Tap'

Please send free Bulletin No. 3 -D of
['nit ersals and list of Radios on which
used for replacements.

Furnished in dull satin black Ifni di unless otherAll units are fully shielded. alit
wise ordered.
specifications of radios hat log Underwriter.
meet
Laboratory approval. note required in many localiprotect
ore insurance Policies.
ties to
Complete set of units illustrated parked individually and in a carton as standard package for Service Engineers' initial stork.
Additional stock
of any unit may be had in any quantity.

they can

be

Nance

Address

City

tate

L

,

tweet' any two points. The "Chassis" jack.
in this column, is useful in measuring volt ages with respect to the chassis.
For current measurement, one jack in each
column is used, the best procedure being to
insert the right -hand plug first. then carefully Insert the left -hand plug, watching the
meter for overload, as these left -hand jacks
automatically break the circuit as the plug
Is Inserted. to include the meter in serles.
These two columns of jacks can accomplish
a number of useful purposes beside the usual
analysis procedures, some of them entirely beyond the ability of the standard type of analyzer.
If the set under test supplies the proper
voltages at the tube sockets, a grid -shift voltage can be introduced in the control-grid circuit of n tube, with the test prods, while the
milliamntet er is inserted in the plate circuit,
the shift in the plate current being a funeLion of the mutual conductance of the tube,
This is admittedly the most reliable tube test
for general servicing.
In many instant-es, trial resistors and condensers can be temporarily inserted while listening to the set. This is practicable In most
castes in A.F. circuits only, as the rapacity
between wiles in the cable would unbalance
or dettino It.F. circuits.
For instance, if a grid -blas resistor is found
to be open, in a 27 fit-st A.F. stage, a replacement can be inserted into the "Chassis!' jack
and No. 5 right -hand jack, making the circuit

operative and locating the trouble without
"pulling" the chassis. lf, in this same stage,
the resistor and its bypass had shown a
dead short, indicating n defective bypass, the
trial resistor and condenser in parallel
could be Inserted in "Chassis" and No 5 left hand jacks, which would throw the defective
parts ont of circuit at the same time It inserted the trial parts in circuit. This saves
a lot of time unsoldering defective parts, or
parts suspected as defective, and allows the
whole trouble to be located, and replacements
intelligently selected, before having to pull
the chassis. 'Phis, in turn, allows the Service

RADIO -CRAFT

for

MAY,

Mita to make a set price to the customer
without having to poll the chassis in the eus -

tntner's home or take it to the shop to locate
the trouble.
Output measurements can almost always be
made directly on the analyzer panel. For
instance, let us consider the ease of a single
47 output tube. The voltage across the plate
load, which is the primary of the output
transformer, can be measured by plugging into
No. 2 and No. 5 right -hand jacks with an output meter. For single triode output tubes,
the output meter can he connected between
plate, usually No. 2 jack, and the "Chassis"
jack. This same method will usually give a
satisfactory reading on push -pull output tubes,
eonnerting to the plate of Iole tube, and
chassis. For ou t unit measurements on the
new dual class R tubes 179 anal 19 for instanceI the connection would be to the two
plates. N. 2 and No. 5 right -!rand jacks.
An A.F. oscillator or phonograph pickup
can be fed to the input of the A,F. channel of
a set by plugging into chassis and grid jacks.
If the left -hand grid jack is used. the normal
control -grid circuit is disconnected and the
grid fed only by the external signal. If the

signal generator output is fed through a condenser, or if for some other reason the normal
grid return should be retained. file right -hand
grid jack is used. Still further, if an extra
stage is desired, or if the defector stage Is desired to be tested along with the audio stages,
plug in on the detector input. and make an
amplifier out of the detector by plugging in a
new cathode resistor In parallel with the
normal high -valu' one, through "Chassis"
and No. ; right -hand jacks for most tubes.
The use of n little ingenuity will show the
Service Man many other uses for this
"switchboard." It extra meters are at hand,
many measurements can be made at the same
tinte. This is not permissible on most analyzers of conventional design.
While quality and accuracy were first considerations in the design and choice of parts
for fils tester, it is quite economical to assemble, and gives about as much value for

1934

the investment as possible. And the investment is n safe one. as the principles on which
it is based are "fundamental." and it can be
easily extended to take care of the prophesied 8- and 9 -prong tubes.

List of Parts

One Clarostat DP-58 dual potentiometer 100n
and 10.000 ohms, Ill, R
One Clarostat P-58 potentiometer 5.0110 ohms,

:;

114;

One I.It.C. type F-1 metallized resistor, 37i,0011
ohms, I12 ;
One I.IC.('. i ype W\\7 precision resistor. 12.5
ohms, R5 :
One IRA'. type WW4 precision resistor, 2,08::
ohms, ft6 ;
One LI1.C, type WW4 precision resistor, O.nil5ohm, 117;
One LR.C. type WW:: precision resistor, 4.1150
ohms, RS ;
One 1,R.('. type \ \'W:: precis ion resistor, 5,000
ohms, 119:
One 1.11.1', type \\'\'8 precision resistor, 40.000
ohms, Rio:
One l il.t'. W\\':: precision r.vistor. :0,000
ohms, Rll :
One Llt.l'. type W\ \'4 precision resistor, .13meg., R12
Three 1,11,1'. type WW4 precision resistors,
meg., 1118. 1114, RI5 ;
One paper condenser. 1. mt., C;
Four phone jacks, filament control type;
Ten phone jacks, closed- circuit type;
Twenty -one phone jacks, open -circuit type:
One Na-AhI 907\\'LCA analyzer plug with Rwire cable, and adapters No. 974DS. \.
97514A, 976DSA, and 97711S:\
One Na -Aid 4-, 5- and 0 -prong composite socket

2-

type 450;
One Na -Aid 7 -prong composite socket type
477
One Na -Aid control-grid clip, type 91 ;
One plume tip jack and phone tip;
One pair test prods:
Six or more plugs described in text;
One clip on 5 -ft. lend ;
One panel 9 x 11 ins., any suitable material
One carrying case.

;
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SOUNDHEAD
OPTICAL SYSTEMS

Build Your Own

Wheatstone Bridge
For $41.50
A simple, rugged, wide-range
Wheatstone Bridge for resistance measurements. Operation
identical with best laboratory in-

struments. Sensitive, accurate.
Low cost. Kit easily assembled.

(Continued front page 664)
whatsoever of the mechanisms of either roundhead or projector bend. And since It is impossible to describe the complete mechanical
arrangement employed, In one article -we will
deal only with a discussion and explanation
of the optical system which is, next to the
amplifier, the most important unit in the
equipment. Faulty adjustment or improper
care of this most delicately sensitive arrangement will result in unintelligible sound, or
muffled and distorted reproduction.

intercept the light (no film threaded in the
machine), images such as that shown in
Fig. 2 will be seen. The lamp will be set
properly When an image such as is shown
In "C" of Fig. 2 is obtained.
Of all the necessary adjustments mentioned
above, the one most likely to prove the most
difficult for the layman is the one pertaining
to the focusing of the optical system. Since
the definition or quality of the output is seriously affected if this system is not set correctly, in addition to the volume being impnired-it is always advisable to inspect and
service this item at least once every two
weeks. Not only does the vibration of the
machine sometimes throw the adjustment off
-but an accumulation of oil and film emul-

Before going Into detailed explanation of sion on the front lenses will have the effect
the component parts and adjustment of an of considerably reducing volume. For that
optical system
brief description of the reason it is best to make a thorough check of
operation of this and associated mechanisms this unit as often as aforementioned, remove
will help the render to obtain a better picture all lenses, then replace and make all necesof this unit, in addition to the reasons for sary adjustments. It should be emphasized
the certain required routine service procedure at this point. that not all optical systems reto obtain the highest possible efficiency from quire this attention since some are hermeticit. There are, in use, two methods for sound ally sealed and the front and rear lenses are
accessible for cleaning without removing the
synchronization with motion pictures. One
the disc method, which is now practically ob- whole unit.
Whether this construction is
solete, employs a constant speed turntable preferable or not is open to argument, but
which is coupled to the projector head, and the point is that attention should be given
by means of a pickup and special starting to the cleanliness of all lenses that can be
precautions, produces synchronized talkies and possibly reached. Where there is no prosound effects. The other method is known as vision for adjusting the unit, it should be
the "sound on film" system, which has all of checked with frequency film to see that it is
the voice and music recorded on a small width still efficient. Should tests show that it is
of the film adjacent to the picture frames. "off," it will be found that some portion of
There are two types of recording in general the lens barrel has worked loose.
use at the present time, constant width -varlable density (more commonly known as West "Sound" Optical System
eru Electric recording) which consists of
In Fig. 3 is diagrammatically illustrated a
shaded lines of various thickness (see
Fig. 1), and the other variable width- constant complete optical arrangement and portion of
density (Photophone recording) which when the sound gate. such as will be found In RCA
inspected seems to be a facsimile of an oscil- Photophone sound heads. "A,' at the top of
lograph curve (see "B" -Fig, I t. In either the carriage is the adjustment that regulates
case of recording, a definite narrow beam of the "horizontal" adjustment of the light beam
light, created by an intense light from an on the sound track. The adjustment shown
"exciter lamp" which is passed through an nt "B," Fig. I, Is for "rotational" adjustoptical lense arrangement so that it has the ment. The procedure is generally facilitated
required dimensions, is concentrated on the by the use of a dental mirror with magnifysound track of the film. A photoelectric cell ing characteristics, placed so that it interIs mounted in an especially built chamber cepts the light beam on its way to the photo(with the exception of a round opening to electric cell, with 5,000 or 6.000 cycle frepermit this light to reach the photo-cell) quency film threaded in the sound head. The
behind the film. As the film runs through horizontal and rotational adjustments can he
the sound head the shaded areas on the easily chocked with this aid. even with the
sound track modulate the beam of light which film running through both projector and
pass through it on its way to the photoelec- sound heads, by placing the mirror slightly
tric cell. These light variations cause the to one side of the beam so that reflected rays
P.E. cell to generate corresponding electrical are caught by it without directly obstructing
fluctuations which, In turn, are passed on to the light. The adjustment shown at "C,"
the amplifier and then to the speakers behind Fig. 3, is for focusing the light beam. This
strew is nothing more than a locking screw
the motion picture screen,
To get proper reproduction, assuming that to bold the lens barrel tightly in position.
the amplifier and tubes are working correctly, When this Is released it Is possible to move
the entire assembly back and forth, until the
it is essential that:
correct focal point is obtained. Refer to Fig.
1. The position of the light "slit" or beam
4, for Illustration on ascertaining when this
he centered on the sound track properly.
condition is reached. A piece of white paper
This is referred to as the "horizontal adjust' is placed before
the photoelectric cell so that
nient." The length of this beam is such that the image of the
frequency film is clearly
it will clear the sprockets and the picture seen on it. Complete
black and white should
frames If correctly centered. If the light only be seen
when the exact focus is obtained.
were to enter the sprocket holes a loud hum If
a great many frequency lines appear, then
would result, similar to a 60 cycle hum that the- optical barrel
is considerably out of ademanates from an A.C. battery charger. Or justment.
The film should he run through
if the light were to enter the picture frames, the sound head,
at least a few feet of It, so
a staccato noise similar to a riveting machine
that it may .seat itself properly on the sprocwould be heard.
kets. If further motion of the film is de2. The light slit must lie In an exactly sired, especially a slow motion
so that the
horizontal plane across the sound track, in adjustments in action can be checked.
other words it must be at right angles to the may be secured by turning the flywheelthis
or
edge of the film, so that it Is parallel with the motor drive -gear slowly. After this adjustrecording on the film (particularly Western ment is made the locking screw should be
Electric type). This adjustment is referred tightened. and the adjustment checked once
to as the "rotational" adjustment -and Is more to determine whether the rotation of
also very important. since if incorrect will this screw affected the position of the barrel.
cause poor reproduction.
Some optical systems have an adjustable ob3. The light "slit" must be as thin (narrow) jective lens assembly, which Is employed for
as possible. its focal point existing exactly focusing the light beam. The procedure for
(as possible) at that point where it strikes adjusting this type is similar to the aforethe film. This is referred to as the "focusing mentioned, excepting that the locking screw
adjustment." If the beam is out of focus, it is omitted, adjustment being obtained by rowill be broad and cover a large area of tating this assembly one way or the other
recorded frequencies, resulting in poor defini- until the proper Image effect Is obtained on
the white sheet.
tion and, consequently, poor reproduction.
Some sound heads employ a principle of
4. The exciter lamp must be properly set
In its socket so that full illumination is ob- shifting rollers above the film guide shoe for
tained from it. Most lamps are "pre- focused" varied seating of the film so that the horiand require only to be properly set in the zontal position of the light beam can be
socket. By bolding a white sheet of paper changed. In this type of sound head the sound
in the front portion of the sound head to gate generally employs Oat springs for tension
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SHALLCROSS No. 630 Kit $4130
Assembled $49.70

Built around a highly sensitive
galvanometer and Shallcross
Resistors. Range .01 ohms to
11.1 megohms.
Send 6c in
stamps for Bulletin 630-P.

"A"-

®HALLCROSS MfG. COMPANY
Ekcáical- ilcaiatiny tnatramuttl
anQ..lecaaate

Juútati

COLLINGDALE, PA.

The

SHURE
TECHNICAL
BULLETIN
is valuable in your library.
hevotedi to the advancement of microphone technique, this monthly publication of Shure Brothers
Company, Microphone Headquarters, contains
authoritative and useful information ou
technical phases of broadcast and sound engineering, design data, new applications of microphones.
These back issues are available at 6c per copy:
No. 1 Condenser vs. Two-Button Microphones

No.

2

Field Problems in Microphone Placement.

Part

I-Broadcasting
in Microphone Placement.

No. 3 Field Problems

Part

2- Public Address

No. 4 Miring Circuit Design Data
No. 5 The Microphone -An Electric Ear.

Noise

Measurements -Binaural Transmission

No. 6 Field Problems in Microphone Placement.
Multiple Microphone Systems
No. 7 Electro- Acoustic Measurements of Micro-

phone Performance

No. 8 High Quality Sound Reproduction.

No. 10

SILURE BROTHERS COMPANY
215 W. huron Street, Chicago, Ill.
Send me postpaid the following issues
of the SHURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN:

....No. 1 ....No. 2 ....No. 3 ....No. 4
....No. 5 ....No. 6 ....No. 7 ....No. 8
....No. 9 ....No. 10
(6c per copy)
....Enter my subscription for one year.
(Price 50c)
I am enclosing
e
... .in stamps
cash

Name
Address
City and State
682

An

Outline of Factors Affecting Fidelity
Truth About Microphone Response
Characteristics
Trans(ormers for Speech Input Circuits.

No. 9 The

money order.
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NEW POWER TUBES
GIVE 17 WATTS UNDISTORTED OUTPUT TO

MASTERPIECE

_

Admiral Byrd's choice now gains
even more distinction thru addition
of sensational new audio system.
Masterpiece II is now equipped with
two of the new 2B6 power tubes in
three stages of Class "A" dual push pull. This feature, plus a totally new
system of tone control even further
improves Masterpiece I I's already excellent signal to noise ratio ...and actually yields tonal possibilities utterly
unattainable with any other receiver.

10 DAY

TRIAL
'

Masterpiece II, with its new 2B6 tubes is rr.,ds to ci e no the thrill
t no risk to you, precisely why
of a lifetime and to show y
Admiral Byrd chose it for 10 to 570 work in the Antarctic. Von can
order Masterpiece II with the unconditional understanding that it
your
you to be the sole judge
is yours to try for 10 full days
money back instantly if you want it. My new book tells all about
this offer and gives full technical details of the new, improved
Masterpiece 1I. -Send coupon.

...

...

Greatly Helps
10,000 Mile Reception

Masterpiece II has,
since its inception,
been noted for ex-

treme clarity on shortwave transoceanic

... the
resulting from
McMurdo Silver, Inc. power
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"TALKIES"

for

McMurdo Silver, Inc., 1735 Belmont Ave.,
Send me

shoes to hold the film tightly against the film
guide. These springs must not be too tight SERVICING THE
or they will cause the film to weave, result(Continued from page 665)
ing in sprocket hole noise one instant and
"frame" noise the next. The rear spring is or mysterious about it. One has to know
generally macle a trifle tighter than the front how it works, or trace the circuits until he
finds out- that's all. Precisely the sane is
for best results.
true of the switching and powering arrangements of a theatre sound system. which may
Conclusion
strike the Service Man, when he first enIt is inadvisable to attempt these adjust- counters them. as being ns difficult and troublements If the equipment is being serviced by some as his own test lana rd might seem to
nu engineer representing the manufacturer. some outsider who studied its connections for
Nor is it proper or feasible to attempt to per- the first time.
suade the theatre manager to discontinue such
The projectionist will know all about the
service in favor of your own. where the the- switching and metering of his sound system,
atre can afford to pay for such service they but be may not always he able to trace the
would, in most cases be better off, since the connecting wires. which often run through
amen that serviee the equipment are much pipe conduit and tie together on connecting
more experienced and capable, particularly in blocks mounted inside ot cut-out boxes.
cases when an emergency or severe trouble
arises. Then again. some equipment complements have been sold on a lease basis, with How to Obtain Information About Any
service covering a period tip to ten years.
Sound System
which does not permit outside men to adjust
r:eneral information about sound equipment
the equipment. where the service contract is
about to expire, and the theatre does not was outlined briefly nt the beginning of this
expect to renew it, it would be a d vanta gents series. and as explained before it is available
to obtain data from the projectionist ahead of in greater detail in a number of text-books on
time concerning the type of equipment em- the subject, and can be found in some elecployed, and to secure all other available in- trical handbooks of the useful type that deformation possible on this equipment, se that scribe everything from motors to door -bells,
absolute confidence is felt in regards to your and from vacnum tubes to lightning arresters.
competence to service the equipment.
Such books can be found in any large public
There are, of course, other important ad- library, they can be bought through any good
justments in sound bends that must be reck- book store. they are advertised in radio magaoned with. in addition to the optical systems. zines. Or one can write to any large pubHowever, they do not require the study, nor lisher of technical books.
do they present the frightening. complicating
Detailed information is harder to obtain,
appearance to the newcomer in this field as do and often must be pieced together. against a
adjustments outlined in this article. The ad- background of general knowledge, by adding
jestments referred to, and which may be de- the Service Man's observations to the projecscribed in another issue, if the renders so de- tionists' knowledge, and calling upon certain
sire it. pertain to the constant speed mechan- special sources of information, to be described,
ist's in various sound heads. This item rates for further detail.
These special sources include, first of all,
next in importance to the optical system as
regards adjustments that are essential to ob- printed information available in the projection room.
taining good reproduction in "talkies."
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cuit, eliminating all necessity for forcing tubes on even the weakest signals.
But now . . . with the 2B6 power
tubes, and the new tone control,
Masterpiece II has placed an entirely
new meaning upon brilliance and
satisfaction in long range reception.
Results are unbelievable, until you
hear them yourself.
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Most manufacturers give some sort of instruction pamphlet with their apparatus if
the projectionist has lost it he can always
write for another. Some sound equipments
include wiring diagrams inside the panels.
Sometimes these panels cannot be opened
without releasing the safety switches previously described. and so stopping the show,
but often a projectionist who is familiar with
them can open them and instantly close the
safety switch with his hand, holding it closed
while the drawing is examined briefly. The
interruption will last less than a second in
:

such cases, and except in de luxe houses will
not be objectionable (if It does not come at
the crisis of the plot t. Cut -out boxes containing connection blocks sometimes are supplied with wiring drawings, or with a list of
numbers corresponding to the connection
points, and a description, beside each number,
of the wire that is fastened to the corresponding stud. where such information is lacking,
or has become lost. some manufacturers will
furnish it, others will not.
There are a few books about sound apparatus that go into considerable detail about
the wiring and connections of the more common makes and types of theatre equipment.
When all these possible sources of information have been exhausted, and there still remain some points to clear up, then there is
no other resource but to trace out circuits
precisely as one would with a home -made
radio receiver brought in for repairs. That
mast be done on a basis of sound and thorough general knowledge of what thentro
equipment is all about. If the Service Man
does not feel perfectly certain of his background in A.F. amplifiers, photoelectric cells,
microphones, phonograph pickups, switch keys.
volume control potentiometers (Including ladder, L, T and H pads), and elementary electrical theory In general, he should improve
his background before tackling a sound system or he won't know what the apparatus is
all about when he looks at it, or It drawing
of it. Assuming that background (which, as
said at the beginning of this series, Is as683

Homed in the case of the readers! the Service
Man Is faced with the job of collecting all

the trouble- shooter is not fa 'pillar with w lintt
tic volume from any one panel ought to be.
the information he possibly can from the his headphone tests
may prove of doubtful
sou ryes just mentioned, and then using his value.
own eyes, hands and meters in the projection
Some troubles are isolated and defined
room to find out as much more as Ile needs merely by listening
to them. Many noises
to know about any particular circuit that is conne under this category.
The experienced
causing trouble.
ear recognizes flutter, sprocket -hale noise. and
(In tracing trouble in n sound system you so on, as soon as they are
heard.
The Serbegin by isolating the circuit or panel that is vice Man, until he himself
acquires more excausing it ; you don't tear tine whole system perience, Will find the experienced
projectionapart. 'l'he method of isolation is described ist of the greatest help in identifying
many
later on.)
troubles merely by the sound of theta.
The trouble having been Isolated to some
How to Service Sound Equipment
Scrricing
special function -must be dis- one part of the equipment, or to some one
tinguished from operating -the day by day connecting line. that part or line is searched
routine. Now. these two functions overlap. for the precise difficulty In just the saute way
Inspection is one detail of servicing, but It is a radio receiver or any electrical circuit is
also n detail of operating. If the projection- searched for trouble. Wherever possible, they
jumped or replaced in advance of such
ist is accustomed to careful daily, weekly or are
monthly inspection of his equipment, servic- search, to save time In restoring the show.
The
essentials of theatre repairs are good
ing would necessitate a semi -annual inspecbackground, detailed knowledge of the
tion at the most. If the projectionist per- general
forms only a perfunctory daily or weekly in- system under inspection If possible ulat this
not
indispensable since it can be acquired
spection, weekly or monthly examination of Is
the course of trouble- shooting, with some
the equipment assume the status of it service. in
sacrifice
detall. The same reasoning applies to re- cedure, of time), systematic and orderly proand a cool head.
pairs. If the projectionist is accustomed to
It is extremely helpful, in studying any
finding and soldering a chance loose connecsound
system.
to plan just how to Ienk for
tion, servicing as such may be restricted to
more serious troubles: In other theatres it and lind troubles of various kinds. .\ skeleIt operates on any current, any
ton
-shooting
trouble
routine. drawn up in admay include even replanting a worn -out tube,
where -home,
car,
boat,
farm.
foreign. Only In nur new cataIn nearly every case, however, improvements vance, will save invaluable time while an
ANY
SET
log is this set available and
to the sound equipment, addition of voltage audience is waiting, and in every way- enable
welch. described. Try It for
30 -DAY
control or power supply panels, extension of the Service Man to do u far more competent
days FREE.
Get this catalog of
Fordsoti guaranteed
the range of frequency- response, and so on, job.
Radios
FREE TRIAL
at
rock-hot torn prices. Many models:
are service rather than operating matters.
AC -Dk'; dual ware; all -wale: n &
How to Obtain Parts and Supplies
32 volt; approved Air Cell battery
Inapection.-To be thorough, inspection is
The radio Mall should find it profitable to
eh: consoles. Wen
derful new 6 -Tube Auto Radio! Thousand.
best
carried
out
with
the
help
of a pre-ar- sell supplies to the theatre, and if he is doing
it enthusiastic owners. All newest features ggnie45 ranged form, covering
Sets from
detail of the repairs he aurat be able to find replacement
up apparatus that needs every
examination.
Such parts
the repair requites them. Some
Send today! New catalog sent free.
Shows
forms can be typewritten and, if desired, sound when
FREE rchat
systems are so like radio apparatus
roil want In radio at amartngb low prices.
mimeographed.
For
"political"
Direct and sane up to 30 :i.
reasons in- that the parts to question, and their sourer,
spection responsibilities may advantageously of supply,
will be
MAKE MONEY -Our agents without
at n glance to any
be divided with the projectionist, leaving him radio man. some familiar
rresious
xperlrnce nuke real money
sound systems do not use
selling Ford,on guaranteed Radios.
the mechanical and the Service Man the elec- radio -type equipment.
In
such eases tubes
Free samples.
write!
trical sections of the apnittttns,
and all other parts can always lee bought
The Service Dian will find it helpful to him- from the manufacturer
of the equipment, :aul
FORDSON RADIO, INC.
self, helpful in doing a good job and in spar- very often, but not always,
Dept. 5 -38. Robt. Oakman Bide.,
ing him headaches, to make out an inspection suppliers. How to find the from independent
independent supDetroit. Mich.
form for every sound system he studies of pliers? Well, some companies
Send me free catalog and agent's proposition.
the time he studies it, Such a form, together they make this type tube, or advertise that
(This
is not an order.)
that type gear,
with other notes made at the time. will avoid for such -and-such make system.
Their salespossibility of confusing one theatre's arrange- men or sales literature will.
NAME
have retched the
ments with another's.
theatre
manager
and
the
projectionist:
nr,
1 DDRESS
Among matters to be ascertained in the the Servfee \Iitn may write
Inquiries to the
course
of
studying
any
system
CITY
are
correct
appropriate
RTATE
which will be able no
meter readings, and normal voltages and cur- direct him tomagazine,
sources of supply.
rents at the terminals of the different panels.
Again, some parts, although not specifically
7'he projectionist will know what the meters designed for such -and
-sash make of serum!
should rend, and the panel binding posts are equipment, will fit
that equipment. All that
often marked, as, "730 V. line: :trio W. line." is necessary is to know
the specifications of
etc. Where such markings are not shown. the part to be replaced. 'l'he
and the data is not within the knowledge of all makes and types of tubes specifications of
are public propthe projectionist nor covered in drawings or erty and have been printed many
times. 'l'he
other information accompanying the system capacity and voltage limits
,ityrr 1920 The Profit Line'
or obtainable from the manufacturer, a few are often printed or stamped of a condenser
test-meter readings noted down when eery - or sometimes are shown on theupon its ease.
Replacement Volume and Tone Controls
manufacturthing 1s opera tins normally will be of great er's blue-print accompanying
Standard Volume and Tone Controls
the amplifier in
help la ter on in time of trouble, and always which that condenser was used.
Transformer
with an Ad -A- Switch consisting of
useful in the course of inspection.
and inductance specifications are less easy to
wire wound (Series "W "), composiSuch routine but vital natters as focusing obtain, but It should always prove
the exciter Minn, lining up the optical as- write to a half -dozen transformer helpful to
tion element (Series "C")
manufausembly, or testing take-up tension, together l'avers and ask if they can
Replacement Line Ballasts
supply an interwith
a
host
of
others.
cannot
be
covered
changeable
in
unit
: for example: to replace the
Automatic Line Voltage Regulators
detail here for lack of spare. Full informa- 7 -.\ au totimnsformor
in a Western Electrie
Flexible Pig Tail Resistors
tion concerning them is available in books on type 200 --\ speaker impedancepanel.
Center Tap Resistors
the anbjeet. and the projectionist will know 'Ehe, Inquiries very oft en will matching
result in open"L" Pads, "T" Pads, Series Mixers
about them, too.
ing a now source of supply. Few if any sound
Repair.- Trouble is isolated. then repaired. nianufaetu rocs make all the parts used in
A preliminary step of isolation IN applied by their nurture
'rho parts may bear their
the projectionist, which is to examine all name plates. tus.
but
infrequently are made
meter readings and check all signal lamps. to specification by not
some well -k now-n manufacNext, different parts of the system are tested. turer of transformers,
condensers, etc. This
The theatre has two projectors. See if the is true even of the largest
and best -known
trouble
aPPe
:Des on both. or is confined to
sound systems.
Clarostat Ad- A- Switch Conbst,
one. If it is not so confined, it exists in
Where a part is needed for emergency reneither, but in some part of the system com- placement, and the specifications
Clarostat Ad -A- Switch line
are net
mon to both sources of sound. If there are known, not marked on
the part, and not
two amplifying channels, see If the trouble shown on any manufacturer's
comprises the maximum utildata,
can
they
shows up on both. If there is one amplifying always be found if the panel or
ity with minimum stock inchannel, consisting of more than one ampli. is duplicated in the projection box in trouble
Any
vestment.
for, jump one, if possible; if not, listen to apparatus associated with either room.
the output of each with headphones. Such course exists in duplicate-there projector of
are
often
Write for New Replacement
two
procedure, which isolates the trouble rapidly amplifying channels, and very
more than
Control Guide
and unmistakably to some one panel, or to one speaker. By applying the often
some one connecting line between panels, ap- measurements for resistance. usual electrical
Clarnstat
plies not only to complete loss of sound, but 1000 cycles, Inductance, capacity,Impedance at
Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Line
to poor quality, to noises and hums. and even duplicate part, the Service Man etc., to the
Ballast
287 N. Gth St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
will know
to loss of volume if experience makes a head- precisely what he needs in
the way of rephone search for volume useful. however, If placement. But not all
Service Men are

See the new
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in the
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equipped to measure 1000 cycle impedance. induttame or even capacity. Where the spe
fications cannot be measured, or where nr
duplicate part exists to measure (the
one being burned out or otherwise so der,
five as to be treeless as a standard), there
no remedy but to "haywire" repairs, and rrnl
for a replacement from the system's Milani.
tarer, or from some source of supply Ian
Service Man has investigated and lined Ill
in advance of the emergency.
If the part needed is one that Is comment..
kept in spare stock in the theatre. such as
tube, exciting lamp or plot oeteet rie cell, inquiry among neighboring theatres that may
have similar sound equipment should uncover
a spare that can perhaps be borrowed until
the regular replacement arrives.
In extreme eases, It may be necessary
install temporarily an emergency amplil
speaker or volume control. matching im
antes if at all possible, until replacevow
received. and this is one of the greatcites the radio non van render a t lou t re,
>t oc, he has such equipment on hand, and no
one else in the community is at all likely to
have it.
What Should the Radio Man Charge
i

I

FUSE

.

TWO

i

SCALES

,

PROTECTED

PERMANENTE

BALL
BEARING

The only Indicator
protected against
burn -outs

ATTACHED
SLIDER

CONTACT

ENCLOSED

RESISTANCE

STURDY

STRIPS

METAL

t

CASE

YOU'LL PAY FOR IT- WHETHER
YOU BUY IT OR NOT!

.

The New Model IRC DUAL RESiSTANCE INDICATOR is one of those instruments that every serviceman and
amateur u,rta it to lamer!! to own. It
will increase your efficiency-make you
money by saving your time-and it will
mean better business by insuring better work.

the Theatre?

What price should the radio man set on the
supplies he sells. or on the service be renders?
lie van find out what the theatre has been
pitying for both. and what both will ctrst him,
and set a price sufficiently low to be really
attractive to the manager. yet high enough
to be decidedly profitable to himself. In the
case of a very large number of theatres he
will lind this possible without any very close
figuring; in the ease of some he will have to
figure and shave with greater care; be will
find a few theatres with which it will not be
profitable to deal. Mostly, these will be
heroes in which the projectionist has already
taken over the fund ions here recommended to
the Service Man. In the case of such theatres, the radio Bunn is limited to the value of
his spare parts inventory (as being always
available). and of his test meters (which are
commonly not part of projection room equipand, to the 1'..1 . systems and hearing
ment
aids which were mentioned In the previous
article; and to the improvements in the sound
syst ern mentioned below.
Improvements in the Apparatus
lost theatres that need line-co lea ge controls (and this includes perhaps the majority
of .American theatres) don't have them: many
theatres still use storage batteries and should
replace them: the great majority of theatres
still cannot reproduce sound frequencies below
7.0 or above 5,000 cycles (and many cannot
de that ,cell). Unless a sound system Is very
new, there is probably room in it for Improvement, and the manager has doubtless
been approached by salesmen or sales literature seeking to sell him improvements. The
radio man 'Site has become thoroughly familiar with sound equipment, and who has
won the confidence of the manager and proleetionist. can sell suet) improvements much
more easily than cam it circular coming
through the mails, or even a visiting salesman. Ile will find his sources of supply in
the same way he finds all sources of sound
supply --n matter covered a few paragraphs
hack. :Ind, because of the abate. he must
always keep In sufficiently close touch with
the industry to know what improvements are
matters of current interest.
I

.

of course

!tut
you ran get along without one.
the time and effort sou waste t hrnugh not having
me may mean many times the $2.70 that the
Iluth -at or costs. It is a real money- sus Ing investment.
Mist connect the Indicator In place of
questionable resistor. Muse the
A NY
bau -bearing -I ter until proper rating

In not a
but a fair percentage) the Service Man may
tied n contract :arrangement for service and
parts. entered into with the manufacturer of
the sound system.
Anyone can now sell parts to American
theatres. A larger number of theatres, although they can buy parts from the radio
man. are still under contract for service, and
will not pay twice for it. In the case of such
theatres, as mentioned earlier in this series,
the radio man must pay himself for any services he may render by the profits of his
parts business with the theatre.
In practice, even though a theatre is under
contract for service, and paying for it, anyone can service the equipment.
Many theatre chains employ sound engineers for this purpose, and some do all their
own servicing in spite of the fact that they
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prefer the
hest volume and quilllrl.
are old nod Gaut severe! stations. You can check
all of the resistors in a net In a jiffy.

"ear" method. until the
u I

new inc
Fuse Protected -Thtr
RESISTANCE

DUAL
1NDI-

frequent
CAT tllt la fury Vrnteeled.
Thu
source of Indicator failures is eliminated. the
fuse Itrot pct ing resistance strips fnun damage
caused by accidental overloads.
Indicator may
also be used as a calibrated rheostat, aarlahle
resistor, potentiometer, tentitorary standard reSold by
sistor, soilage divider. ete.
leading jobbers. Don't miss it!
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$2.70 NET TO SERVICEMEN
List $4.50

You'll Use it More Than Any Tool in Your Kit
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
2100 ARCH STREET
(In Canada, 74 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.)
A NEW PRODUCT BY THE MAKERS OF
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Existing Contracts
few theatres not the majority,
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High lusDesk Stand.
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Chrome Finish.
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Microphone 2- Button, Heavy Duty,
Chromium l'laed Microphone. similar in
appearance and performance to mikes listalt.
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Size
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1% lbs.
Lists at
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Amplifier, 3V. Watt self contained for
Incorporated volume ronphono Input.
Beautiful
elect ro drnamie speaker.
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.00
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THE ABOVE THREE ITEMS COMPLETE WITH 25 FT. OF MIKE CABLE, 8 MIKE
SPRINGS, AND TUBES, READY FOR OPERATION
SPECIAL NET PRICE $34.80
20% with order, shipped C. O. D.
Send 3c
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Master Gain Control
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Send for the most
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most complete line
of radio replacement parts for any
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among the larger theatre chains paying for manufacturer senke but doing their own servicing in part or
entirely are Paramount, Warner. Fox and Loew.

MORE SUMMER SALES
IN RADIO
(Cunt inucd front page 061)

Pottstown Press. which consented to print
the QSL cards, we inserted a news item about
the contest in the Pottstown Courier which
was to be printed the following Monday.
I consented to work in the Jones establishment that day. During the afternoon we
distributed some fifty of the mimeographed
sheets and In the evening we handed out
fifty more. Very carefully we explained the
rules and Mr. Jones was agreeably surprised
when I sold a complete set of tubes to an
old settler who "liked to putter around the
radio" and thought he might have a chance
in the contest.
During the following week we worked up
another slant on the contest. In the window
we placed an abandoned Ford gas tank with
a funnel in the funnel pipe and a pail of
water beside it. A sign bore the words"You can't run your car on water!" On the
opposite side of the window we showed a
radio with a very- poorly constructed aerial
cutting across the front window- For this
aerial we used some very corroded wire, and
a pair of insulators covered with grease and
grime. 'l'he radio bore the sign "Run your
car on good gasoline -your radio on a good
aerial."

"The Aerial Makes
A

srua ll show -card in

wind., bore the words:

LAKE ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WEBSTER CO.
Use This Coupon
3830 W. Lake St.. Chicago, III.
Gentlemen:
am a [ I Dealer. [ I Serviceman.
[ ] P.A. sperialist and want all Information on pour
SA2 Amplifiera.

NO

are paying the electrical manufacturer for
service -they pay for it, but do not use It.
Other theatre chains pay for it, use It to
some extent, and to some extent supplement
it by the efforts of their own employees. Still
others rely upon the manufacturer entLely..
The radio man is free (at least, if the precedent of these leaders of theatre industry is
any guide) to do anything to any sound system the manager and the projectionist will
allow him to do, regardless of other contracts.
The point is stressed here because a number
of readers have inquired about it. Such contracts limit the Service Man only this farthat if the theatre is already paying a service
charge he may have to compensate himself,
in part or entirely, by selling parts, as just
said. But he should remember that these servicing contracts expire at some time unless
renewed. What the theatre people will see
fit to do about renewing them should depend
to a very large extent upon how much of
their confidence and respect the Service Man
has won by the service he rendered in return
for the privilege of selling them supplies. In
n few theatres -less than 10! of all American theatres -contracts existing limit the
parts a theatre will buy from the Service Man
to certain items.
But in the majority of existing theatres
the Service Man will find no hindrances of
any kind whatever. if he can give the theatre
what it wants -good parts and reliable service
at smaller cost than it is accustomed to
paying.

r'TELEPHOTOPHONEII
(Continued front page 0031
Light from a bright source such as a carbon arc running on D.C. or an automobile
headlight bulb is focused upon the slit of
the light -gate. Variations in width of the
slit cause corresponding variations in the
transmitted intensity of the light. The alit
is placed at the focus of another lens, or at
the focus of a parabolic mirror, so that a
narrow beam of light is transmitted across
space to the receiving photoelectric tube.
For moderate distances, this tube may receive
the light from the source without a reflector;
but for longer distances it is necessary to
collect a larger amount of the original light
beam to bring the signal strength up. The
photo -cell is connected to a high -gain A.F.
amplifier which turns the variations of feeble
current from the photo -cell into audible signals in the loudspeaker.
The author has used the gate over one
thousand feet without any parabolic reflector
for the photo -cell. Some idea of the effectiveness of this type of light gate may he had
from the fact that audible signals were detected at this distance by intercepting less
than one -thousandth of the original light coming from the gate. With an improved optical
system and a parabolic reflector at the receiving end, it should not be difficult to extend
the range to several miles.
The simplicity of this type of light gate
makes it peculiarly adapted to demonstration
work, for the student ran readily see the
actual part played by the changing slit in
modifying the light, whereas the neon glow
tube conveys no such definite idea and shrouds
the method of communication in greater mystery. For lecture room purposes, an ordinary
automobile headlight bulb is sufficient for
sending strong signals over distances of a
hundred feet, from one end of a building to
another.
The author has used sunlight for the transmission of signals, focusing the light of the
sun directly on the slit of the apparatus by
means of a heliostat and lens system. The
intensity thus acquired is enormous and enables one to extend the distances traversed
by the beam to great lengths. In fact, this
type of gate allows the use of far greater
intensity signals than are possible from neon
glow tubes, with a corresponding increase in
range of this type of point -to -point communication across space.
(The heliostat is an instrument consisting
principally of a mirror and clockwork mechanism to focus sunlight in a fixed direction).

a

Difference"

the center of the

"The Aerial makes a difference. Ask us."
We mimeographed some sheets that explained how bate copper wire corrodes within
a few months and loses considerable of its
efficiency. The statement also mentioned the
fact that a majority of aerials had been installed some years before and were, for the
most part, of very little value in actual reception.
The last paragraph of this sheet read
"Authorities agree that enameled copper
wire, size 14 to 12, is the best to use for
a broadcast aerial. Insulators should be of
glazed porcelain, or pyrex glass, and two
should be used at each end of the aerial.
Transposed feeder aerials, developed within
the past year, are slightly more expensive,
but are a great deal more efficient where
sensitivity is an important factor.
"During the period of the .Tones DX ('ontest, we are making a special offer to our
friends. Modernize your old aerial, give
your present set a boost, by installing a new
aerial. "L" type aerials can be installed for
as low as $2.00. Lynch or Philco aerial
prices are slightly higher. If you prefer to
install your own, parts are available at our
establishment,"
Friends began to drop in after that stunt.
Our window display bad attracted considerable attention and our little explanatory
notes on aerials were nearly exhausted by the
following Saturday. At my suggestion Mr.
.Tones posted n small bulletin board in the
window with notes like the following:
"J. B. Stiles of Prospect Street
KFI
-Los Angeles, Wednesday night heard
on an Atwater- Kent."
After a few days of posting these notices
we obtained a blackboard and wrote the reception noted on It in chalk.
Unfortunately I left town -my vacation
was over-before the September contest ended.
However, I received a letter from Mr. Jones
during the last of October. It read, in part,
as follows:
"Doctor Nash won the September contest.
His log contained reports from six West Coast
stations, two stations in Salt Lake City, one
in Idaho, one in Calgary and six stations in
Texas, besides XER in Mexico. I presented
him with the General Electric last week but
he wouldn't part with the old set that he
used. Fred Hampton won the special prize
(a set of tubes) for the furthest station reported by logging a station in Long Reach,
Cal. Three people won aerial installations
for logging the most New York stations.
"I am more than satisfied and intend to
continue the contest indefinitely, with a grand
prize for the best record for the year. I probably will award some very high priced set
for if business improves as it has I can afford
it. In the first contest I sold, during the
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period, some four hundred tubes, six receivers,
and Jerry (the youngster who installed aerials) was kept busy from morning to night
for the whole month and is still going strong.
We have replaced nearly one hundred aerials
in town.... I was compelled to add a Service
Alan, Mired in Syracuse."
During October Mr. Jones uncovered another kink. The contest that month was won
by an old farmer who lived six or seven miles
from town. who used a battery model Grebe
Synchrophase. Mr. Jones was a bit dismayed
at this and asked m- what slant be could
take on this winning.
I suggested selling
battery sets to farmers -most of the farms
either make their own electricity or use keroAs a result he sold ten
sene for lighting.
battery receivers in the territory.
Ills "reclaimed set" department is doing
very well. A great many of the older model
sets have figured prominently in the contest
and as a result the old sets taken in trade
With the advent of shortmove rapidly.
wave attachments Mr. Jones has offered a
special prize for short -wave acknowledgements.
To cut this story short, Mr. Jones is making money. At the close of the year he fig
used his profits more than two hundred per
cent above 11132 and they're still on the upward trend. Any Service Man or radio dealer
can appreciate that item. It purely and simply indicates that what the radio business
needs is more salesmanship and less "order

,.,,.

NATIONAL UNION TUBES
excellent performance give

.

-

satì.sjactory service we make
Suit margin o5 profit on all
tubes sold.- have satisfied

National Union users

r /yj r q .//
Jer v ceme
.+

1r

National Union policies are vital to you. The objectives of National
'nion, in addition to producing the finest radio tubes that science can
. evite are to aid and assist the serviceman in building a better and more
rofitable business for himself. You can't afford to ignore these policies:
'

ROFIT:

10 Cent

Higher List Prices

... Highest

profit margin on

-our tube sales.

SERVICE AIDS:

... Canned

Charts, Data, Information at no cost

.e duplicated from any other single source.

UPERIOR QUALITY: Strict adherence to closer manufacturing
imita makes National Union tubes consistently superior.

ULL LIST PRICES - GOOD WILL: Sold everywhere at
... no need to fear customer ill-will.

taking."

all list price

REE SHOP EQUIPMENT: Testers, Analyzers, Service
lanuals and Service Tools given with National Union tube
urchases. Alert dealers everywhere are equipping themelves this easy way. Don't delay, write for full detail
-bout National Union free shop equipment.

VOLTAGE DOUBLING
TUBE

WAITER BIEHLE, Manager,
Perryville Electric Company.

ational Union Jobber Stocks Are Complete.

(Continued from park 666)

N. Y. 400 MADISON AVE. N. Y. C. RC-5
ATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION OF
shop equipment.

These condensers must have the same value
The information obfor minimum ripple.
tained is only approximate because the curves
are not perfectly straight lines. It is usually
good to better than 5%.
The filteration incident to the use of these
condensers (Ct and C,) is very effective. The
total capacity from output plus to minus is
of course one -half that of Cr or C. alone, that
is if Cr and C2 are 16 mf. each in addition
to supplying a voltage doubling circuit they
will have an 8 mf. filter value. Condenser Ca
may or may not be used as desired. It is not
essential.
The output filter condenser Ca
however is recommended.

Send me details about free

ame

Street
State

ity

.

;
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New Kind of Short -Wave Radio
the SKY -RIDER

Other Applications of the 25Z5 Tube
Figure 2 illustrates its use as a combination power- speaker supply for A.C. and D.C.
lines. For A.C. use, the input current is
half-wave rectified and for D.C. the plate circuits of the tube are simply used as low -value
resistors completing their respective circuits.
With a continuous voltage applied, a continuous current will flow in these plate drcuits.
Although a filter system required for D.C.
alone need not be as complete in the way of
high values of elements it must be effective as
there is usually some line ripple. While more
than adequate for D.C. its efficiency is high,
thus requiring no changes in the circuit at
all for A.C. or D.C. use.
In some cases the plates are tied together
(see Fig. 31 and the cathodes are also tied
together using both plate -cathode circuits in
parallel as a half -wave rectifier. Inasmuch
as there are several half -wave rectifiers baying rectifying characteristics just as desirable as the _.7..5 with but one plate and one
cathode. we may wonder why the 25Z5 should
be used in this way.
The filament characteristics of the tube
give us the answer. With this high voltage
filament electrical power which would ordinarily be wasted in a "cordohm" or power
resistor is tunde useful and the efficiency of
the set is greatly improved.
have
provided
Several
manufacturers
switching systems so that in one operation
the circuit in Fig. 3 may be changed into that
of Fig. 1. Ifaving a higher voltage for A.C..
tilt receiver employing such a circuit will
usually operate mueh better on A.C. This
connection is considered better than the universal use as in Fig. 3 alone because full advantage is taken of the A.C. available. The
circuit in Fig. 3 is less expensive and entirely
fool -proof.
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Another FIRST by the

HALLICRAFTERS
An all -wave receiver development that
nakes possible the mos' dependable short.
wave reception ever known.
A new

circuit employing entirely differ-

units and construction.
Offered at
lower cost than any other modern short
wave receiver.
ent

No other receiver, regardless of
price, offers all these features:
Low -loss wave change switch, modified band spread, 200 to I? meter
tuning range divided into 4 bands,
micro -vernie tuning control, IB to
ratio, dual gain controls -and many
more, all described in the new HALLICRAFTERS
"SKY- RIDER"
booklet.
Write for your copy today!
1

.55

C

th

SKY -RIDER Receiver,

with dynamic speaker and power pack,
s
tubes. Net to
dealers and service-

This set is NOT with Byrd
-but it brings Little America
to Capt. Bartlett daily

Though

the HALLI-

CRAFTERS SKY -RIDER
had not been released

from its intensive laboratory and field tests
before the Byrd Expedition sailed, it is serving to keep Capt. Bartlett, the highest ranking survivor of Admiral

Peary's famous dash to
the Pole, in constant
daily touch with his

GÓS'as
vPF

friends at Little America.
You, too, can have the

thrill of hearing Little
America direct if you
the new SKY.
RIDER Short -Wave
own

Receiver.
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HOW TO BUILD, TEST
AND REPAIR
RADIO
SETS

ALL-WAVE SUPER

WATCH OUT

(Continued from page 008)
bypassing part of the signal to ground and
reducing the signal input into this circuit.
In this position the IL.E. and 1.I', tubes are
operated at a high negative bias to reduce
their amplification. In the "out" or distance
position, the bias voltage is reduced.

MONTH'S FULL PAGE AD COMPLETELY DESCRIBING NEW TEST

FOR NEXT

ACCESSORIES

COMPLETE SYSTEMATIZED LINE OF IMproved Laboratory Sockets. Tip Jacks, Connector and
A

Plugs,

Expanding Pressure Plugs, Jacks and Connectors,
Extension and Junction Connectors, Test
Praha, Universal Terminal Sockets, etc.
New Molded Handles in three stile.:: Small Spare.
Side Contact and Long or Short Testing, all inter rhanReable with the Painted Phone TIT., Expamling
Pressure Plugo and Slicer Plated Needle Points.
Sockets with Universal Terminals for soldering, binding, plug-in and tor-o3 connection:.
Why be handicapped with an ancient analyzer when la
two hours you can easily modernize it with one of tees.
kits and a pair of composite sockets? Directions and

Explanation of Range Switch

no

Radio Construction

Library

Including Television. Short -Wave Receivers and Aute
Radios. 3 Volumes, 6x9 -1177 pages. 561 Illustrations.
This practical Library includes: PRACTICAL RADIO
The fundamental principles of radio, presented In an
Illustrated with working diaunderstandable manner.
PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND
grams.
REPAIR
Methods of locating trouble and reception
faults and making workmanlike repairs. Discusses modern Short-Wave Receivers and Installation of automobile
radios fully.
RADIO RECEIVING TUBE--Principles
underlying the operation of ell vacuum tubes and their
use in reception, remote control and precision measure-

-

-

ments.

Helps you to understand modem typo receiving sets
toli of construction dodo and prartl. al kinks for the
sperimenter--a training course for satire men.

Days' Free Examination

IO

Easy Terms

McGRAW

-HILL BOOK COMPANY. INC.,

330 W. 42nd St., New York.
Gentlemen:-Send me the new

RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIBRARY. all charges prepaid. for 10 day.
Free Examination.
In 10 days.

If

paid.

If

and $2.00

not wanted

satisfactory I

a

will

send $1.50
$7.50 has been

month until
the books.

I will return

Name
Home Address

City and State
Position
Nance

of Cbnnpma

RC -5-34
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THE NEW

Model

E

TUBE TESTER

36

Read these excellent features

which give complete details
about the new Model 36 Tube
Tester.
(I) Direct Reading.
(2) Mutual conductance test.
(3) Line voltage regulation
both Plate and Filament
on separate A.C. meter.
(4) No obsolescence duo to
new

36 point.
6
pole
rotary switch-Provisions
for new sockets.
(5) Complete short test of
all elements. Diode test

cathode leakage test.
(6) Rapid and accurate.
(7) Filament voltage ranee
for all tubes.
(8) Portable,
handsome

DEALERS NET PRICE

$37.5O

trial or

money refunded.

Sold on 10 day

Circular

L & L
336

on request.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

MADISON AVE.

Dept. 8 -A

MEMPHIS. TENN.

SAFE Resistors!

TRUVOLTS

Have 1,000 -Volt Insulation
Also patented spiral, air -cooled

winding, with adjustable, sliding
clips, and full -length protective
fibre guard. All standard sizes.
Write for New Catalog RC -5
175VOrick et.. New York. N.16

1 ELECTRAD
588

condenser gang across the secondary of the
first -detector coil. Switch 4It connects the
fourth section of the variable condenser gang
across the seeondnry of the broadcast oscilla -i
for coil. Switch
is open.
Position 3. 185 to 78 Meter Short -Wave Band.
In this position switch 1L connects the aerial
to one of the two primaries of the short -wave
detector. Switch 31, connects the output of
the short -wave detector to the secondary of
the 11F. coil. and also connects an adjustable
trimmer condenser across the secondary of
this coil to tune it to 1,540 ke. Switch 4L
connects an adjustable trimmer across the
secondary of the first- detector coil to tune it
to 1,540 ke. Switch 4It connects n variable
trimmer across the secondary of the broadcast oscillator to tune it to 1,717 :i ke thus
giving an I.F. of 177.5 Ire. Switch 11t confleets an adjustable padding circuit in series
with the secondary of the short -wave oscillator coil, thus permitting proper tracking of
this circuit in this short -wave band.

r

80 to 33 Meter Short -Wave Band.

In this position switch 11, connects the aerial
to the second of the two primaries of the
short -wave detector coil. Switch 2L shorts
out a portion of the secondary of the shortwave detector coil, thus enabling it ta tune
to the 80 to 33 meter band. Connections to
switches 3L, 4R. and 4I, remain the same as
in position 3, tuning the R.F. section to 1,540
kc.
Switch IR connects n different adjustable padding circuit in series with the secondary of the short -wave oscillator coil, thus
permitting proper tracking of this circuit in
this short -wave band. Switch 211 shorts out
part of the secondary of the short -wave oscillator coil so that it will tune to wavelengths between 80 and 33 meters.
Position 5.

33 to 14.5 Meter Short -Wave Band.
In this position switch IL connects the aerial
through a tap to the second primary of the
short -wave detector coil. Switch 2L shorts
out a larger section of the secondary of the
short -wave detector coil

so

that this

FEET

S
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WIRE CABLE

8
8

TWGIN

-

(HMI
rrrrr

PITON

SURE GRIP
PLUG

STUDS

SMAII

THUMB

SEVEN

RELEASE

LATCH
LOCK %r

01 -COLOR RING
/INSTANTLY LOCATES
LARGE PRONGS

-el

LOCKING
STUD

%ú DIAALL+

1

III1

I

FITS
SOCKETS

97505A

974DSA
007WLCAP

Small

7

976D5A

977DSA

prong Latch Lock Analyzer

Plug, 8 -wire Cable, Plug and Socket

as

above

9740SÁ
975DSA
976DSA
977DSA

List

shown

56.00

Latch
Latch
Latch
Latch

lit

Position 4.

leatherette covered case.

NA-AtD

WLCp

As the range switch is rotated in a clockwise direction the following circuit changes
are effected.

Switch IL grounds the aerial,
preventing any reception.
Position 2. Broadcast Band. In this position
switch 2R biases the short -wave oscillator to
atop it from oscillating so that the short -wave
section cannot cause interference when receiving stations on the broadcast band.
Switch IL connects the aerial to the primary
of the R.F. coil. Switch 3L connects the
third section of the variable condenser gang
across the secondary of the R.F. coil. Switch
41, connects the fifth section of the variable

EXAMINATION COUPON

diagrams included with all outfits,

so on.

Position 1.

McGRAW -HILL
FREE

range switch consists of eight independent switch sections, each section being
provided with five contacts. Only seven sections of the eight, and only four contacts of
the live per section are used.
In the circuit diagram these different
switch sections are labelled lit, 1L, 211, etc..
and for the sake of simplicity are shown in
different locations in the diagram, although
they are all parts of the master range switch
assembly )(anted in the center of the chassis.
With the chassis bottons -aide up and controls
pointing toward you, lit is the front right
hand section, 1L is the front left hand section, 2R is the second right hand section
counting from the front of the chassis, and

7
7

7
7

to

1.25
prong Adapter
to 5 prong Adapter
1.25
to 6 prong Adapter
1.25
to 7 prong large Adapter
1.25
Here Is the set for theta who
want the lowest possible cost
Does not have means for locking
the dopten to the plug but Is
serviceable In every we,. the
wired adapters haying the necessary small base
for fitting
Melded sockets C. G. stud
supplied.
977P 7 -prong Plain-Type List
4

Analyzer Plug
7 to 4 -prong Wired s

.ep

874W

Adapter

975w 7 to
Adapter

5 -prong

Wired

6 -prong Wired
7 to
97TWA T to TA prong
Adapter
077P KIT Complete se

97Aó

Shown

.51

.55
.85
.55
U.eo

List Peer
,10 tt.

SERVICEMEN'S REQUIREMENTS
-wire Analyzer Cable as shown above

8

4-5-6-contact Composite Socket
477 7-7A- contact Composite Socket
457 5-7-contact
Composite Socket
a
567A 1 -6 -7A- contact Composite
osite
ocket
n
9805 s -liming I'lug a shown alone
438S s- coutani Socket s as shown alone
967DSA 6
to Stu. 7 Latch Adapter-

,50 ea.
.50 ea.
.50 ea.
,50 ea.

456

--hole

$

.35 ea.
1.25 ea.

Speaker -Phones Snitching adapter 2.50 ea.
See i age 5 2 March and page 606 April issues
450
watt Transmitting Tube Socket
1.00 ea.
UX -50 50-watt to UX -base Adapter
3.50 ea.
50 -7A5 Sin.
to 50
50-watt
-watt LatLatch Adapter
3.50 ea.
950XY LA 120 -in -1 Tubechecker Adapter
6.00 ea.
9507 R '11an.former Adapter for checking 111 12.0 -t4 -15 -_5.30 volt tubes in 24 ski. -. 6.00 ea.
Laboratory Style Sockets 4-5-6-7-7A boles
.35 ea.
Rubber Handle Plugs 4- 5- 6.7 -7:t prongs
.25 ea.
Rubber Handle Connectors 4- 5- 6.7 -7A holes .40 ea.
Sure -Grip 2 -piece Molded Plug any no. pins .35 ea.
Sure -Grip 2 -piece Mold. Conn. any no. hole- .50 ea.
HERE'S THE DATA YOU WANT
Send two 3c stamps for new Itooklet showing illustrated tube socket
connections of 268 different tubes.
data and diagrams on rewiring ans
obsolete set analyzer or tube checker
and information on using the new
tubes in place al old types. Include catalog Daggs of all kinds et
surkets. speaker plugs. connector
wound and unwound roll form..
coil winding data, S -W receiver
reterences, etc.
955PSC

-

Servicemen's Dlseount
On orders amounting to $10.00 List

ALDEN
Dept.

35%
40%

PRODUCTS CO.
R

-5.

711

BROCKTON,

Center St.

MASS.

circuit

can be tuned from 33 to 14.5 meters.
Connections made by switches 3L, 4L and
4R remain as in positions :3 and 4 since three
points on each switch are connected together.
Switch IR connects a non -adjustable padding
circuit in series with the secondary of the
short -wave oscillator edil. Switch ^_R shorts

out another portion of the secondary of tunshort-wave oscillator coil, thus ptrmitt inq
this tuned circuit to cover the :3 :3 to 14.5
meter band.

THE

SERVICEMEN!

MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENSERS
AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO U5E
Wale le. our new 10 -page Catalog tome. Lce ut charge

7C

Washington

Brooklyn, N.

S
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SHORT CUTS
( Co,, finned Jrom page 07:3)
denser -needle perfectly still at maximum
shorted condenser -- needle
scale deflect inn
kicks to zero and remains there; intermittentcontact or leaky condenser- needle kicks to
zero, then climbs back to a fraction of the
maximum scale value good condenser -needle
kicks to zero, then returns to a ?a-scale read ing on small condensers, the needle may
only dip and then return to maximum scale
reading -this will be determined mainly bythe particular resistance value selected for
ltt. The range of meter M will depend upon
the tube selected; the actual reading in milliamperes has nothing to do with the instrument to operation.
:

;

A HOME -MADE OUTPUT AND
CAPACITY METER
D. W. Pickett
FIG. 3 is illustrated a simple circuit for
using that old D.C. voltmeter. The rectifier
used by the writer was as dry -disc unla tvhlrh
would not function as a rectifier on a trickle
ehorger. The meter and rectifier polarities
must match as indicated.
For operation as an output meter connect
the instrument across the voice coil or, by
means of adapters from plate-to -plate or
plate -to- ground. of the output tube cl rem t.
(Experimenters may be interested to know
that the device may he connected across the
sucondaty of an A.E. transformer, the primary
of which Is connected to a 110 V. A.t'. supply-, through a small series condenser, for
checking transformers that seem to have noise
due to an open primary winding that does
not check open when testing with n continuity tester.)
To check condenser capacities front about
0.1 to 2. mf., use the 110 V. A.t% supply
and check against a chart made by using condensers of known capacities: condenser C is
always in the circuit as a safety device.
N

150

ins. in din. If the circuit does not oscillate.
reverse the lends to LI. If the circuit oscillates with an andin howl, slightly reduce the
number of turns in LI, or slide LI further
from L2 until the howl stops.

The remainder of the circuit elements are
eunventiuual anal are the same as found in
many type 24 tube circuits. Grid -leak operation seemed better than bias operation. If no
It.E. amplifier is used, the input circuit should
be double -tuned to redore oscillator radiation
to the antenna. and to ream, image- frequency

"Crack" Service Men
Wrote This Book
For You!

intcrfcr,ue,.

AN EXPERIMENTERS' KNIFE
John Grummisch
has found that by "rebuild Tin." a good -quality- knife as illustrated in
Fig. C it is seldom necessary to curry- any
other tool than in pair of pliers for the average run of requirements in radio work.
Recommended dimensions of this knife are
as follows: 1. ií-in. 2, %-ht.: 3 % -in.
from the beginning of 3 to 1, ?'a- in.t; 5, 1!_
0. '¡ -in,I
4, 1 in.
ins.; 7,
This 7- purpose toll is sharpened as follows:
1, like a screwdriver: 2, like a screwdriver
2, -in. in diameter: ::. like it knife; 5, like a
saw: 7, like a knife: ti, like a knife: 4, like tL
knife. The actual use of each section Is
given alongside the illustration.
II

' AL Plitt:

:

s

:
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AND

2 V. FIRST -DETECTOR

OSCILLATOR
Arthur Z Smith

Francis S. Stebbins
BROVII bait Service Men may be interested in
the manner In which the writer used an
old speedometer to make a simple and effective cull -turn eoun ter, illustrated in Fig. 5.
Dismantle the speedometer by removing the

framework that holds the mileage and 3 trip
counters; the shaft that carries these counters also supports the drive gear whirls is
meshed to the total mileage counters in a 1
to 1 ratio. Solder this gear to the shaft and
to a strip of brass to protrude through the
frame in order to fasten the newly -barn coilturn counter to the coil winder thy means of
a slot curt in the end of the shaft holding the
Coil form, as shown in Fig. A
1 the turn
counter is to be mounted on a wooden frame.
Fig. 811.
end.
shown
in
as
pivoted at one
;

?CAi-SE the en bode of the 32 is a
grounded filament, the tube has been regarded as not adaptable to superheterodyne
combined first- detector and oseil la tar hookups
vhich remain- a feedback coupling roil inserted between cathode and ground. tune
Mae manufacturer, recognizing this, has ¡motored n 2 Y. heater -type tube, but it requires three times as much filament current
is the 32.)
However, the 32 can be used if the coupling
roll is in one filament lead, and an ILE.
4,ke roll is in the other, as shown in Fig. 4.
"his is similar to the method used by many
experimenters in adapting filament -type tubes
o use In electron- coupled oscillators.
Unit R.F.C. is a 40 tarn choke coil wounr
vIth No. 24 D.C.C. wire on a forni 2 ins, in
lit.. It is not critical, and it is not couples
to anything else. Inductance Lt Is n 20 turn
feedback -oil wound with No, 24 D.C.C. wire
over the grounded end of the oscillator tank
nn., L2; both coils are wound on a form
t

BI

a.

A HANDY COIL-TURN COUNTER

-

DEFECTIVE VOLUME CONTROLS
Lambert
ill the Doctor prescribes
me.dirine for his patient, not as a cure. but
as a temporary relief. Many of us have followed the same idea when euufruited with a
noisy volume control. It has been "doctored -.
with "Nujul ;' "graphite" obtained from a lead
pencil. "sandpaper." "alcohol" rah down, or
what have you.
The majuri ty of radio receivers employ whew
d volume central resistors. Examine noisy
R.

WI

I

I:N

a

F.

person is

units under at magnifying glass. Genera Ily-.
the wire will be corroded or rusty, and at the
edges, where contact has been made with the
slider arm, it will have been worn or tint, or
may even be cut through.
Explain to your customer that complete replacement of the volume control will eliminate
what otherwise will be a "call back."

SLOTTED FOR CONNECTION TO COUNTER
TIPS DOWN
WHEN NOT IN,
USE
MOOD

I-z 2'

WOOD
PIECE

8

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORP.
Makers of
HYGRADE LAMPS
SYLVANIA TUBES
ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Factories
EMPORIUM, PA,
ST. MARYS, PA.
CLIFTON, N. J.
SALEM, MASS.
S.

Corp., 1934

ON COUNTER

WOOD
MOUNTING
PIECE
RESET
KNOB
SOLDERED

SHAFT
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BRASS STRIP
SOLDERED TO
END OP SHAFT

for

DEER

LROD

COIL WINDING
SHAFT SLOTTED
TO RECEIVE
BRASS STRIP

WIPE ACROSS
COUNTERS
AS MARNER
LINE

TO

Sylvania's 64 -page booklet "Service
Hints" contains the pick of all the
servicing tips and methods that hundreds of successful service men have
sent to us. Inside dope on the special problems of more than 200 set
models . . . and other valuable information.
All you do is mail the coupon below
and we'll send you your copy! We'll
also put your name on the mailing
list for "Sylvania News," a free
monthly bulletin that gives additional
hints
. keeps you up -to -date on
news of the industry ... and tells how
your suggestions can win FREE
TUBES!

©11.

1i/4'

CONE

...

learn
GET IT FREE
their short cuts to better
servicing, better profits

MAY,

THE SET -TESTED RADIO TUBE
Fig. 5, left
The mechanical make -up of the coil -winding
counter which is made from an old automobile
speedometer mileage counter. A simple hinge
couples the counter to the winding device.

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION

Fig. D, above
The appearance of the writer's coil winder
made as illustrated in Fig. 5, at the left.
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Check Shorts!
RADOLEK'S
"Build It Yourself"

New A.C. Tube

Short Checker

Te tube Socket pins

For 4, 5, 6 and 7 prong tubes
Catches all Interelement Shorts

O
O

1-

Tapped
Parts Supplied by Redo lek:
ke,
Special Variable Resistor. 1 --Neon Bulb.
I. 5, 6 Hole Tube Socket, 1
Dual Seven
ket. 1 -Neon Bulb Socket. and Plans for Build.:.
Regular Value of Parts 14.55.
YOUR SPECIAL PRICE
$4.00

essential

1-

-r.

Theory: A shorted Tube Element will cause a Orelating current In one portion of the tapped choke
!Jts acts as an Auto -Transformer. changing its bounce from that whith balanced the Variable lie .:aor to a negligible quantity, thus causing a high
robage across the Neon Bulb-indicating a shorted
,

tube.

RADIO DEALERS AND SERVICEMEN: Write for
ropy of the New 1934 RADOLEK PROFIT
GUIDE! Kindly enclose your business card or use
our letterhead when requesting our Catalog.

occur

EPT. 137

601 W.

RANDOLP

CHICAGO, ILL.

you design or build that new Set Analyzer,
`11FIEEN
Decade Box, Brl lue. Ohmmeter or High Ite:istance Voltmeter why not try this FORMULA:
Q +A -J-MD
PwwR
LC
When Q equals QUALITY and A equals ACCURACY
SID equals MODERN DESIGN and LC equals LOW

-

roST

and LAST COST then PWWR Is always PRECISION WIRE: WOUND RESISTORS.
RESISTANCE RANGE: .25 Ohm to I Megohm

TYPE

"F"

M

Diameter
s"
Length o.
1%"

Leads

with No. 18

Tinned
Leads.

Tinned

r

Fr. -c

1'4"

Furnished

18

C o p p e

Rat-

Diameter
%"
Length of

Furnished
with No.

"D"

Maximum
Length %"
Maximum

Maximum
Leads

TYPE
Normal

ing % Watt

rl mum
Length 1"
a

C o p p e

Leads.

Bkf

t, ,íu,1 Brice

r

Iirt

Precision Custom Built Wire Wound
Resistors, Mfg. by

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.
334

Badger Ave.

Newark. N. J.

UNIVERSAL

2- Button

Nand -Mike

515.00

List

Maximum volume, minimum elss,
scientifically damped. Truly natural tone. No dellcsle pars to
be
damaged.
For announcing,
transmitting or home recording.
New catalog rovers twelve models
from $5.00 up.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE
COMPANY. Ltd.
424 Warns Lane
Inglewood, Calif.
U. &A.

590

NOW

FREE

48 -Page

Supplement

(Continued from page 662)
played as a vernier for increasing the volume
or sensitivity. It does not function as a vol
time control, since a volume control is in
eluded in the design of this instrument, but
rather as a padding or trimming condenser.
for finer adjustment.
'l'he output of this set connects to the aerial
and ground terminals of either T.R.F. or
superheterodyne receivers through a coupling
condenser in the plate circuit of the converter's output tube. This coupling condenser To everyone who now
purchases the OFFICIAL AUTO is employed for isolating the plate voltage RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
this big 48-page Supplement
from the antenna coil of the receiver to pre- Is issued FREE. Practically all of the latest sets, tovent any consequent damage that may occur gether with servicing information will be fond In these
new pages.
The new Supplement dues not increase the
if this high voltage were to go through it. cost of the book to you, but gives you an Auto -Radio
'l'he antenna, which ordinarily connects to Service Manual that is right up -to- the -minute with
the antenna post on the receiver, Is connected service notes.
If you are overlooking servicing auto radios. then youre
instead to the converter. A common ground missing
The auto -radio busia great deal of business.
iv employed for both receiver and converter.
ness had its greatest boom last summer and thousands of
An antenna condenser is included in the aerial sets were sold. Ivy this time many of these same set.
with
hundreds
servicing and
of them right in
circuit of the converter for the purpose of require
own community. you can build up a good auto-radio
adapting the regular broadcast antenna to your
servicing business. In a short time you can easily add
ir
ersiFinr
hu +ions.
your
r,,n.
25%
or
moro
to
short waves. It also serves to improve the
selectivity of the unit somewhat.
The converter. as shown in Fig. 1, operates
only on alternating current. Either a 5Z3 or
St) type tube is employed as the rectifier.
A
power transformer is also used for stepping
up the 110 V. A.C. to the required high voltage necessary for the plates of the various
1933
tubes.
A front view illustrating the panel layout
Official
is seen in Fig. A. The parts layout for the
chassis hase can be seen in Fig. It. It is suggested that this layout he adhered to- since
it has been ascertained that shorter wiring
lends, an essential requisite for maximum
Service Manual
efficiency on short -wave work. are possible
with this plan of locating parts. A special
Complete Directory
I.F. transformer is employed, and can be seen
of .li
located between two tubes in Fig. B. The
padding or trimmer condenser for this unit is
Automobile Radio Receivers
mounted on top where it is accessible for adjustment. Layout of parts underneath the
Full Installation and
chassis and wiring are shown in Fig. C.
Trouble Shooting Guide

to the Auto -Radio

Service Manual!

List of Parts

Try this FORMULA

Normal Rating 1 Watt.

SHORT WAVE
CONVERTER

One metal chassis and cabinet;
One slow -motion tuning dial;
One 2 -gang special S.W. condenser (6 plates

each unit)

;

Two 0 prong sockets

tine

5

-

;

prong socket;

$2.50 cpy

One 4 prong socket;

Three tube shields;
One special power transformer:
Two 8 mf. dry electrolytic condensers;
Two 100 mmf, equalizing condensers :.
One 140 mmf. variable condenser;
One special I.F. coil shielded:
One .2-meg. volume control and switch:
One 1. mf. condenser;
Two .1 -mf. condensers;
One .01-mf. condenser:
(ine B.B.L. special S.R. coil unit with switch ;
Three Eby binding posts;
(Inc filter choke (Powertest) ;
One A.C. cable and plug;
Four knobs:
Two screen -grid clips
One 20,000 ohm resistor, 1
One 2:í,O00 ohm resistor, 1 W.;
Two 10,000 ohm resistors. 2 W.;
One 300 ohm resistor, 5 W.;
One Powertest special R.F. choke;
One type 56 tube;
Two type 58 tubes;
one type 80 tube;
One kit of assorted hardware.
The number of stations that may be received. while augmented considerably by this
efficient converter. Is also dependent upon the
efficiency of the receiver into which it works.
This is only to be expected since further
amplification (which occurs in the receiver's
stages) is contingent upon the number of
stages of amplification that the receiver employs. However, with an average set it should
be possible to receive all short -wave transmission from 15 to 200 meters in this country,
although the model described and illustrated
in these pages has received many foreign
short -wave signals, including VE9.T11-25.6
meters, Winnipeg, Manitoba : FYA -25.6
meters, Pontoise, France; 31.5 meters
I)aventry, England ; and DJC19.$ meters,
Berlin, Germany.

W

-

Stilt

The OFFICIAL AUTO -RADIO
IS '1:
MANTLtt detoted exclusively to auto-radio sent, "dopa' contain.:
schematic diagrams. chassis layouts, mounting instructions. and trouble shooting hints on all 1933 and mans
older model auto -radio receivers. This Manual contains
a "gold-mine" of information.

List of Sets Covered in the Manual
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
Autocrat Radio Company
Carter Genemotor Corp.
Chevrolet Motor Company
erode), Radio Coro.
Deice Appliance Corp.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Federated Purchaser, Inc.
Fada Radio & Elec. Corp.
Ford- ylaJestic
Franklin Radio Corp.
Galvin Mfg. Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
Grigsby-Orunow Co.

Chas. Goodwin Company
Montgomery Ward & Co.
National Co., Inc.

Philco Radio & Tel Coro.
Pierre -Airo. Inc.
Premier Electric Co.
RCA -Victor Co.. Inc.
Sentinel Radio Corp.
Sparks- Wlthington Corp.
Stewart Radio & Tel. Corp.
United Amer. Bosch Corp.
United Motors Servire
U. S. Radio & Tel. Corp.
Wells -Cardner Company
Zenith Radio Corp.

Over 200 Pages
Over 500 Illustrations
9 x 12 Inches
Flexible, Loose-Leaf Cover

Mail This Coupon Today!
GIIRNSIi.tCK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.

R4'534
96 -93 Park Place, New York, N. T.
Enclosed you will and my remittance of $2.50 for which
please send me One Cony of the 1933 OFFICIAL AUTO RADIO SERVICE MANUAL.
Send remittance in
cheek or money order.
Register letter if It contains
each or currency.
WE PAY POSTAGE.

Name
Addross

City
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AN A.C. -D.C. BOOSTER
PRE -AMPLIFIER
(Continued from page 667)

farted directly to the input post of this preamplifier and the output signal (which of
rourw has been pre -amplified) is then fed into

the input binding posts of any conventional

Ai,. amplifier.

In the case of employing this device in
conjunction with a radio receiver, the detector plate output is fed Into the input of this
booster, and its output is then fed into the
power output stage of the radio receiver. The
only occasion wherein this booster will be employed with a radio receiver is with an external input device, such as a phono. pickup
or microphone, as the :1,F. systems of most
radio receivers are not designed to properly
amplify such external input devices. The
use of modern tubes in the B,F. circuits of
radio receivers has made possible the production of larger detector output signals, which
has accordingly caused the elimination of 1
or 2 stages of Ai'''. amplification, heretofore
necessary in order to reproduce radio broad east signals to full intensity.
By employing this device with such n receiver, any phono. pickup or microphone is
connected, as stated before, directly to the input posts and its two high gain A.F. stages
build up a powerful signal which when fed
into the power output tube of the receiver
proper is more than sufficient to produce
maximum undistorted output up to the full
rating of the power Value employed, even
the--ugh the input signals emanate from a very
wink input device, such as a crystal microphone or velocity ribbon microphone.

The Unit

,.

Up to the present time, practically all preamplifiers In use were battery operated. This
made then[ not only relatively large, heavy
and costly, but also quite unreliable. They
were usually intended for limited applications
and required continuous attention as to the
proper filament voltage adjustment and condition of the batteries, rendering their upkeep
quite expensive.
With the advent of the D.C.-A.C. rectifier
systems, such as described by the author In
the July, 1933, and the March, 1934, issues
of ltAato- t'RAFr, it became possible to construct this pre -amplifier with self -contained
power pack. Heretofore, the only alternative
to the battery box was a power transformer,
whose electromagnetic field introduced a
strong A.C. component into some of the preamplifier components, and usually even strategic placement of parts or heavy shielding of
the essential units was not effective enough
to prevent this hum, unless, of course, a separate external power pack was employed. The
pre-tuupli tier and self-contained power pack
described here measures only 6% x 6% x 6
ins. high. and weighs 9% pounds. It may be
operated directly from any 25 -60 cycle A.C.,
or DX. I0i -120 V. line ur (nun any 221t-240
D.C. or A.C. prover line by means of a 355
ohm 35 W series resistor, t he total power
consumption at ] 15 volts being only a. watts.
It employs two 37 heater type tubes, which
are practically independent of line voltage
fluctuations. It is provided with a universal
input transformer, 'l'1, having the following
primary impedances: 200-200 ohms (or 100100 ohms) for any double button or for one
or two single button carbon microphones, and
CT, 200, 500. 2,00(1. 5,000 ohms, which covers
practically all impedances of various input
sources commonly utilized.
Should a pair of earphones be placed across
the corresponding winding on the output
transformer. F2. the pre -amplifier may be employed as a "detecto-phnne" to listen to
what is going on in another room, cellar, office. garage, etc. The microphones and low
impedance earphones may be placed many
hundred feet away from the amplifier and interconnected with ordinary bell wire without
introducing appreciable distortion or losses.
In a similar manner one or two microphones and earphones (or magnetic units)
may be used at the same time and simultaneous conversations carried on. In other words
it constitutes in reality an inter-office communication system, and if each set of ear-

RADIO -CRAFT

for

MAY,

['bones (or magnetic units) and corresponding
microphone are equipped with D.P.S.T. toggle
switches an unlimited number of them may be
connected to such a system, and then any one
or two of them may be cut in and out at
will. This amplifier constitutes also an excellent hearing aid for those hard of hearing:
the only accessories required are the usual
earpiece and any microphone.
It is interesting to note that many Service
Men who could not get much sound out of a
loudspeaker on microphone work, thought at
one time or another that he required a more
powerful amplifier, when all he needed was a
"booster" such as this pre-amplifier. This unit
will build up the electrical voltages generated
by practically any device to a sufficient extent to permit full loudspeaker output to be
delivered by the amplifier used in conjunction
with it. Among such input
'('es are the
ribbon, velocity, carbon, dynamic crystal and
condenser microphones. any type of photoelectric cell, an all- purpose ur telephone transmission line, the crystal and other low voltage
output phono. pickups of various impedances.
It further permits the use of multiple volume
controls, mixer circuits. control boxes and attenuate systems or other loss incurring devices, as it will build up the voltage available
to such a high degree as to make their use
with low gain amplifiers possible. 'l'his means
that it w111 make a highly efficient 4 or 5
stage high -gain unit out of any low-gain amplifier.
It might be well to point out here that
those who had to put up with the continuous
and disagreeable background and hissing
noises generated by carbon microphones will
find lit this -booster" a "new deal;' In that
it will permit them to successfully use other
microphones that not only are free of all
noises produced by carbon granules but have
as a rule n much wider and more even frequency response.
All the input signals just referred to are
now fed into the universal input transformer,
TI, the secondary winding of which is connected to a series It.F, choke, RFC. and a
small bypass condenser, ('I (both contained
in the casing of TII to prevent interference
by R.F. signals and disturbances with resultant tube rectification and amplification.
This B.F. choke is connected through a
meg. potentiometer, Its. to the grid of the
first 37 tube \'1. The shield of this input
t rt nsformer houses also a .1 -mf. coupling
condenser ('2 for connection to high impedance input S utll'('OS, such as a crystal microphone, crystal pickup, and high impedance
secondary windings of any other external
ma tching transformers. The plate circuit of
\'l is resistance -capacity coupled to \2, Two
watt resistors are employed in their cathode.
grid and plate circuits. and the condensers in
their cathode circuits are 1 mf. paper con-

densers.
The second tube, V2, has an output transformer '1'2 in its plate circuit with secondary
windings of 15.000 to 1)1), 200 and 67 ohms.
This last winding of 67 ohms permits perfect
matching of two additional 200 ohm output
lines (three In all to a common input winding of 200 ohms, which latter is the most
common input impedance encountered in P.A.
work today. The two A.F. amplifier tubes
ns well as the rectifier tube, \r3, have their
Iflnmenf.s placed in series4 Nit
witht n tin
line m 11 fist
re >istor 1t7. which is incorporated in the line
mild. This Irving practically the only heat
dissipating source besides the tubes them.
selves, which are of course placed on the top
of the chassis. the bottom of the chassis housing the various filter and bypass condensers
remains absolutely cool. This is a very tumortaut consideration when continuous successful
operation is desired. and is only too often
neglected in universally powered modern receivers and amplifiers.
Although only half -wave rectification is employed, absolutely humproof and noiseless operation is obtained, due mainly to the fact
that the total current rectified and filtered is
only about 5 ma. The first tube, VI, draws
only a fraction of a milliampere plate current. while the second tube, \'2, has a normal
plate current of 3 ma. Under these operating
conditions, the tubes may be expected to last
indefinitely.
Another important reason for the total
absence of hum and noise from the amplifier
output is the fact that the input and output
transformers are heavily shielded and separated from the rest of the amplifier circuits,
being housed in thick metal castings, and
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AMERICA TURNS TO MIDWEST!

AMAZING NEW

9

TO

2,000

METERS
33 MEGO(YCLES
TO ISO KC

ORLDWIDE
RECEPTION

BEFORE You buy any
radio. write for big new
FREE Midwest catalog
. printed in four colors. It
Ma helped thousands of satisfied customers save front 1/3

. by
to t' on their radios
buying direct from the Midwest
You. tat,
Laboratories.

make
make

a

positive saving of

from

WITH NEW DELUXE
AUDITORIUM TYPE
ALL -WAVE radio at sensationally low direct- from -laboratory prices. They bring in fleas
tuber
broadcasts from stations 10,11110
miles and more away
and give rom/4MP sate length coverage of 9 to _ 0.
meters (33 utegoeyeles to 1511 Ica
These bigger, better, more ye,
clearer toned. superselective
have FIVE distinct wave bands: IIIrvshort, short, medium, broadcast and
putting the whole world of
long
radio at your finger tips. Now, listen
In on all l'. s. programs
Canadian. police, amateur, commercial. airplane. and slip broadcasts.
west

to 50'4 by buying

ytld-

16-Tube Super Defuse

SPEAKER

...

...
30 Days' FREE Trial
Try tills Midwest radio fnr all days before

you decide
Nev four -color catalog pictures a complete line et
beautiful. artistic consoles and chassis. See (sr your elf the 40 new 1934 features that insure amazing performance. These features include Automatic Select-0Band, Amplified Automatic Volume Control, In New
Type Tubes, Balanced Unit superheterodyne Circuit
Automatic Tone Compensation, 29 Tuned Circuits,
KC Selectivity. etc. These and many additional tea [urea are usually found only In sets selling (emu 0100
to $1501 Write for FREE catalg.

i
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result in higher
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FREE

trial -as little as E5 down puts
a ti fweio radio In eear homer
Satisfaction guaranteed or your
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MIDWEST RADIO CORP. tL.s. tam,
Dept. 504. Cincinnati, O.. U.S.A.
Cable Address: Miraco, ARC, O.
5th Edition

RUSH THIS COUPON FOR

AMAZING 30DAY FREE TRIAL
(Hit FL LAD 51\V 1934 CATALOG

MIDWEST RADIO CORP..
Dept. 504.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Without obligation on my part send
your new FREE 1931 catalog. and
complete details of your liberal 30INme
day FREE trial offer. This is NOT

AGENTS!
Moka Easy
Extra Money
Cheek Here
e
Details
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EDITION

'
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Modern
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Up -to -Date
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Convenient

-

of RADIO

With a Section on Television
KEITH HENNEY

Associate Editor of "Electronics"

491 pages.

5% x 77/$. $3.50.
This widely accepted book has been completely
rewritten and a large amount of new material
has been added, including short -wave receiver
design; police two -way systems; iron core r.f.
components; practical facsimile; cathode ray
technique; technical status of television; industrial applications of tubes. Written in language
simple and easy to understand, in "non-mathe
matical treatment," this book leaves out noth.
ing that is worthwhile in radio.

ON APPROVAL COUPON
JOHN WILEY AND SONS. Inc..
Fourth Avenue. New York.
Gentleman: Plea
end nie lienney's "Principles of
Radio" for ten days' appro'al. I agree to remit the
price of the book ($3.50) within ten days or return
440

it

postpaid

Name

Address

Position
Employed

Otherwise the slightest vibration of

fashion.

the amplifier would be transmitted to the
tube elements themselves, and be amplified
as an audio howl and n consequent disturbance.

PRINCIPLES

By

that all input as well as the cathode and the
common return connections of the first tube,
V1, are all either very short, shielded or are
stade out of heavy bussbar wires. Note also
Don although the common input and output
windings of the amplifier are connected to
chassis and should be grounded, they are In
t !muse] ves, isolated
from the rest of the
amplifier circuit. This is necessary to pre vrut hune and noise pickup. Ii.'th amplifier
tubes are mounted on double spring sockets
to render them non- micruphonic and all connections to them are trade in spring like

RC -534

by

All component parts are consistently identi-

schematic diagram, Fig. 1, the
A. and 13, and
List of Parts to enable anyone to build this
pre -amplifier its u simple and foolproof manner.
fied on the

front and bottom views, Figs.

new SERVICE TECHNIQUE!
ALPHABETICALLY INDEXED

RADIO SERVICE NOTES
w'e have expertly prepared In alphabetical arrangement and carefully indexed, specialists' sorties- notes
which give pertinent facts about sixty -five different
standard receivers. This material. conseniently arranged with diagrams. enables you to quickly select
froth your tiles. cards which tell how to correct Intermittent reception, hum, distortion oscillo ion,
superheterodyne alignment. speaker trouble, cross
modulation. balancing. power pack failures. poor Dx.
reception and dozens of other common radio faults.
Our Consultation Bureau gives you FREE aulhorltatlse information of all radio service problems. ]n
addition, It pros ides for sales promotional Ideas. ash sertisinit-everything to make the servicing business
profitable.
For complete details about these "Indexed Service
Notes" write today for circular RC -5.
Capitol Radio Research Laboratories. Inc.
Washington. D. C.
711 Ban Building

the

44M. J.t",
a revelation

in

ALL -WAVE reception
will

be

announced

SHORTLY

Write for preliminary technical details and price of
this FINE 12-tube receiver.

PIONEER SOUND

LAIIOII ATOlt IES
135 Liberty St.
New York, N. Y.

COìCOUIISE
Dry Electrolytic
Wax Paper
"Peewee" Paper Tubular

389.409
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CONDENSERS

WALES AVENUE, NEW YORK
Write for 1934 Catalog

or

.'"ore

One

of These

Popu/arShort WaveBooJs
Hero's money put right into your pocket -here's
sating you never gars a thought to.
You get absolutely
FREE any one or more of the regular 25e and 50c short
ware books with a year's subscription to SHORT WAVE
CItAFr, the Radio Experimenter's Maguine. :t one
Year's subscription brings you one fifty rent book or two
twenty -five rent books; a two -year subscription brings
you two fifty cent books and any one twenty -fire cent
book.
Decide NOW what books are most necessary to
you -then send us your subscription by return mail
The books will be sent to you Immediately.

List of Parts

hott

One Coast -to -Coast drilled chassis 6% x 0%
s 2y;, ins. with a bottom plate;
One Remington universal
ssa l
input transformer,

type I)- 3507E,

One Remington

Tl;

former. type n:1580:1,

T'!;

One Remington filter choke, :10 hy., 500 ohms,
50 ma., Ch.:
One Polymet 250 molt. mica condenser, Cl ;
Two Polymet .1 -Inf. 300 V. tubular condensers,
(22. 126;
1 mf. 300 V. tubular condensers, l':1, l'4, C'7:
One Polymet S mf. 175 V. electrolytic condenser, C5 ;
One Polymet dual 10 mf. 175 V. electrolytic
condenser, I'S, C9;
One Cent rota It 10.1)00 ohm, 2 \V. resistor, Rl;
Une Centra lab .25 -meg. 2 W. resistor. R2_;
uMe t'en h1) ln it SJHH) ohm ?_-\V, resistor, R3;
Une Contra lab .i- useg., 2 W. resistor, 114;
One C'entralab 2,7110 ohm, 2 W. resistor. R5;
One Centralah ,25- nleg.. !z_ -\\', resistor, ItO;
One line cord and plug with 365 ohtu 25 W.

Three Polymet

ballast resistor, It7 ;
One Centrnlab .5 -meg. tapered potentiometer.
Two 5 prong double spring sockets;
Une single -pole single -throw toggle switch,

No.

No. 1
001

No.

50e

25o

mounting

"WIRE-

strips,

I

Na 0
25e

popular shortwave magazine Interests the great
THIS
army of "hams." broadcast listeners. and general
radio students who are interested its experimental as
well as scientific angles of short wave development and
application. In each monthly Issue appears the largest
and moat correct short-wave station call list. and Imo
eorant construction ankles on receivers and transmitters. including "plrturized" diagrams easily understood
by anyone, a big feature "originated" by SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. You'll also find the latest news about short
wave physics. micro- and ultra -short wares and other
applications of this newest branch of radio.

Many Short Wave Sets to Build
Many excellent shortwave nets with complete
nstructinn details with "picture" diagrams, are found e in every
lesue -these sets vary from simple o
and two -tube
to those of more advanced
design. Me and eight
sets
tube..

Big Silver Trophy FREE!
Recently Inaugurated by Mr. Hugo Gernsback, Editor,
To the Shortwas the "Short Wave Scout Contest."
Ware "fan" who has logged and obtained verification of
the largest number of short -wave stations from all over
the world, during one month. will be awarded a mgntScent dicer Short Wave Scout Trophy.
4 -Color Cover

Sw,

Miscellaneous
wire, etc.

11 )

li lt lt(RS

universal plate to line trans-

118;

A

FR
E.%
Choice ot

9"

x 12

"-

Over 200 Illustrations

hardwa re,

LESS" P.A.

INSTALLATIONS
(continued iron' page 667)
IS) school call and P.A. systems.
The methods these systems employ are described in greater detail as follows:
I1) TRAV L:I.I Nt;Tit EATal: R.ti.1.Y1100 SERVICE.
In the United Buttes there are nearly 1000
I ea Vol i rag
shows. groups of Thespians, who
travel from place to pinee. entertaining the
populace its they go. These troupes, same of
then, constitute part of the hunger cheuses.
While the majority of the shows operate Mille
Independently of other organizations. In most
ch55.5, they are continually in nerd of equipment suitable for inter -communication, public
address, sound re -in forcemen t, and ballyhoo.
Since. as perviously described, point -to -polio
operation is obtained merely by plugging the
transmitter and receiver into a convenient
light socket, it Is seen that an inter-communication service for use in thetheat re or between two points on "the lot" is available at
n moment's notice. Various sound effects and
announcements may be made to the audience
or assemblage by placing the receiving unit at
any convenient point (fop' instance, on the
stage) and operating the transmitter wherever
the sound effects or speech conveniently origi-

nate.

Further it it is desired to

use the receiving

unit for purposes of sound re- inforcement, it is
only necessary to place the transmitting unit
at the place of action: In this manner, too. It

becomes convenient to address audiences beyond the capacity (about 500 peoples of a
.single recover used for public address.
lu nearly every Instance, these traveling

SHORT WAVE CRAFT. Dept. RC -534
96 -98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
Enclosed you will find my remittance for
subscription to SHORT WAVE CRAFT fn.
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shows arrange to present part of their program
tit the change booth In order to attract the
attention of the passers-by. In many instances. this procedure is inconvenient and it
is here the R. P. l'..\. system tits in especlall
well. .\ receiving unit is bleated at M.- change
booth. being plugged into the sane, pia -r i,ntlet that supplies the lights to the booth. 'l'it,'
transmitting unit is then located on the stage
and picks up the artiol of either a pre -show
program or part of the regular performance.
as desired, 'l'he effect produced is then nnpln
more spectacular since the program of the full
east is available.

BIG DISCOUNTS

,

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!
Get Our Monthly Bargain Bulletin

ïeitìäi

FREE
BARGAINS FOR YOU

You can't afford to be without
this book. It offers marvelous
buys in Radio Sets, Long and Short
Wave Apparatus, Servicemen's
Repair and Replacement Parts,
Electrical Goods, Sporting Goods
-hundreds of miscellaneous
bargains.
first to have the pick of
great bargains. Latest issue Just out.
Act quick. Send coupon and receive your
copy by return mail.
Be among the

RADIO CIRCULAR
25 Yarick Street
New York, N. Y.

INC.

CO.,

stallations. uu, out patty places a transmitter
r'socket mike' 1, plu,._ d into n wall receptacle. near one of th,ir better radio broadcast
receiving sets 111141 thereby energizes the entire
lighting circuit of their building. The radio
program as thus put on the power lines is
taken OR. at ea,h floor level. where it "ailMesses the patrons.
.Umther stair. ii udiug that it was too expensive and

Name

Address

inc,gntnient to

individual

C.tt.l. SFil ctrl:. nuspit :Ils;lire
idea- of using ICI". r',a
"taking to t
as
all
added service to their peinstallations
tttits. .\ 's11ckel udke' is installed of Ili,
bedside of ,r,ry patient who may regain
enuv'gency attention. .\ single reeei'iug ruin
Is kept op,ratinu in the othee of the head nnrs..

°t Iloserr.tl.

mow-

who thus may

State

con

wires for calling and rnmnn nnicating with the
heads of various departments throughout the
building. did not Litt. Ili, idea serious ,-onsidoration, until the a,lv,ut of the wire -less P.A.
system. This store now- lien's bolli 111111smnitters and receivers at slr,tegic points throughout the building. for purposes of communication and call. and receiving units at still other
points used for purposes of summoning employees to d,si roil offices.
I

Dept. RC -534
Please send me free of charge and withcatalog.
latest
your
out obligation,

City

inst:nntly :nlvised when

In-

n

patient requir,s at 1,111101i.
Sti11
141 Itt:tlnrn: .v.tt:u l'.sii, S1'51r11,
ditother use for he svi re -less or radio frequency tIt.t'. ", l'.. \. system is hi operating
it as an alarm device to draw- attention to
lll'tt011 to king place at a runic point. brae
instance, ht transmitting nuit u,np be placed
ft. from Ital,p Jones. and
within a radius of
re,eivhig units at nu or more points throttglnIt the "king- should even
out till.' Ionise.
an et to turn over in the ,rib, \l,ltlter Will intmedint,ly hear Ifni moving about. Hs long as
slh stops within range of one of the receivt

ACTUAL TROUBLES
Receivers
in Commercial Radio
by BERTRAM

FREED

M.

'n., author's nine years' ex,

e eentbe rapacity In the sertiee departof me of the largest
n chains In the country,
qualities h11.1 agi an authority
on all that pertains to radio
service and repair. Ills xtensive note. on unusual. Lut
ly
actual troubles
found In touuuerri,L radio

in an

1,4

radint

in ac-

sets. as enrnunterrd

tual Held
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experience.
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In

are
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n
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your leisure. Money back
PAID
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SHORT WAVE
AND ALL -WAVE
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
meters
The ICA S.W.

0cu111

t

nit Tina

(Illástru

1,11

ruy

able. cou to 11.I.
Complete kit
a,
`,'tit dur 111
n beaks, R sMprises, 15 ICA 0.d. t.,,_
ICA Doublet
dal basale. Antenna b,adator-, 2 1 100
ft. t:oih
Coupler.
.

Special enameled
No. 659.

List Price

a

191 re
$4.75

ALL WAVE JOJBLET
ANTENNIi
954-550

meters

For ose on all makes of all nave reenters. Kit comprises: 15 ICA transposition blocks. 1 Universal
all wave doublet coupler. R special Insulex Antenna
Insulators, 2 Coils special S. W. enameled antenna
fire, 1110 ft. each Nn. 1160.
Sry.ira
List Price

Your jobber or favorite M.O. House can supply
you at 40% discount . . or write direct.
Ill wiring Diagrams FREE with catalog. Shows all latest
S.W. equipment. Write today to
INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA
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(21 lit :r.ttttInar NTOtt: l'ita:c..tyl Iirc.tt axn
l'ALI. SYSTEM. Moolt p d,pa riment stores. including Sortie of the higffest in New York and
Philadelphia. tire now using wire -less l'..\, in-

IT'S CHOCK -FULL OF
SIQ

t;

M on oG 0

fI

ing units.

,a, R, IiOOi. USU. SvsTEM. Still another application has been found in connection with

'I'1u l'rini-ipal has n tansndtter
1111,11 stork,
e,niteeted to the power line outlet in his oflice.
Itecei c jug units in each class -room enable the I'rinripnl to call his Moeller, or any
ono of the students: or, to address the entire
faculty and student body in a single operation. Too. in casS of emergency, the head of
s,

the

institution

is enabled

to give

instructions throughout the building.

pertinent

Technical Considerations

In the event that radio receiving sets are
operating within the same building and therefore on the same power system. It may he
necessary to tune the "wired radii' P.A. system to a wavelength beyond 7.50 meters in
order to lip outside the ordinary broadcast
band. Where the apparatus is operated within
the broadcast haul it is seldom that signals
can be picked up mere than 3011 ft. beyond the
huildi ng in which it is operated. since the
power tt'ansfo rnner that supplies the building
prevents the It P. signal going beynmd.
'transmitting unit Z incorporates a microphone::: does, as follows: al type 45 oscillator, n hype Ott modulator. and type S0 rest itier:
and, the accessory Units for obtaining tube
power and circuit oscillation. 'File output inn -

The unit measures
pedanee is 200 ohms.
8 x 12 x 12 ins. high and weighs 10 lbs.
a dynamic reunit
R
inrnrporates
Remelting
producer t 4 tubes, as follows: a type 57

power detector, type 741 .\,l'. driver, type 22A8
power .1.F. amplifier. and n type 5Zii rectifier: and, the necessary R.F, tuner and tube
power supply equipment. The input impedance is 200 ohms: the power output, 3% W.
The unit measures S x 12 x 17 ins. high and
weighs 30 1hs. Moth units are available for
individual operation on either A.C. or D.C..
as required.
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No. 1179-Free Point Test Set

HERE'S a

quicker -acting, easier operating tester that enables you to
make more calls at the lowest possible cost! here's a tester that
thousands of service men prefer because it makes each day's work net
them a bigger income. Put No.
710 on your payroll-NOW
!

The No. 710 Tester tests all types of radios
both new and old -and easily handles
the most advanced circuits and newest tubes.
This better tester is equipped with a practical selector switch which makes it easy to
check all parts of tube circuits by connecting to the set sockets. Selection for testing
voltage of plate, grid, cathode, suppressor
grid and screen grid is quickly and accurately clone. Plate current, filament volts,
line and power supply volts, resistance and
continuity are measured also. A battery is
furnished for continuity testing of trans formers, chokes, etc.
The No. 711 Tester is the saute as the No.
except that it is equipped with the
710
new Triplett D'Arsonval Volt- Ohmmeter.
This instrument has 1000 ohms per volt resistance. Its easy- reading scale makes it possible to accurately read up to 3.00(1,001) ohms.
YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU . , .
with these advanced testers at low Dealer's net prices. The No. 710 Tester is only
$16.50. The No. 711 Tester is only $24.7'

...

READRITE METER WORKS

r

R

47,F;

110 College Ave.

Bluffton, Ohio

Literature

FREE! Write today.

is

READRITE METER WORKS.
11O College Ave.. Blunter, Ohio
0entlenu -n: Se d ale catalog on Mobile 'resters No.
Had complete line of sersielnx
i
.
110 and No. tlt
equipment. Also send "l'nof'' folder, which illustratei letters irrem :mice oben.
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HERE'S A BOOK
RADIO MEN WILL
REFER TO MANY
TIMES EACH DAY

LATEST IN RADIO
(Continued front page 653)

APITMS

fuperhet
ShortWave

C O MEHTCR

Designed by HERMAN COSMAN
ANYONE interetsted in short wares will find

a

great deal of Interest In this new concerter unit.
.ri be connected to any broadcast receiver. atlltsa
of
the Ill gh am,sl18cat Ion and tine ou al it
receiver.
tin the first trial the following stations were
L, and on the loud speaker
Y E9.ilt, Winnipeg,
Manitoba. and FYA. Pantoise, France.
The unit supplies its own power. so a tower
,ransfonuer and a type '80 tube are included for
Ibis purpose. Other tubes used ere two '58's and
a '5r,.
The unusual points In the design of the "Adams"
are the use of an intermediate frequency amplifier
in the converter unit -and use of a tuned -plate
oscillator.
The first assures plenty of amplification. as well as adding
tuned circuit to the
complete receiver -converter arrangement.
The second provides a stable oscillator system which is
essential in a successful short wave super-heterodyne.
odel SW 4809 Silt of Parts
Model SW- 4809 -W Wired and Tested....22.95
Set of mal.!
oil tubes
ID
of an
Converter
Convener
will
ire a Handy Servicemen's
Ore
Manual absolutely
FREE.
The Manual contains 128
pages of invaluable service
short
Our New Handy Sized Catalog in Nowa Ready
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

817.95
77
2.75

^"

FR

TR9
Cis.7.:'J:\6 Ravi
sI:CNfa

85

cortlandt St.,

Deist.

C5.

New

York, N. Y.

PRACTICAL
RADIO ENGINEERING

line is shown as item No. 442. This set incorporates dual automatic volume control and
inter-station noise suppression. The A.F, output is in push -pull. In this connection it is
of especial interest to note that the new type
2:15 power tubes are used in the output circuit of titis receiver. The tube complement is
as follows: four type 58 tubes; three type
50's; two type 2.í5's ; one type 80. The
other two sets in the new series are modernistic in appearance: the one illustrated,
however, is of early English design. Althotl,h
the electrical circuit by which tone compensation is secured is an Involved one, the action
is simply explained.
Whereas, in most receivers, the low notes rapidly disappear to
the volume is reduced, in the set illustrated
automatic compensation takes place in the
circuit as the volume is reduced so that. at
low sound levels. bass reproduction suffers
but little attenuation,

0 o Burners
Pea,

AERIAL ADJUSTER- SPRING

liltl-l'h:

NIRN interested in good antenna

Sand 50 cents In stamps or check for this book

RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
A.C. GENERATORS

TEN Practical and inexpensive changes convert ing Dodge 12 -V, Ford "f A., Chevrolet Delco
6 -V generators into 100.360 watt capacity A.C.
generators,
generator.

FITS ANY
PRONG OF TUBE

RADIO

Better Radio
meeker.
eeker.
efR Lut .bent visas
end
transmitters use world- famoue ilamnaarlund
A

small -space tube -prong adapter (No. 443).

'RC -t"
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
CATALOG

424 -438 West 33rd Street

NEW YORK CITY

Tdn[iia

tr,41.11t."4'i1e.i.lfiflit!(d/

DO You want -anything built for you? We design or construct any radio or electrical apparatus
to your satisfaction.
Equipment Builders Co.,
Dept. 3G, 945 East 163rd Street, New York City.
SERVICEMEN -Here's money! Modernize obsolete Majesties. Victors to superhets with A.Y.C.,
short waves or tone control optional. Necessary
parts, blueprints, instructions, $9.80.
New set
performance. Other specialties. S -O Laboratories.
740 N. Main. Decatur, Ill.
TUBELESS Crystal Set- something new. Separates all stations. Operates speaker. 1800 miles
verified. Blueprint. 6 others. 25c coin. Modern
Radiolahs, 151.11 Liberty, San Francisco, Calif.
SONGWRITERS
Poems, melodies.
Hibbeler, D153, 2104

SONGWRITERS!

5/ON

PRODUCTS

troit, Michigan.
RADIO HOME STUDY COURSE- FAMOUS

Radio Doctors Course; 58 lessons, over 500 illustrations with supplementary service data and genuine blue prints. Hundreds sold for $79.50. Complete course
shipped prepaid $7.50.
Examinations included, but not corrected.
Order now.
supply limited.
Liquidating Agent, Eugene
Parker, I'ierce Ave.. Salem. Mass.

Arc

i
3dt.
jtámmärlund

INSTRUCTION
young men interested in
the field of aviation as apprentices.
Write, enclosing stamp. Mechanix Universal
Aviation Service, Dept. K-12883 Mansfield, De-

entering

BUILD

Coils, Chokes, Sockets and
Shields. Backed by 33 years of engineering leadership.

book

AVIATION- Airminded

75 Varick Street, New York
1134 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

Condensers.

or into 32. 110 -V. D.C. motor or
Dodge is 500.W self -excited. All in

illustrated with complete simplified
instructions and drawings for only $1. Auto power, 410 S. Ifoyne Ave., Chicago.
one

Dept. RT -5
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is one radio hook that answers every
HERE
conceivable question on interference. It
contains 76 pages, 8%x11 inches, chock full
with wiring diagrams. drawings and photographs showing where interference originates
-how it is distributed, and how to eliminate
it. This is a wealth of information needed by
every radio listener, dealer and Service Man.

antennas. Doublet antennas, too, will sway
in the wind, with undesirable effects when
listening to short -wave stations.
The aerial spring illustrated, corrects this
condition by keeping the wire taut.
It is
constructed of heavy. cadmium -plated steel.
Two hooks interlock with the tension spring
making it impossible for the aerial to fall if
Hie spring or its insulators should fail. The
spring is exceptionally rugged and long lived
to take care of the strain placed upon it.
Porcelain eyes placed in the hooks nt either
end insulate the spring from the antenna.

INSTITUTES, INC.

Lla-l.ta/>-

A Valuable,A11- round Radio Book!

installations will find merit in item No.
This "aerial spring adjuster" is especially useful where the antenna is to be used
with a short - or all -wave receiver.
Most antennas sway with the wind, thus
tending to cause them to break; or, to come
in contact with high- tension lines, or other
444,

EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY
under convenient "no obligation" PlanIllustrated Catalog on Request

Fare

RAKER. COTS

equipment, etc.

Whether elementary radio
principles or advanced subjects, sound applications or
practical radio engineering, RCA
Institutes is prepared to give you
the instruction you need.
RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
with modern standard equipment

IOW

W

i i °io .,:ó'8,1;n:.1

TUBE -PRONG ADAPTER
THE little device shown as item No. 443 permils connection to be made to either the
large or small prong of a tube, without breaking the circuit. Excellent for connecting an
extra reproducer, output meter, experimental

of training.

Write for

Boe t

!e
TrafwwwA
e,

An opportunity for RADIO
MEN to enlarge their scope

R C A

TOBE
101 SOURCES
Sire-! Coe.

An inexpensive

aerial spring (No. 444).
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portunity.

Chicago.
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Wit
Socket Operated

DETERMINING TRANSFORMER
VOLTAGES UNDER LOAD
w.

B. Thompson

ITT is frequently useful for Service Men and
experimenters to be able to calculate what
voltage a certain power -pack transformer will
be capable of producing when a certain load is
applied. This is an easy matter for one who
possesses an elementary knowledge of mathematics, inasmuch as the relationship of the
curious factors in the circuit is expressed
by the simple equation
(11

E

=e

e R
-

Ri.

+

1111

1 31
Transmits Over House -Wiring

-

Just plug -in the MILES SOCKET MIKE to any lighting
socket and transmit music or speech to one or more amplifier speakers connected to the lighting circuit anywhere in the same
building. No other sound system has this patented "WIRELESS" feature.
Saves installation time, labor, cost, and avoids mistakes.
The amplifier -speaker of a radio set can be used as the outlet
for the MILES SOUND SYSTEM, with perfect results. Full,
clear, noiseless transmission assured for every private or public address need.

R

where :
1: -- voltage supplied Loy the transformer when
the load is RI.
It = -\,L'. impedance of the secondary winding.
= voltage supplied by the transformer without load.
RI = the A.C. impedance of the load.
As an example of how this equation can be
used in practice, take the case of the transformer shown in Fig. 1. The value, e, measured
nt points .111 without load, is found to be 320
V. The value, R, as measured with an ohmmeter, is 400 ohms, which is its D.C. resistance; however, it was found that at 60 cycles,
the difference between this value and the A.C.
impedance is negligible and hence the error
introduced was of no consequence. Resistor Rl
k a voltage divider of 6,000 ohms resistance.
What we want to know is what will be the
transformer voltage with this 0,000 ohm load?
Substituting the above values in equation (1)
gives -300 V.
The same method may be applied where the
current is rectified and applied to the plate
circuits of varions tubes.
\Ve now consider the application of this
method to step -down filament transformers: it
is almost impossible to accurately determine
the winding resistance with an ohmmeter Lin
fact. with transformers of high power rating
a Wheatstone Bridge is incapable of measuring
such low resistance values). Therefore an
auxiliary equation 121 is used.
e
(2)

Big Profit-Maker
Sound amplifying is the big money-maker of 1934. Increase
your profits! Sell or rent the sensational MILES SOCKET.
OPERATED SOUND SYSTEM to your customers.

Write for new Illustrated Folder "RC -S,"

giving
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Radio and
Amplifier

= 0.112-ohm.

the calculation for a 6 A.
drain is readily made by use of equation (3)
E

=
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uses.
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and

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS
BOYD/R6C T om M 4N!/FA( 'TURER ^ d 5A VE BIC M 0 NE

Example:A receiver employs 4 tubes drawing 4 A. on the filament ; Fig. 2 shows the drcult. What will the filament voltage drop to,
with ti totes drawing O A.? The voltage, e,
without load. is 2.7 V. and E, with load, is
2.2:5 V. These values should be substituted in
equation (2)
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Vital Necessity to Everyone Connected in
Any Way With Sound -Systems -Public AdAmplifiers and Associated
dress Work
Equipmpent! Complete and Authoritative!
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BACK ISSUES OF RADIO -CRAFT which you might nc,gd to complete your files. can still he had at the
price of 25c per copy. Send us your regn i remont e, ton-ether with your remittance in check or money
order. RADIO- CRAFT. 96 -98 Park l'I e. New York. S. Y.
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tremelr inexpenslvel

We
have sold thousands of these remarkable short-wave kits and nmires
"old-timers" alike have marveled at

at

IRMO
Fig. 2

RADIO -CRAFT

Simple to build -easy to
operate -World -Wide reception
range -and er-

TWO FAST MOVERS

magi
The method of filament

PERFECTED "ALL -WAVE SET
12,500 MILES ON ONLY TWO TUBES!

circuit measurement.

for

MAY,

Free Edge Cone and Voire And -Field Coils for all
Coil Assemblies
Dynamic Speakers
We also Manufacture Various Typa N
Magnetic Speakers
We can Supply and Remedy Your Speaker Needs.
Speaker .lfftrs. Since 1921
LEOTONE RADIO CO.. 63 Dey S1.,NewYerk,N.Y.

1934

the amazing results obtained.
These kits contain eve
necessary
part to construct the entire receln r
The rolls. which tone frein 15 to 2m
meters. are wound nn polished bakellte form. Th.
att rartlre metal finished metal chassis and total
nmes with all holes necessary to mount the apparatus and this. together with our complete, detailed,
clear instnirtlon sheets greatly simplifies construction.

DRY CELL OR AC MODEL 34.75
Two Coils 200 to 625 Meters 31.25

Deposit required with all orders.

HARRISON RADIO CO.

142

LIBERTY ST., Dept.

R -5.

NEW YORK CITY
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the chassis has no direct connection to the
rest of the circuit, except through a !n. -nt.
condenser
(the variable condensers are
(Continued from page' 669)
mounted through insulated bushings) an intention lately. A set was brought in with a termittent short at the point Indicated can
bad 257.5 rectifier. After replacement and a create a racket.
thorough check the set was pronounced O.K.
The litter condensers are another weak
A few days later the set was back again and point in these sets. These condensers (two 4
the owner volunteered the information that ntf. in 0110 ca se give way quite frequently.
this ems the third time he had a rectifier re-

OPERATING NOTES

111

l

placed-continuing. he said: "Don't tell me
We
it is a rectifier again." Rut it was
R.C.A. VICTOR R -27
therefore made a thorough cheek of all parts
TIEN this set loses volume and behaves
that might contribute to its failure. The YV as if it. has an open grid circuit, the
trouble was li nally traced to the small con- trouble can usually he traced to the naog,telic
denser that couples the It.F. plate to the de- speaker.
The armature gets out of center
tector grid, This eoudenser consists of two after a short tinte.
Adjusting the three
%
s
-in. metal plates with alien ilielect vie. ser,n-o provided (or the purpose usually puts
A single insulated rivet passes through the It in good order again.

!

Rough going this past winter -through mounSuperthis
6Autody
mighty stur
heterodyne proved
Hard bumps, slippery roads, hills
Radio.
never interrupted reception during a tong
steady drive.

tains in

NeState

This condenser, sonuhaw, started
shorting after operating a few hours, thus
shorting the power supply. After replacement
the set performed as good as ever. This condenser, t', is led ic:ted In Fig. :t.
center.
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three -jaw chucking device, 0 -in. swing.
Send
24 -in. overall length, 20 lbs.
!anti-aryl for catalog and Ill -day trial
utter. or save time and send SI. balance plus express
C. O. D.
Wood-I err big lathe 14.59. Extra bed -lengths.
':IC for nulling, grinding. sanding.
50h per foot. Ar,
at low prier,.
saw table. etc., :I
AMERICAN MACHINE 6 TOOL CO.
New York
Dept. 1
200 Broadway
I

BACK ISSUES
OF RADIO -CRAFT
which you might need to complete your Ales,
can still be had at the price of 25c per copy.
Send us your requirements, together with your
remittance in check or money order.

RADIO-CRAFT
96 -98 Park

Place

New York,

N. Y.
1

DE

CHAMPE MODEL

LIAR the R.e..t. this set is afflicted with
the same speaker trouble. It is "some joli'
to center the armature of this speaker, though.
The armature has to he unsoldered from the
pin that connects it to the supporting lever,

Sec Fig. 5.
1?Itt peculiar is speaker fn lin re in f:em re- centered, and soldered again.
v ceivers. About half of these .rts that have A good many minutes may be spent here. It
come to our attention have open speaker coils. is a rut and dry preposition.
R. GASPOa
This set uses speakers with a stamped aluminum trains. that Is folded over the edge of the
paper clone. 'l'he Magnet and moving parts
STEWART -WARNER 201
are all inside and once out of carder can't be
I1.t\'1: found that Sec, ptinn in Stewartinspected for ninth's. The only solution is
Warner
No. 101 supncet. short -wave conreplacement.
verters can be greatly increased and improved
by replacing the dropping resistor Inrnrporated to the converter itself. I have replaced
EMERSON 20A AND 25A
ATIL Nta: case that came to our atten- this resistor, which dropped 300 volts down
lion
was an Emerson model 20A.
The to 50 with load, with a 10.000 to 20.000 ohm
cempinint was a very load cracking noise (preferably wire wound a. The exact resistafter about an hour of operation. The set ance will depend upon the value of the avaIl11
wish to add that the
had been serviced twice before, but each time aIsle "II" supply.
the same trouble recurred. -\ thorough check writer has not experienced any trouble with
the
2
nt
f.
bypass
condenser
mentioned in this
failed to disclose the trouble. Since a leak
or an intermittent short was indicated, all s:une 1'011111M in the October, 1933, issue of
tubes were checked for voltages while the It.tnlo- t'tt.tFr. )
31äe1' old sets. operating with the old 71
cracking noise seas on. This did not locate
the fault. however. 'Then all suspected parts or 71.t output tubes can be improved, both in
were replaced but to no avail. After this a decreasing hum and increasing dist ort iouless
check of all soldered connections was made, output, by replacing the 20 first :t. F. with
re- heating with it hot iron all suspected parts. it type 37, 0,3 V. general purpose tube: and
Finally, the fault was located on one lug of the final output, by a 35 pentode. lighting
both of them from the 5 V. winding, which
the hiller choke.
:t big lump of solder was clearing the will furnish sufficient voltage for both tubes.
Ittcneae O. LAMB
rlutssis by only a few thousands of an inch.
Ilot as the set is during operation. it takes
some time before the tiber strip on which the
SPARTON SERVICE
lag is moat t.l to give way and short to the
chssois. While it can be seen in Fig. 4 that IDAVE recently had to service a few Spat' ton T.R.F. 0 tithe chat OSes t Sparton models
fl -.t and 4101, the circuits of which oscillated
very badly over the entire dial. An investigation of this trouble showed that the grounding contacts on the rotor shaft of the variable
condensers were making poor contact, due to
accumulations of dust and dirt. However, I
further found that cleaning these contacts
proved to be only a temporary cure.
For permanent repair, remove the original
contacts entirely and install two phosphor
bronze clips. These clips are made of strips
of phosphor bronze about 3% x /e
t -in. Slots
are cut in each end of the strips large enough
to fit over the rotor shaft. The strips are
hen bent at the middle and installed as
'shown in Fig. 0. Ile sure that the ends of
the clips bear. with tension, against the hub
of the rotor plates in a lateral direction.
Complete the installation by soldering each
elle in place at the edge of the shield over
which it passes.
J. E. itI:EZER

Are you looking formore business?
in alit

to
add
an

extra

*1000.00
income this year?
Write for details on how you
can do it with a U -19 Portable
Public Address System!
to your

UNITED SOUND ENGINEERING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Specialized Sound Equipment
t

596

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

Fig. 6
Improving the Sparton 6 tube set.
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MAJESTIC 130

RADIO

ENGINEERING
COSTS LESS

CANADA

IN

Engineering Course Is written by Mr.
Florian J. Fox, B.Sc. (Yale), Chief Technical
Adviser to the Radio College of Canada. Mr.
Fox Is well known throughout America in the
Radio Industry, having held many responsible
engineering positions with such companies as
the American Bosch Corporation, Grimes CorAt present he
poration, Utah -Carter Radio.
Is Engineer in charge of design for the Rogers The

Majestic Corp.. Toronto, Canada.
In addition to the Engineering Course the
Radio College gives instruction in all the
Whether you are a
subjects listed below.
resident in the U.S.A. or Canada, it will pay
you to return the coupon for further informa-

tion.

IN Practical Radio and Television,
(Junior Engineering Course)
Broadcast Engineering
Sound Engineering
Aviation Engineering
Aviation Radio Operating
Practical Flying Instruction
I am interested in U Home Study
School Study

Radio College of Canada, Ltd.
863 Bay Street, Toronto
Authorized Agents for British Columbia and Alberta:

SHAW SCHOOL

SPROTT -

815 West Hastings St., Vancouver
School approved by leading manufacturers
and government officials.

DIAMOND TUBES
All tubes are R.

at

BARGAIN PRICES

A. Licensed and are Guaran red for

C.

u how
days. Dealers and sen lee men let us show
you can Increase your profits on tubes sales. Our tubes
will Improve the quality and tone of any set.

90

w

Typo Price Type Price Tyke Price 'Type Price
201A
226
227
245

171.A

280
221A
235
251
247
112.A

230
231

212
233

.25

.27
.27

2$

.28
.25
.45
.45
.45
.45
.40
.50
.50
.65
.65

44

.65
.50
.40
.45
.50
.50
.50
.75
.50

41,

.S0

234

236
237
2311

239
41

42
43

1.75
.65
.50
.15
.45

48
49
55
56
57

8

59

75
77
78
79
281
82
83
84
85
89

X99

V90
222

.45
.55
.65
.60
.60
.75
1.10
.40
.45
.65
.50
.55
.45
.45
.55

125.1
401
403

485

.05

1.10
1.25

1,2
1s3

210

250
2A7
2B7
6A7
6117

25Z5
2A5

.50

.5S

.65
1.25
1.10
.75
.55
.75
.65
.65
.65

IWAS called

upon recently to service a Ma1::0.
On questioning tit..
owner I learned that the S0 tube had given
up after a long and useful life, whereupon be
had purchased a new one (a well -known
make) and placed it in the set. 'The ,'et per-

jestic Model

formed well for possibly it quarter-hour, then
went "dead." Finding that a fuse had "gone
West" he replaced it only to have the same
thing happen again.
I diagnosed the case as a dead short in the
filter system -examination, however, proved
that this was not the case. I then tested the
transformer which showed correct voltage
both with and without load. Not having any spare fuses with me I wasn't very keen abouI
shorting the fuse block and watching the
smoke roll in the tustonnr s Minn. KO I r.
moved the set to the shop.
Jere all filter and bypass condensers wen
tested for high -voltage br.akdow-u. but with.
out a fault deteluping. All tubes had previously been tested for shorts and proved
I then placed the set in working order
again and bridged the fuse. After placing a
voltmeter between the high side of the filter
:nut the ground. to give a vismJ htdleatiou
of the beginning of the show, I sat back t.
:nvnit results. After about half an hour of
good entertainment in the way Of music, th.
voltage started dropping.
At this point the SO tube was so lint that
the sticker on it was smoking. At the same
time there was n fine display of fireworks in
the tube. "what did you say wa tson Y' No,
it wasn't the filament and the plate --1t was
between the leads in the base of the tube. .\
thermion's; short in the base. I never heard
of such a short but needless to say another
80 did the trick. Upon testing the defective
tube it showed uo traces of IS short, and actually tested pretty fair in spite of the Ottaload.
l''ItAXA l'. BABB

ATWATER KENT

81

SEVERAL Service Men hail worked on an Atwater Kent 81 installed in n Buick roadster and gave it up. While driving along the
noise was like a bad rase of static. but on
stopping or turning a corner the noise would
disappear. After some hunting and testing,
we found that by disc,iuueting the right
front brake rod the noise would not stop
when the brakes were applied when traveling
as it did when the rod was connected. This
showed the noise to be coning from the front
wheel.
A. thorough inspection of the wheel
did not reveal n single thing to cause the

However, whoa an ohmmeter was
connected from the spindle to the hub of the
wheel and the wheel turned. it tvas found
that ns the wheel was turned increasingly
fast the resisinure increased to about :,0,000
ohms ; the wheel wens floating free.
The noise being a static discharge set up
between the hub and the spindle. I then made
the brash shown in Fig. 7, and installed It :
since then the car has tlavebel about 7.11110
nines and the brush is not showing tunswear.
NORMAN A. Itkurtat
trouble.

No order accepted for lean han $3.00. Order from this
All rle a F. t D. fa airy. 2te'; d gmelt with all
ads
orders. Dea ers ordering 100 Asserted Tubes er
160

,

LET

INSTRUME1T
DEVELOPED

by some of the in-

dustry's outstanding engineers, the new
Triplett No. 1167 instrument is arousing widespread interest. While simply
designed and easily operated, the extreme accuracy and completeness satisfy
the most exacting requirements of the
professional service man. With this
new instrument, you can quickly
and accurately measure voltages, current, resistances and continuities without removing
the chassis from the cabinet
using the
cable and plug to make the connections between the set socket and the tester.

...

The 1167 unit incorporates a direct- reading
Ohmmeter, Output Meter, AC -DC Voltmeter and a Milliammeter. All readings are
controlled by a selector switch. The single
meter has 1000 ohms per volt resistance.
Voltage readings range from 0 to 750 -Milliampere readings from 0 to 150- Ohnuneter
readings from 0 to 3,000,000.
Four sockets take care of all tubes now in
use. These sockets can be easily and economically replaced whenever other sockets
with added connections are required. It is
no longer necessary to carry additional
cables, plugs, etc.

YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU
. at the dealer's net price of $25.00

. .

.

1

mon, allowed

'Wake Quickep,
Wore Accurate Tests
f>!úd
NEW No.I 167
wiitii

10

percent discount.

Radio Tube Exchange of America

New York, N. Y.

Washington St.,

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT COMPANY

A DAY
10
gtEMINGTON

54

BUYS A NEW

RC -30, Buffalo, N. Y.
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BLUFFTON, OHIO

Mail Today For Details

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Special 7 -Day Free Trial Offer

Think of it! You can buy a new standard Remington Portable Typewriter for but 10c a day.
Small and capital letters.
Standard keyboard.
Carrying case included tree.
Beautiful finish.
Exceptional money- making opportunities. Write today. Say: Please
tell me how I can get a new
Remington Portable typewriter
on your special 7 -day free
trial offer for but lOc a day.
Remington Rand Inc., Dept.

MAIN STREET

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
54 Main St, Bluffton, Ohio
Gentlemen:
Send me catalog on Triplett Instrument No. 1167.
and your complete line ut radio senking instrumente.

Name

Street Address

Fig. 7
Interference was set -up between hub and spindle.
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PHILCO DETECTOR -RECTIFIER AND former secondary connects to the plate and

In Fig. l0A we see a resistance -coupled
amplifier used as a pre -amplifier for the A.F.
By taking each unit separately and analyzing
it. we can readily see that it is composed of
two simple parts.
Any signal Impressed upon this diode rectifier is directly proportional to the output.
The advantage of this system is, when receiving a given signal and the modulation is
increased, the A.F. output will go up in direct proportion. This is an important feature that is very hard to obtain except by
using a diode type detector.
Incidentally it may be a little confusing
to some to connect a phonograph pickup or
microphone transformer in this circuit. A
high -impedance pickup may be connected from
X to X as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 8;
or, the secondary of a microphone or phonograph pickup transformer may be similarly
connected. When using either pickup or microphone transformer in this circuit it is advisable to put in an S.P.U.T. switch in the
circuit as shown in Fig. 1011.

to the filament through resistor, It. With
A.C. flowing through S. during the positive
purpose
of
this
article
is
make
THE
to
clear cycle, current flows through It. during the
the functions of each of two tubes, the de- negative cycle, no current flows, thus it may
tector- rectifier and the detector -amplifier, as be seen, it becomes a half-wave rectifier.
used in many of the newer radio sets -the
Now let us look at Fig. 9B, in which the
Philco in particular which is being used as an cathode and plate are tied together and
example.
grounded, thus corresponding to the filament
Many have asked. why and how is it pos- terminal 2 of Fig. 9A and lead 1 of Fig. 9B
sible to get signal output from the ground corresponding to lead 1 from the plate in
side of the grid circuit, and why are the Fig. 9A. In this case the grid is used as
pia te and ca t bode of the detector -rectifier the plate of the tube, and the plate and
tube grounded? How can a tube connected in cathode are tied together to cut down the
such a fashion work, add quality to a set; internal resistance.

AMPLIFIER

:

and, what are the advantages of this system?
First, let us refer to a schematic detail of
the Philco 91, Fig. 8. In the conventional
set the detector tube acts as a detector and
amplifier, that is, the R.F. currents are rectified and amplified. Each tube has only one
function to perform. One tube nets as a
diode rectifier and the other tube amplifies
these feeble rectified impulses.
Let us forget the complicated circuit a
moment and refer to Fig. 9A, a simple halfwave rectifier. Consider S as the secondary
of an R.F. transformer and we have a simple
half -wave or diode detector. The R.F. trans

CHARLES M. CONLEY

SOcoLo0,

Fig. 9
The diode connection.

MAGAZINE OF

THE

SEX SCIENCE

SEXOLOGY. foremost educational sex magazine. la written In simple language and can be read by every member
of the family. It is lnstructlte. enlightening-not
risque hook -- contains no jargon. Denoted to Science of
g25
Health Hyiene.
Contains
lino -tant articles on See Science. 68 pages.

with attractive two -color rover. Here are a few of the
more important ankles:
Editorial- "Sea Determination "; The Cause of Caesar-

(illustrated); When and

Operations

ean

How

to

Have

Children; Cure for Homosexuals?: Where the Sex -Cells
Meet (illustrated); Sexual Anxieties; Sea and Insomnia:

The Chemicals at Sea (illustrated): Sex Impulses of the
Country Child: How to Stop Masturbation; Education for
Marriage: Venereal Disease Prevention (Part 1111: Advice to Yonne Unmarried Women; Sny nee Sex Notes.
vs stamp or, if
Get a copy of SEXOLOGY o oily
your dealer cannot supply you, send 'l is tin Stamps for
copy of the current issue.
New York, N. Y.
SEXOLOGY
25R Went Broadway
s

Fig. 8
The Philco 91

Fig. 10

detector circuit.

A pre -amplifier connection.

Another Big Boom In Radio

.

.

PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION
It's a Money - Making Field
-it's

Here is
new edition to the RADIOCRAFT Library Series
a book which shows
radio men how to really make extra money in a fast -growing field, allied to radio. In
public address work unlimited opportunities arise -it's practically a rejuvenation in radio.
Know the facts about public address equipment and get your share of business. Get a copy
of PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION AND SERVICING, by J. T. Bernsley
covers
modern methods of servicing and installing public address equipment.

-is

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS
AUDIO AMPLIFIER FUNDAMENTALS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
Introduction: Discussion on types of amplification
Analyzing Requirements; (test methods for in-transformer coupling. resistance coupling. imstalling- indoor. outdoor; Methods for minimispedance coupling- push -pull and miscellaneous;
ing "howl" or audio oscillation present after
New Terms and Theory-Class A amplification.
installing; Speaker Installation (horn type, batClass It amplification, Voltage amplifier: l'ower
fie type); General Instructions and Hints.
amplification; Pre -amplifier. Carbon microphone.
Condenser microphone, Ribbon or velocity microACOUSTICS
phone; Power Supply Requirements -For Class
How to surrey and analyze an auditorium fer
A. For Claus R.
reverberation time -with formulas. and correct
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS
method for treatment; chart with absorption coStandard Installation -44 watt amplifier, 7 watt
efficients of standard treating material.
amplifier- 10 watt amplifier. 15 watt amplifier.
20 watt amplifier. 30 watt amplifier, 40 watt
SERVICIN G-FO RM U LAS
amplifier. 50 watt amplifier: Special InstallaMicropers; Power Supply devices: Speakers;
tion- Portable -6 colt operated amplifier; MoMicrophones (carbon. condenser. ribbon or velocand usa. calbile -use amplifier. 26 watt (Radio -Craft). ACity); Formulae -decibel. meaning
DC -and 6 volt amplifier. Pre -amplifier (I stage,
culation overall audio gain, distortion in ampli2 stage. 3 stage).
fier; Conclusion.

-

-

PUBLIC ADDRESS

INSTALLATION

AND SERVICE
Modern Methods of
Servicing and Installing
Public Address Equipment

-

-

64 PAGES

-6 x

9

-

-

INCHES
EThis book

OVER 50 ILLUSTRATIONS

can be

bought

In

combination with other books
hi tuts series-see page 70.2.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

_11c-

96 -98 Park Place,

New York, N. Y.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Ina.. 96.99 Park Plue. New Vert. N. Y.
Gentlemen. Enclosed you will find 50 cents, scamps, hecks or money order accepted, for which send
me postale prepaid. One Copy of the new book. PUBLIC r ADDRESS INSTALLATION AND SERVICING.

PUBLISHED

Name

By.

GERN SBAwCK PBLICATIONS,

Address

CIM
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AUTO RADIO INTERFERENCE

Index to Advertisers

rather unusual causes of interference

TWO
In radio -equipped autos have recently
writer's attention.
In the first case the cause of

come

to the

A
688
688
686
696
676

Acrovox Corporation
Alden Mfg. Company
Allied Radio Corp
American Machine & Tool Co
Autonator Laboratories

B
Bud Speaker Company

678

C:q,itoI Radio Itesca reh Labs.
Central Radio Laboratories
Clarostat Section
Coast -to -Coast Radio Corp
Concourse Electric Company
l'ovne Electrical School
Creston. Radio Mfg. Co

693

678
694
695
692
641
685

D
680
680

Delta Radio Mfg. Co
Deutschmann Corp., Tobc

E
688

Electrad, Inc.

whirring
noise could not be pinned down until it was
noticed that with the ignition curt off and the
a

car coasting In neutral the noise still persisted. A thorough inspection of the running
gear disclosed dry front wheel bearings in
which the rollers could be heard to click as
the wheel was turned. Greasing eliminated
the trouble.
The second trouble occurred in the form of
a hissing, crackling noise which would disappear when the brakes were applied. Inspection of the brakes revealed that the lining
used was of the type which is interwoven
with brass wire. Replacement with a nonmetallic lining cured the trouble.
These two instances seem to indicate that
it would he wise to cast a critical eye over
the mechanical parts of the auto when an
"incurable case" of interference cannot be
definitely charged to the electrical system.
R. E. Itt:luty

Again!

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
IN TEST EQUIPMENT
by Radio City Products Co.
once more, the new Radio City products "scoop" all
competition. The Instruments listed below ari only
part of the complete line of simplified and Improved lest
deuces for radio servicing. developed by the originators
of the "free reference pilot- automat le selection" system
a

of analysis.
The new test devices announced for 1934 are years ahead in
simplicity of design. ease of operation, accuracy and
eeumnnY.

NEW

MULTITESTER -A combination voltmeter. ohm-

meter and luilliammeter. 2.000 aime per volt, sensitivity.
Accuracy within 2 per sent.

684

G

681
695
701

General Transformer Company
Goldsmith Company, Inc., Henry

Grenpark Company

H

694
695
689

lfammarlund Mfg. Company
Harrison Radio Company
Ilygrade -Sylvania Corp.

I

692
685

Insuline Corp. of America
International Resistance Co

L

688
696
695
690

I. & L Electric Company

Leed's Radio Company
Ecotone Radio Company
Lynch Mfg. Company

Mo
688

McCraw-Hill Book Co

M
601

Midwest Radio Corp

N

643
687

National Radio Institute
National Union Radio Corp

P

692
692
690

Pioneer Sound Laboratories
Popular Book Corp
Precision Resistor Company-

BATTERY -OPERATED SUPER.

685
69:t
697
699
704

Amplifier Labs
Circular Compapy

&

College of Canada

City Products

Co

Trading Company
Training Association of America,
Inside front cover

697
690
679
694
675
Back cover
693
697

Radio Tube Exchange
Itadnlck Company
Rytheon I'roluction Corp
RCA Institutes, Inc
RCA Radiotron Co., Inc
RCA-Victor Co., Inc
Ibadrite Meter Works
Remington Rand, Inc.. ...

s
676
693
698
682
682
687
683
676
696
677

Corp
Servicemen's Pub. Co
Sexology
Shallcross Mfg. Company
Shure Brothers Company
Silver-Marshall Mfg. Co
McMurdo Silver, Inc
Sprayberry, F. L
States Radio Labs.
Supreme Instruments Cori
S. O. S.

.

.

T

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co
Try -Mo Radio Corp

679
694

set was a battery-operated super.
V.
tubes; push -push class R A.F. output; the
trouble -volume control inoperative ; the set
would not "turn down:' The owner couldn't
tell us whether the trouble had developed
suddenly or not. Turning the volume control
knob up or down made absolutely no difference in the volume. The control was noiseless, suggesting that our first guess, a burned ont control, was wrong. We took out the
chassis and noted that when "full up the
moving arm
was
at ground potential.
"Shorted somewhere" was our conclusion.
The condenser across the control checked O.K.
No accidental ground contact elsewhere so
far as we could see. So we checked back. It
was a bias control. "C" battery ?: we tested
it. Gone from 22% to 3 V.! A new battery

restored the volume control action. Seems
simple no doubt to some of the fellows. but
who would have thought of testing batteries
when the set operated with full volume and
perfect quality? Those familiar with pushpush battery receivers may have had the experience but the other fellow may be glad to
know of this.
(Moral: Don't "think
knoir! Tech. Ed.)
D. & W. 110 i E

"DEPENDABLE" SHUNTS AND MULTIPLIERS -Ascuracy guaranteed within
per cent. Multipliers mailable
1

in all popular ranges shunts In various range- for standard Makes of meters. Convenient in Size. Easily Mounted.

U
696
690

remarkable new
MULTIMETER
svhereler ec .ny
ruinent for shop and laboratory
c,
enlence are of nniortance.
This single unit sl has
flexibility equivalent to 30 different Individual meters.
Insu

n

and

"DEPENDABLE" SELECTOR SWITCH -Single and
multiple gang. up tu S gang n -shorting iatws. Contacts
per gang-from 3 to 12. bnpmved Wiping SurfacesPositive Contacts-Low Capacity-lnsnl ated Contact Arm.

Write for descriptive literature and prices on complete new 1934 fine of test equipment.

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. RC
NEW YORK CITY
48 WEST BROADWAY

HEY!

CONDUCTIVE INTERFERENCE
SOME time ago the enrounU red a o,st unusual source of trouble that may be of
benefit to other Service Men. The symptoms
were not such as to he called man -made static
from make and break contacts or motors of
any kind but an appreciable loss of volume
that occurred at various times. This of
course would lead the Service Man to believe
sticlt a trouble to be in the radio set itself
or a poor antenna or ground system ; or,
possibly. line fluctuation. With various testing equipment all those checked O.K.
Finally, we started checking all conduit
BX and radiators in this location with a portable Interference locator using headphones.
By tapping these with a piece of metal such
as a large coin, our tkuble was located by
variation in volume, to ie headphones, nt different points on the premises. We found
that two BX cables were in close proximity
acting peculiarly like a condenser so as to
affect timing of a set station. 'l'he remedy
was of course to separate the BX properly.
We have found that a great deal of this
trouble exists, since in a lot of electrical fixtures there can be cause for a great many
poor mechanical contacts, therefore we are

MUST WE LISTEN
TO THAT SHAM-BATTLE?
whodmya me.
mean ,hahattle'r Th.i.
one of London's
on:he.tr.i '

685

Wholesale Merchandisers
Wiley & Son, John

692

(While every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibility
of an occasional change or omission in the preparaion of this index.)
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AKRON AUTO & ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.,
Ed ward 6eh io cone,

BACK ISSUES of RADIO -CRAFT prior to
December, 1932, are available at 50e per
Succeeding issues are still availcopy.
able at the regular price of 25c per copy.

.w
retorted. with meal

Ed

1(1t

wltli

lulruin,l.

.

6tq,

At Radio and Oeeartment Fiore: or by K'nt,t.
d noon receipt of nriee.
oo -ama
TODAY loraarum./ FREE Booklet that ea.
Nairn how you eon cut out radio noire.

686
703

Wellworth Trading Company

Furnished eom-

Ex,.elleni for long ami short wave work.
plete with dial plate and knob.

"-

w
Webster Company

-A

"DEPENDABLE"

calling such trouble "conductive interference."

United Sound Engineering Co
Universal Microphone Co

RADIO -CRAFT

-2

TIil

R
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio

$18.75

New Lew Pries

F
Fordson Radio Mfg. Co

IMPORTANT

LYNCH RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Vevey Strec;

51
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oRsmA

Service Men's Essentials
for All Members of the
'l'IIl deof

I

SERVICE MEN'S ESSENTIALS
iatt'1

tials" for the
tubers and

lllÇ,frrlifirdir

rab St. lnlga I6Fl

Zosepb

a

Mafia

4 r.`-...s...d
L.

rL II....... ..,

ION has
ssen-

i,

.l

tuber: ;ml

members can buy

Only

these' Items; they `are not

sold to others,
These essentials are priced at cost, plus a small additional fee
whirl) is the only source of in.oute that the Association has. No
one obtains any profit or benefit, except the AaswIhtlun Itself.
Whatever profit amines. Is reinvested for the furtherance and enlargement of the tA,.swiatIon.
By using the letterheads, b111heads, etc.. you present the busies -like appearance to your cusbnner, st essential to surressful
servicing. In addition, the Assm iat ion ` has made arrangements
angements
ahh most of the prominent mantrfactu rere to allow special discounts
o members, providing OltsMX letterheads are used when ordering.

11(rmbrrsbip

s...`...y

u Illy

,n

a s slalale

Mini lioòt. Sego Man (twiddle)
", wte.{,t
J 4.r..:¡.

u

No.

ORSMA LETTERHEADS

I

These letterheads. shown on the right. are furnished with your
name. address and telephone number. printed on excellent paler.
They are sold in kits of 100 or multiple: thereof. toils a distinct
saving for single orders of 1.11011 or more. von could hate to sae
many ti noes more If you ordered small let- tow your local printer.

1'cr I00,

tie;

per

$3,110,

1111111,

No.

2

ORSMA ENVELOPES

These are furnfshed to match the letterheads, printed with your
name and address and seal of the Asstn'iation. They go hand -inhand with the letterheads and are usually ordered in the salve
ttuantity. Per 100, 60e; per 1000, $3.00.

No. 14 -5ee each
(Plop Ill. for Pontage)

No.

No. 1-60c per 100

ORSMA SERVICE RECORD CARDS

3

$3.00

They serve a double purpose; whenever you complete a lob you

K4)

.....+.

a
,v..

1000. $3.00.

...r

p_.

sr

a.`

u

a

.

No. 5 ORSMA LAPEL BUTTON

At the suggestion of many members a handsome lapel button
hearing the name and emblem of the Asseelation has been designed.
It signifies to (your fellow members that you belong to the sane
.tsswiat Inn; and in addition It gives your customers a better appreriation of the professional nature of your work. Soc each.

Nu. ^-60e per 100
$3.00 per 1000

No. 6 ORSMA BUSINESS CARDS

These are furnished
a fine grade of paper hi two rotors with
blotter back. Thus they present an added Incentive to your customers to keep them in a prounent Ware, where they will do the
pmost
They are printed with your name. address and telegood.
hone anti bear the official seal of the Association. l'er 100. I5c;
per 1000, $4.00.

SW a

a

n.r
arr.,.

per 1000

all out the retort -1411 and hand It to the customer; this Is
the psyehnlogleal roam t" to rollers.
By the use of carbon
paper a permanent record nis kept which Is
valuable asset to your
business.
They are furnished with your name. address nd telenumber.
Per
pad
phone
of 50, 60e; per 10 pads. each of 50. $3.00.
No. 4 ORSMA INSPECTION LABELS
The label is to be filled in with lite proper dates, and pasted
Inside the set or cabinet where the customer will see it. It is a
continuous renlmkr to him that, when sniro is needed, he can
11
you again. The advantage Is apparent.
Per 100, 50e; Per

'we

*ow

,..

.

.t r+.. .

seat
ac

-es....

........

Nos. 9 á 10 ORSMA EMBLEM CUTS
These cuts for printing. advertising, etc.. are furnished In two
styles and ires
They
he used for newspaper or telephonebook advertisements or for printing of any kind.
Large size.
I al%
in., $1.35 each: small sloe, %a% in., $1.20 each.

STEPHEN MARKO

I

No. 3-60c per pad of 50

$3.00

per ten pods. each of

50

No.

I I

ORSMA MEMBERSHIP SIGN

1 set of three of these signs, printed on hem rands, and having
holes punched In order to hang in your office or store, and are sold
to members and s soclafe menahers. They are large enough so that
they are quite prominent and the t vv'u tote effect makes a very attracth'e appearance. set of three. 50e.

L

139

No. 6-75e per 101
$4.00 per 1000

No.

12 ORSMA ADVERTISING DISPLAY SIGN
A two color sign printed In large let ters with your name. address

and telephone, with the seal of the Association. - This sign Is sold
In quantities of 25 or I
and is Ideal for hanging hi stores.
etc.. for advertising r' purposes. Set of 25 cards, $3,00.

¡des.

No.

13

RALPH C. REEDER

RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSORTMENT
PACKAGE

11 31

5 -50c

I

Mail This Coupon Today!
Application for
Membership in

No. 14 ORSMA MEMBER CERTIFICATE
A handsome diploma-like certificate engraved on stiff vellum-bond.
The certificate Is personnally signed by the President and Executive
Seer tape and the corporation stamp of the ,lsseiatlnn
impressed
on
red seal allatthed IS'. it. Your name. certificate number and
date of registration are lettered by hand and the certificate Is
tnailed in a cardboard tube to insure safe deli, ery. Each 511c, plus
oe for Postage.

each

ORSMA

Executive Secretary, ORSMA
9a Pork Place, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send an application blank for
Full Membership
D Associate Membership

-

P.a.
s. Pw

Said
id

P.

This includes one gold filled lapel button, 100 letterheads. 100
50 service reetrd reeds, and 11111 labels printed with your
unvelopes,
:mte and address as described above. The whole ssortment costs
only- $3.00 -a worth -while saving. Complete, $3.00.

No.

I ,ghten Dais.

AKROP,O.

Tel. 3-0672

SFr St

ev'C F D

Piafs CHIVE.

INMEID Or
SUN ICE

No.

4-30e per 100
per 1000

$3.00

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION
98RC Park Place, New York, N. Y.

RE-551

Please send me the following. RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ESSENTIALS which
have selected from this advertisement. My remittance for $
is enclosed. Send remittance in forni of check or money order. Register letter if it
contains cash, ca rrrnr)i or u num.(' U. S. Postage Stamps.
I

Name

street or
city

700

BOX

Name
G

I
1

r

Address

ORSMA No

City and State
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Oilers lint'

have obtained even

"wild"

user.

.hurt -wags:

are making them even wilder.
and base obtained uultarutanhased them ahead). built

better results.

And why shouldn't

These revellers. fundamentally, are u simple lirai
nay. a t e absolutely fool. proof.
As a result, they werk
ANYWHERE --ant only In tits country -hut in any tor atlun, Day- alter day. night after night and with :imaging
t gelatin.
they pull in stations from the far corners of
the earth -REGULARLY -always on the same points of
they?
i

DOERLE

the dial.

Only parta of the highest quality. sues as Hammmarlund
ariuble condensers. etc., are employed; for we fully appreciate that "a short -wave receiver is no better than the
poorest part going into its construction -" All fancy gadgets and emhellishuwuls lure been entirely remtoyry only
the most fundamental pan: nevessary fur sueeesSful operation are eundtned.
You will be Impressed with their
simplicity. You will Ire even more Impressed with their
operation. Thee ...het, will continue you that foreign
reception CAN be nbta hued -cost with uncanny regularity
nhenever they are on the air.

Short-Wave

s

RECEIVERS
15

è

YOUR PRICE
No.

2142

Complete Accessories.

Shipping

%Veigbt

22

III:.
YOUR PRICE
No. 2143 3 -Tube Duerle Signal Gripper Completelx Riled
I Te -fed.
Shipping Weight 7 lbs.
YOUR PRICE
No. 2145 r'nmplete Ateessorles.
Shipping \t-el g in

$5e38

-

-200 Meters

sus
$9.88

No. 2140 2-Tube 1.2100 Mile Uoerle Receiver Conn/Mull'
Wired and Tested. !thinning %Yelght ; fits.

$12.84
::

The Duerle terei refs at available In two Liles. emit
type consisting of two models.
The 4 :Ieetrilied lmerle.
both the 2 -tube and 3 -tube models were designed for those
lalltles where electric sew ice Is asailuble. They must
be u.rd in conjunction with a specially- designed hum-free
A.C. power pack. The 2 -suit battery types were designed
for the rural districts. They, too. may be had in 2 and
3 -tubo models.

$7.19

YOUR PRICE

Eleertilied 2 -Tube 1.2,500 Mlle Docile Ite,ei
Completely Wired and Tested. Shipping
No. 2174

Weight

YOUR PRICE

No. 2176 Complete Set of Tubes for .\lose:
and 1 -56 for A.C. operation or 1-77 and 1
lens np.ranon.

it may be po.able fur you to purchase sled lar receivers
or parts for such receivers at greatly reduced prices elsewhere. We admit thi's ut owe. But unless you. too. wish
to join the ranks of the disillusioned and skeet lial shortwave fans Tull will insist upon the Official Duerle Revel ver,
-Iteeeitees which contain only highest quality parts. Ali
Uoerle receivers are built on beautiful, crackle -finished
ehus.Is and hear the official name -plate of the only recognized Duerle ntanufaeturer.
All 2 -tale models :ilea-ore

war

$10.44

5 lbs.

lcilbl -i

-s:

i, -r

I

-

hat.

$1.60
$15.29

YOUR

PRICE
Electrified 3 -Tube Duerle Signal (Rini er Completely Wired and Tested. Shin. 'iYt. 7 Its.
YOUR PRICE
No. 2179 Cuttplele Set of Tubes; Either I -55:
1- 56 for .\.C. operation or 1 -76; 1 -71 am'.
batten operation.
YOUR PRICE
No. 2149 Special lfunt -Frew .s C. Power Pa,
No. 2177

$2.50

ii

Orley

nn`

I

$7.25

YOUR PRICE

N41.4144/4/44414/1.4

Just imagine !

2 -TUBES
in

FAMOUS
Oscillodyne

one

1

GLASS BULB

WONDER SET
15 -200 Meters

that's the
a

"TWINPLEX"

-TUBE

l i

t

,

a

n,i-

a

l'I

r

rat ise

F,eh mg

-

.et:

vet

in that class.

e,.collar circuit It

15 to 200 Meters
The new

elver.

type 53 tithe makes

'f

P.

wniudev

"!,taie- xrllun"

re-

This tube aelnally contains :
,,.
In the same glass emrinpe.
Just imagine what this means- It
2 -lune reels er ran now Inc
,,lilt for the price ut a I -tube sel.
coco :Is what has Bern done in the
9\slnpter Dweller. .\ Igouris,m ,!' ell, r- oins the
uerle 2 -tutee receivers
11.4ml ribose relit
n e,llalrly suL.tsud lun ibis .t alrint'mt.
Arad what's r
actually vertutm, like a 2 -tube set. The einadt Is practically the saute r as
,cor 2-mhe ihserle -extremely simple and therefore entirely fool- proof.
You
alit rerelte station. which
klety men existed before. We have re
tl.tl
ire! many letters f
r.
f the
t- Twhtpiee receiver praising it to
ne skies. And justly so. for It Is a wonderful little art. It affords full baud
rage
runt I5
_ Il utters which
u Includes the amateur bends. pollee and
air plane calls, foreign reception and numerus code stations.
.

h

1

(

1

Only the finest quality parts such as ifauunarinnd variable condensers. Kura
I(eseh high -ratio vernier dials, etc.. are employed. All these parts are mourned
a beano od, crackle -finished metal chassis which entirely does away with
,

''hand raparüy."

e.

The reeeher is universal In operation which means that it nosy be operated
either silk batteries or with an A.C. shoo -wave power pack. 160 colts I s re,mired for the plutrs of the tubes a n d 28a tolls. either A.C. or DC.. for the
filaments. For a fan who Is first starting in the shirt wave game. the Twinplex
is the most
leal receiver with which to begin.

Tsvinpley "Double-.\(.11°n" Short-Wave Receiver Completely Wired
rul Tebol, truinding diagram but less tubes, Shipping Weight O
YOUR PRICE
SO
No.

2115

$

4N1q

WE ISSUE NO CATALOG
All orders ar F, O. B. New York. Terms:
\ deposit of ..'u': is mqu ire! with even' roller.
Bala., may he paid on delivery. Deduct 2%
it full amount is sent.
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,ner la of Ilie rcg,mrp -ell e
ype. It arts like
Ilk. a saner -redues not
Due to its

It

has the sensl-

and select
of man,' 2 and
,en :I-tube elms
short -tone
-write revel wets
Read what the editor of the Shp.
Wave Craft Magazine says about this oft In the Aoril,
10:i3. issue: "We are pleased to present to our readers

ljü

an entirely new
development in radio circuits -the Oseillodyne.
This
which is of
the regenerative variety, acts like a super regenerative circuit
set.
Its sensitivity
is tremendous. The editor, in his home
Riverside Drive, New York City. in
a steel apartment building, was able
to listenn to amateurs in the m er
. USING
NO AERIAL AND NO GROUND. With the ground alone. a number
of Canadian
stations were brought In, and with a short aerial
of 40 feet, many foreign stations
were easily pulled in,"
Iber
tl
.ct wldcb lit
rand
f
II
- :
I

a

gh

trequently

t Ihnu.ml
..I
rh

gs

In

\

to ':sifts som l
extreme distmoe will Kling
Idle
nsas without aerial or ground.
And the
many hundreds of testbnnnhd letters from .hors -Wiley fans who Irate either built
Ihrir own or hawse a
them. Odle
these remarkable results.
The receiver may he used either with batteries
batteries or A.C. Noce peek. itenulres a
237 tube for batten meraWm and a 227 for A.C. operation.
Available either
co/011100y Bred ready to u. or in kite form. Four pages of detailed
instru,lions :ud diagrams are included with each set. The ulundnum Panel
No. side. The bakelite base Is tiler lung xeVs" calde. Shipping Weight highILx
No. 2146
Miele One-Tube Wonder Set, eomnletel' wired and tested
YOUR PRICE
No. 2147 Official One -Tube Wonder Set, in kit form, with derailed construi !ion plans. Shinning Weight 3 lbw,
PRICE
$Óo35
No. 2148 Complete Accessories. including the following: one 37
.ratot rd headphones: four No. g dry cells: two 45 -volt 'it" halt ern
Ping Weight 22 firs,
YOUR PRICE
I

n

t

station. . u

I

r

I

I

wwl

1

till

1

I

I
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I
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$7.20

YOUR

t'
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/:ItENPAIK COMPANY

24.: I:r4en-;eh St.
1934

Dept. RC

$5.50

:
K%

New York, N. Y.
701

The kadio.ft Library Series corers accurately
every branch of Radio-and thoroughly, too
Presented on this page are the new books of
the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY-the most complete and authentic set of volumes treating individually, important divisions of radio. Each book
has been designed to give radio men the opportunity to specialize in one or more of the popular
branches of the industry. The material contained

TO THE RIGHT
WILL BE FOUND
A SHORT RESUME

Book No.

OF EACH BOOK

in these books will increase your knowledge; you
will find them a teal help in your work and they
will contribute to your money earning capacity.
Read these books during your spare time at home.
The authors of these books are well -known to
everybody. Each one is an expert radio man;
an authority on the subject-each is thoroughly

familiar with the field uhich he represents.
This is perhaps the first real opportunity that
you have ever had to build a radio library of
books that are authentic, right -up-to- the-minute
and written so that they are easily digested and
clearly understood. Mail coupon below for your
books.
Bak

Book No. 4

I

No. 7

Book No.

Radio Set
Analyzers

Modern Radio
Hook -Ups

Radio Kinks and
Wrinkles

And How To Use Them

The Best Radio Circuits

For Service Men and Experi-

With Full Instructions
scriptions

and

De-

of
Set
Analyzers.
Tube Checkers, Oscillators, Ete.

By

L. VAN DER

A

Complete Compendium

Most
Important
and Custombuilt

MEL

By R.

This book explains thoroughly
the operation of set analyzers.
tube checkers,
oscillators and
other
testing equipment.
For
every radio man this book is extremely helpful.
It covers every
phase of testing and Lives you
valuable short cuts; completely
Illustrated with photographs and
diagrams to facilitate the use of
modern testers. Recently reprinted.
Book No. 2

Modern Vacuum
Tubes

of

the

Experimental

Book No. 6

Hew to Become a
Radio Service Man

By ROBERT HERTZBERG
MODERN VAI'l'l'yl TUBES

describes the fundamental electron theory which Is the basis of
all vacuum tube operation, and
goes progressively from the simplest two -element tubes right up
to the latest pentodes and thyratrons.
It is written in clear,
simple language and Is devoid of
the mathematics which is usually
so confusing.
Valuable reference
charts and characteristic curves
of standard and special tubes are
to he found. also diagrams of
sockets and pin connections.

LOUIS MARTIN
The ambition of many men In
radio today is to become a first.

difficult

is not

as

as one might believe, but
cannot be done in a few short
months. Following very carefully
the advice of Mr. Martin. who
has dealt with the problems of
thousands of Service Men, this
book deals very carefully with the
essential stages in the preparation for qualifying as
Service
Man.

it

There is no more fascinating a
subject In the large array of radio
circuits than the famous superheterodyne circuit.
Whether you
are a Service Man or experimenter. first -hand knowledge about the
construrtlon of superheterodyne receivers is very important.
The
book on Superheterodynes gives
underlying principles of their nst ruff inn. right from the very first

LALL BOOKS
UNIFORM

With

Pentodes, Multi -Musa Dynamie Speakers-Complete Information How to Modernize
A. C., D. C. and Bettery Operated Receivers

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
In this country there are over
ten million electrically operated
receivers that could be modernized-by placing In them new type

tubes. new speaker equipment and
other modern improvements.
business
old Bete
ran RP
experimenters
Service Mn
h e If
will [ quickly
Jump Into action.

SALIBA

there la one subject that
fascinating to every radio
man, it is that of home Recording. Of course. this volume
Is not all on 'Rome" recording. but the information contained therein Is Important to
"ommercial radio men. studio
operators. engineers and others
interested In this phase of radio.
The art of recording and reproducing broadcast selections le
becoming more Important every
day to radio men. experimenters and Service Men.
Equipping dance balla, auditoriums.
churches, restaurants and homes
with public address systems and
amplifiers brings many extra
ollars and often an excellent
income.

Selection of the Most Important of 5.000 Questions Submit
ted by Radio Men During the
Year

WASHBURNE

There have been collected

wide

Bak

Na.

variety of questions which have
core into our editorial offices during the past two years, and only

Point-to -Point Resist-

the majority of men engaged in
radio have been incorporated in
this amazing question and answer book.
A tremendously long
list of topics is treated.

The Modern Method of
ins Radio Receivers

By CLIFFORD E.

is that

Automobile Radio
and Servicing

u

of replacing proper re-

v.lun

in se . This teak be.
re difficult when the values
unknown: and manu.nd.rd .r . do not
pn
information on to Service Men.
1
this new book radio men will find the
information needed to uìeklY place
cornea

facturers oafm

Treatise on the Subject Covering All Phases from
Installing to Servicing and
Maintenance

Tis

condition.
ually

lhalt then

book

required

average

tieen span h:.`been

the
and the theory of
elementarya¡roblem.
est.wso abet the to ram. Mas
will have comprehensive
o
idea a to how
"eloon' y ma hú problem.
you
find
partial list of the
contents
will appear in hb new

By LOUIS

MARTIN
Automobile radios are up and

coming. and someone has to service them properly.
It therefore
behooves you to read this Im-

I

mensely important new book on
the art of Automobile Radio. Thu
book is concise. and full of Illus-

INTRODUCTION.
s
Advantages
arreent Method
for Radio work: Bole Principle.;
`M ethod. of Reei.tance
Measurement:
Re.i.tnn in Radio Receiver. and Am.
lllifier.:
Point-to -Point
Re.i.t. `.-

diagrams

photographs,

Servit-

DENTON

Of the difficult problems which
Service Men face today when
repairing receivers. the greatest

Book No. 9

trations.

11

ance Measurements

those whose answers would benefit

Book No. 6

Superheterodyne,
How They Work. How to Build
and How to Service Them
By CLYDE FITCH

Serv-

If

Is

Radio Questions
and Answers

The Superheterodyne Bringing
Electric Sets
Book
Up to Date
All About

t

By GEORGE J.

PALMER

A Complete

Book No. S

Machines,

icing. etc.

Book No. 8

By R. D.

By

It

By C. W.

Commercial

often becomes necessary for
experimenters and Service Men to
call upon their memory for some
short eut or radio wrinkle that
will solve a problem quickly. In
business, "short ruts'- mean time
and money saved. and to the Service Man
"time saved" means
money earned.

Course of One

How to Get Started and Has to
Make Money In Radio Servicing

grade Service Man.

Complete Compendium on the
Latest
Radio Short -Cuts and
Money - Savers

It

A

And How They Work

With complete Technical Data on
All Standard and Many Special
Tubes

A

D. WASHBURNE

It is fascinating to the experimenter, or even to the up-to -date
Service Man, to take a tommerclal
set and to change it Into one using a famous hookup that Is not
found in any manufactured set.
Many excellent circuits have never been commercialized, but limited only to home net builders.
Thousands of these popular circuits have been requested from
time to time, and In this book
we have included over 150 circuits, which include the famous
l'eridyne,
Cash -Box
A.C. -D.C.
Set and others.

All About It

Complete Treatise on Instantaneous
Recordings,
Microphones. Recorders. Amplifiers,

A

menters

Receivers

10

Home Recording and

and hookups.
A few of the really interesting

SIeaurement. in Typical Radio
using Ohmmeter: Reei.t.nee ;u

chapters: Introduction: Automotive Radio Installations; Complete
Descriptions of Commercial Automotive Receivers; Servicing Automotive Receivers: The Ignition
System; General Service Considerations; Effects of Temperature on
Power Supply; Conclusion.

-et

Routine

Teeing "where Circuit Diagram

nay

Avail-

able and where Re.btanees are Known:

i.

N,,' Available am/ where
here "Reno anew

hi ltnis once MMeu.,

Tntine

d'shiee

ment: APPENDIX.
ate.

Rr.i.unce Chart.

The books in the new RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY are all strictly up -to -date. and written by men who
know their subjects.
The volumes are all uniform size. 6x9 Inches, and contain on an average of 50 to
120 illustrations.
Each book Is printed on fine book paper and no expense has been spared to make It
an outstanding value, for Its editorial contents as well as from the mechanical standpoint.

Clip Coupon and Mail Today!

Big Discount

to You

In order
the fifty

to make It possible for everyone to buy these books.
(501 cent price has been made uniform for all volumes.
You can buy these honks separately, but you should
take advantage of our special otter:

When Five (5) Books or More Are
Ordered
Deduct 20% from Your Remittance

Simply fill In the coupon at left, and mail it to us together
with your remittance.
Checks, stamps or money orders

accepled.

702

GERNSBACK

PUBLICATIONS, INC.. 96 -98 Park Place, New York. N. Y.
I have circled below the numbers of books In the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY. which you
are to send me. and have deducted 20% for ordering five (5) books or more.
I have Included
my remittance In full. at the price of 50e each. when less than five books are ordered.
The

Circle

amount of my remittance
numbers wanted:
1

le

(Stamps.
2

3

4

5

Name

Address

City

State

checks or
6

RADIO -CRAFT

money orden accepted.

7

6

9

10

I

11
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All Parts Used in Majestic Receivers Have
Been Known to Be of the Highest Quality

ORIGINAL

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Secondary 2.5 Volt
Secondary 2.5 Volt

7
3

'

`s

POWER TRANSFORMER

Chuxxlx 130A -Model 130- 131 -132
Primary 115 Volt 60 Cycle
Secondary to anode center tapped
Secondary 5. Volt 2 Amp.

,I'

i

0

IIOI

I'RI('F.

,:y'

62.95

$3.45

85.67
POWER TRANSFORMER
Chaxxix 230:1

POWER TRANSFORMER
Chaxxix

Model 233 Comb.
11a'í Volt 60 (eyrie
w+mdary to anode renter tapped
reondary 5. Volt 2 Amp.

Primary

Primary

`erundary 2.5 Volt
Secondary 2.5 COIL

Weight

Model 58- 204-294
Voh 50-60 ('yele
to anode renter tapped

Weight

20 Iba.

Original Majestic faro No. 715rí
MAJESTIC
YOUR
PRICE
DEALER'S NET PRICE

NI)
BROAD -BIND
BROAD-BA
TRAMS
Chassis Nu. 110 Auto Radio
MAJESTIC
DEALER'S

lbs.

4

Original Majestic Part No. 6414
MAJESTIC
YOUR
PRICE
DEALER'S NET PRICE

55.67

83.65

55.67

Chamois No. 130.%

xrrondan' u. Volt 2 Amp.
xnvndary 2.5 Volt 31,E amp,

Amp.
Amp, renter tappe)

7
3

$3.65

PICKUP IN l'UT TRANSFORMER
Modell No. 155

Weight 3 lbs.
Original M ajextte Part
MAJESTIC
Iii tLEK'S
NET l'ItI('E

908
IIIIIN
II

yf

II

1'l'SII- l'l'LI.
INPUT

Model

No. 3924

l

_

89c

PRICE

89c

Model

102

N,,. 1551

YOUR

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S

$1.89

79c

$2.27

NET PRICE

89c

//-

Used on Chassis 70B
Weight 6t,ß lbs.

e

-_.

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

'--

CONDENSER

PRICE

No. 5699

Chassis

No. 35
lb-

{{eight i

Original Majestic Part

Chassis 340

Original Majestic Part
No. 901'6

Nn. 5,92

YOUR

PRICE

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

YOUR

PRICE

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

69c

99c

69c

64c

YOUR

PRICE

49c

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE

No orders for less than $2.00 accepted. No
C. O. D. s. All shipments will be forwarded by
express collect if not sufficient postage included
with your order.
RADIO -CRAFT

for

MAY,

rusi1- r('LI.

INPUT
TRANSFORMER

1934

YOIR

YOUR

69c

51.89

89c

í'01('F:

CONDENSER

CONDENSER

For No. 1006 and 90E

BANK

BANK

{{-eight 44 lbs.
Original Majestic Part:

Original Meiotic Pan:

..Contains 3-2 mtd...
Original Malestie Part.

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

181

No. 1585

No 1258

No. 028

YOUR
PRICE

NET PRICE

81.39

89c

Original Majestic Part No.
MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

l'O]DF:S SF:R ANI)

ASSEMBLY

Chassis No. 200

9167

(iriginnl Majestic

fart

Chassis No. 50
5

lb,.

YOUR

PRICE

39c

original Malestie Part
MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

YOUR

$2.43
7

SINGLE CHOKE
FOR 70 SERIES

DOUBLE CHOKE
FOR 90 SERIES
9P3 -9P6

No. 629s

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

69c 49c

UNIT

PRICE

TF:RM1.tl. .'l'RIP

PRICE

FILTER CHOKE

YOUR

$3.50 $1.95

BY -PASS

YOUR

89C
V

Weight

YOUR
PRICE

53.75 81.95

CONDENSER BY -PASS
ASSEMBLY
Model No. 393

power

7P6 -7P3

Park

Wright 8 lbs.
Original Majestie Part
No.

PRICE

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

99c

52.80

power park

Weight 5 lbs.
Original Majestic Part
No. 540

281

YOUR

PRICE

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

YOUR

99c

$1.57

79c

PRICE

Do Not Write
rite for Catalog

CONDENs111
ASSEMBLA

ASSEMBLY

Model No. 25 and 256
(1'alNo. J'; nd

Original Majestic Part

$1.49

IIY -PASS
(YIN DENSER

ASSE)Iltl.à

9 8c

46S

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

No. 3051

YOUR

83.95

91c

YOUR
PRICE

CONDENSER (SANK No. 7111'3
6 Tap. No. 716
CONDENSER DANK No. 71.3
No. 712
7 Tap.

-

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

-52

No. 3063

YOUR

PRICE

51

Weight 3 lbs.
Original Majestic Par

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

--

.--

PRICE

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

-103

No.

Weight Pi lb,
Original Majestic Par

Original Majestic Parl

$1.89

YOUR

PUSH -P1 LL

TRANSFORMER

Model No. 30
Weight 44 lbs.

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S
NET PRICE

No- 5:132

PICKUP INPUT
TRANSFORMER
Model No. 101
Weight 3 lbs.
original 3Injextie Part No.

í'ítí(7:

NET PRICE

Model

$1.89

PUSH-PULL
INPUT
TRANSFORMER

BROAD -RAND TRANSFORMER

10

110

Secondary

POWER TRANSFORMER
251-253-254
Primary 115 Volt to Cycle
Secondary to a UOde I, nter tapped
Secondary 5 Cult _ Amp.
Secondary 2.5 Volt 7 Amp.
Secondary 2.5 Volt 7 Amp., center tapped
Weight 13 lbs.
Original Majestic Part No. 5SS4
cle
We can also supply this for 20
MAJESTIC
YOUR
+
DEALER'S
PRICE
NET PRICE 854138
Chasidic 25 -Model No.

.

ITC

YOUR

MAJESTIC
DEALER'S NET PRICE

I1II

-

Amp.

Amp., center tapped
Weight 16% lb.
Original Majestic Part No. 891

it

-l'

\.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.
111

W. Lake St.

Chicago, III.

WELLIVORTH TRADING CO.,
R(: -7
tit W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill
Enclosed find $
for which ship to address below
the following MAJESTIC parts

-

-

Name

Address
City

State
703

SPRING SPECIALS
1411
E1111114t
YOUR DOLLAR

-- IS

COLONIAL

When You Buy From Us

ATTACHMENT

Is We dollar Inflated] These days evenbotl' Is speak of Inflation but wit' worry about it, whether the
dollar Is inflated or not it Is worth more when you buy
f rota us. The prices shown on this page are so radically
low that no one can possibly undersell them. Our eon .istent advertisements present to you each month, on
this page, certain STAR (0) items whirls are not listed
In our regular catalog. These are all specials of which
the small quantity on hand does not permit us to catalog
111g

risk in an easy chair
of mist sift is
by Pressing a cries of buttons. start
e
sr hum In tool :mil merely
the radio located In at far off roam or hidden away in the basement.
Not only that. but selecting one of ten stations from
t cleate
point. This attachment was used on one of the Colonial
remote control sets which sold for about $300.00; yet you. or
atlarh It to your radii.
anyone at all handy with trails.
You can then hide the radii In some out-of-the-way place and extend wire. to any number id -i rakers strategically
located In carious parts Of your apartment. Imagine the surprise of your friends. or
at dinner or at special
gal herings. when. by merely pressing a button. the room is gradually hooded with beautiful music or other cotelj

_

them.

ONCE SOLD OUT NO MORE CAN BE HAD
AT ANY PRICE. ORDER TODAY-NOW. Order direct (rots this page and save money. 100!/ salisfacUbn
guatanteed on every transaction.
Take advantage of
these special offers while they are still atonable. STOP
SHOPPING -WE SHOP FOR YOU AND GIVE YOU

taining programs.
RADIO SERVICEMEN AND CUSTOM SET BUILDERS-HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
You need but ment Ion the words "remote control" to Your customer and Immediately you command his entire attention. You are able to do this because the idea, to him, is new and because It immediately Implies exienske
equlplttent. Ilowewr, when he Is properly informed that his receiver too can be adapted for remote control operanon for just a few dollars, his Interest will certainly materialize into an order.

THE LOWEST PRICES.
We are a wholesale house and cannot accept orders
for less than $3.00. If C.O.D. shipment 1s desired.
rase
remit 20 5, of the total amount of your order. Bali.
ance will go forward C.O.D.
If full cash aceompanles your order deduct 2% discount. Send money order, certified check or U.S. stamps.
Be sure to include sufficient extra remittance if order
I: to ho shipped via parcel -post; any excess will he

Extremely Simple to Operate
The outfit comprises two small motors (one for turning the tuning condenser and the other the volume control/. a
ten -position commutator switch for selecting ten different stations- a step -down transformer for energizing the motors
and a thirteen- button control board (ten muttons for the ten stations, two for Increasing or decreasing the volume
and the last for silent tuning1.
A pilot light in the control board Indicates when the receiver is operating.
If the shafts of the tuning condenser and volume control of your present revolver are at the correct distances apart.
then you can slip this attachment un DIRECTLY -without atI)" further changes. With smite sets It may he neress;ur)
to remove the Wattle control entirely from the ebassls and mount It directly on the gear of the volume-control mow
slipping Weight IS lbs.
No. 1789 Colonial Remote Control Attachment.
YOUR PRICE. Only

$5.85
77

"REGENT
FOUR"
TWO -VOLT
Equi- Regenerator
SHORT -WAVE

NEW TYPE S -30 TUBES

ECONOMICAL

OP-

ERATION
PHONES OR LOUDSPEAKER

LOW -LOSS PLUG -IN
COILS
C O M

L E T E

P

Absolutely Free!
t RADIO
e

and
Short -Wave
TREATISE

z

L Y

SHIELDED

RECEIVER
The short -nave fan who has been troubled by lack of no illation on
rrtaln parts of the wave-band covered by plug -in roils will welcome this
c receiver.
It employs the new S -30 tube which has similar characteristics to the regular 30. extent for a much lower Internal rapacity.
'19ás is accomplished by bringing the Plate ternlhlal out of the top Of
ftle glass bulb.
lids rear:oh n in internal capacity. facilitates oscillation on the very low wave lengths and also makes the regeneration control
much smoother.
Another outstanding feature of this receiver Is that it
mo onlatleally .stabilizes regeneration at all tittles keeping the set below
the point of oscillas Ion
which point it Is most sensitive.
Uses four tubes, namely. one 34 R.F. pentode. two S -301/2 and one 233
power pentode output tube. In actual performance It will equal :nul ln
loony rases even surpass five and six tube receivers. Three 45 V. "11" hatit ries and twoNo. 6 da cells are employed. These dry Bells will last a
long time because of the low t
eat rnn.n nntiou characteristic ut the
tubes. High -ratio vernier dial. uFour plug -In cons tune from 15 to 2011
meters are furnished with the set. All component parts are of the highest
a ualtty including Haumtarlund satiable condensers.
These pans are all
mounted on a metal base, the front panel of ,whirl Is beautifully finished
in black crystalline. Measures 71/2"
81/2" x 7". Shipping Weight 15 Ns.
No. SW-252 4 -Tube Regent ShortWave Receiver Completely Wired.

RANGE

15

TO

Every time a new edition
of our Radio and Short
Wave Treatise comes off
the press, it is an events event of importance to
:ens of thousands of our

200

METERS

108 PAGES
OVER 100 HOOKUPS
1500 ILLUSTRATIONS
regularly for many years.
YOU TOO WILL FIND IT INDISPENSABLE.
This completely revised and enlarged 1934 edition
r,ntains Iux solid pages of useful radio information.
diagrams, illustrations. radio kinks and real, live radio
merchandise. It contains more valuable radio information -MORE REAL LIVE "MEAT"-than many text

mstotners and friends who
have been receiving them

-at

books on the subject.

Partial List of Contents
Chapter Two of "Fundamental Principles of Radio
for the Beginner" -The New Tubes. Their Uses, and
Their Fundamental Circuits -How to Make Money with
Public Address Systems -flow to Build the "H.T."
Beginner's Transmitter-How to Build the Famous
"Twinplex" Short -Wave Receiver -How to Construct
Amateur Radio Transmitter
Most Modern and
nmpleie Tube Chart, Including Socket Connections
-_- Numerous F'r'ee Offers, etc.

i

No. SW -253

YOUR PRICE
Na.

SW254

"C."

2

Set of Matched Tubes

Set of Batteries
No. 6 Dry Cella.

1UR PRICE

1-34;

-

'Remote Control

WORTH MORE

YOUR PRICE

111.

2-S -30's;

1

-233.

$11.95

í

3-45 Volt Standard "B." I-22Va Volt

Write To -day

$4.34

N1N1NK1

-A

n

$3.70

Enclose 4e for postage.
Treatise sent by return
mail.

"GO- GETTER

A REAL

STUBE A. C. SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
One has to go a long scan' to ohta In another revel
rvirj
r, i this one both In
price and performance. Although it is completely AA'. (tam .;.,
ih -Ir. there is absolutely no trace at all of A.C. burn -an accomplishment which already speaks well for th.
receiver.
All stations come in with real. loud -speaker volume -on a 6" dynamic speaker which
Is furnished with the receiver.
Dual regeneration for C.W. reception is one of the many
features. The receiver employs -58 high gain, R.F. stage followed by a ape"thr.screengrid detector. The defector is then resistance -coupled to the 56 first audio tube and Wore
to the powerful 2.t5 power output tube. It Is the use of this latter tube which effort's.
dynamic speaker operation.
Only the best of parts are employed; for Instance. oetagonal-shaped plug-in coils (2 sets,
4 rolls per set /. genuine Hantmarlund variable eondenser, speeial venter variable condenser. ilanunarlund R.F. chokes, R.M.A. rotor -coded resistors, etc.
The R.F. and deteclor tubes are fully shielded as is the specially-designed short-wave power park which is
enclosed in a handsome black, crackle -finish metal housing.
The receiver itself is nmirurted on a beautiful black. enekle finish ehassls. All tuned circuits are controlled by
high-ratio Iülrz fissela vernier dials. The small vernier condenser aids materially in the
separation of crowded stations inasmuch as it affords extremely precise tuning.
Set
measures 8" deep x 101/2" wide x 7" high. Power park measures 61/2" deep x 9" wide x
73/4" high. Shipping weight 20 lbs.
No. 5W -220 -Five Tube "Go- Getter" A.C. Short Wave Receiver
Including Power Pack and Speaker but Less Tubes
YOUR PRICE
No. SW- 222 -Set of Six Months' Guaranteed Tubes Comprising t-58;
t

;

;

r

1

$23.50

1-57: -56
1

and

YOUR PRICE

RADIO TRADING COMPANY, 102
704

1

-2A5.

S3- 40

Park Place, New York City
RADIO -CRAFT

for
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GOLDEN

OPPORTUNITY

FOR ALERT RADIO

MEN

IN

THE NEXT GREAT INDUSTRY
idea of electricians, radio service men and other mechanically inclined
men. servicing Air Conditioning and Refrigeration.Units is self -evident and
the thought has occurred to some untold thousands ever since air condition.
ing equipment has been installed in public auditoriums, theatres, studios, depart.
ment stores, office buildings and manufacturing plants. The tremendously broad
possibilities in this new industry are bound to give employment and success to
men far -sighted enough to see its advanccm :-nt and development. We quote an
excerpt from Mr. Hugo Gernsback's editorial which appeared in a recent issue

THE

OFFICIAL

of Everyday Science and Mechanics:

AIR CONDITIONING

"I advise young and progressive men to go into the air conditioning business during the next few years; because,
this, without a doubt, is the coming industry in this country. Thousands of small firms will spring up, undertaking
to air -condition private houses, small business offices,
factories, etc. We are not going to tear down every
building in the United States immediately. It will be a
gradual growth; yet small installation firms will air -condition small houses, and even single offices in small
buildings."

SERVICE

MANUAL

PRE -

'UBLICATION
OFFER

This is only partial proof of the certain success of this new field. Further
courses
assurance is that engineering schools have already added many important
on air conditioning to their regular curriculum. Architects and building contractors are giving considerable thought to installation of this equipment in
structures which are now being planned and built. The beginning of this business
will probably he s.milar to the auto and radio industry, but in a few short years
it will surpass these two great fields.

$4.0°

Official Air Conditioning Service Manual
is being
The OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL
on air condiedited by L. K. Wright, who is an expert and a leading authority
of
Refrig.
Society
American
tioning and refrigeration. He is a member of the Engineers.
Associa.
erating Engineers. American Society of Mechanical author of National
OFFICIAL
the
tion of Practical Refrigerating Engineers
other
REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL
page will be illusIn this Air Conditioning Service Manual nearly every carefully
explained;
part
trated; every modern installation and individual
to the servicing
special
care
given
equipment;
known
of
all
diagrams furnished
there
and installation end. The tools needed will be illustrated and explained;
will be plenty of charts and page after page of service data.
Remember there is a big opportunity in this new field and plenty of money
to he made in the servicing end. There are thousands of firms selling installations
and pats every day and this equipment must be cared for frequently. Eventually
homes,
air conditioning systems will be as common as radios and refrigerators in with a
offices and industrial plants. Why not start now -increase your earnings
full- or spare -time service business.
AIR
You have the opportunity to get your copy of the OFFICIAL
a saving of ONE DOLLAR.
CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL today March
15th. the price will be
When the book comes off press- which will be
$4.00,
$5.00 a copy. YOUR ORDER TODAY BRINGS YOU A COPY FOR
pre -publication offer which
POSTAGE PREPAID. This is our usual courtesy,
run.
first
the
for
order
press
print
enables us to determine the approximate
When the book
Send us the coupon today. together with a deposit of $2.00.
reaches you, you pay the other $2.00.
some of the chapter heads of the AIR CONDITIONING
Here -

Pages
Over 600 Illustrations
9" x 12" in Size
Flexible, Loose Leaf
Leatherette Cover
352

-at

SERVICE MANUAL:

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
Dept. RC -534
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS
96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of Two Dollars for
which you are to send me One Copy of the OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL. postage prepaid, as soon as it comes
off the press. I am to pay the additional Two Dollars to postman when
it is delivered. It is understood that the regular price of the book will
be FIVE DOLLARS when it comes off the press, and I am now paying
only a pre -publication price of Four Dollars.

Contents in Brief

History of Air Conditioning; Fundamental Laws: Methods of Refrigeration;
RefrigerEjector System of Refrigeration: Compression System of Refrigeration;
and Float
ants; Lubricating Oils: Liquid Throttle Devices; Servicing Expansion
Thermodynamics
Devices;
Control
Systems;
Refrigerating
Valves: Servicing
The Field of Air Conditionof Air Conditioning: Weather in the United States:
Walls; Complete Air
ing; Insulating Materials: Heat Transmission Through
Home. Small Store,
Conditioning Systems: Estimating Requirements for a the
Operating and
System;
Up
Starting
Systems:
of
Duct
Restaurant: Layout
Ventilating and Noise ElimServicing Air Conditioning Systems; Air Filtration.
Automatic
Coolers:
and
Room
Humidifiers
Electric
inating Devices; Portable
for Radiator Systems and Warm Air
Humidifiers: Air Conditioning Units etc.
Units,
Systems; Central Conditioning

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place

New York, N. Y.

Name
Address
.
State
City
U.S. Postage
(Send remittance in form of check, money order or unused
or currency.)
-
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This set -by actual count - picked up
39 foreign and 171 domestic stations
-TAN)

What will this radio get? 39 foreign
stations: 41 police calls: 7 aircraft
stations: 23 American short wave stations and 100 standard broadcasts.

there anything-more fascinating than foreign travel? The lure of far away lands
thrills everyone. Now, you -by the miracle
of World -Wide radio -can travel around the
globe at will. Let's see what a day offers...
with its
You can drop in on gay Paris
nightclubs, sidewalk cafes, opera and museums. Then, on to Berlin. Hear the martial
music of a military band. Now comes a polit'ical speaker, or delightful operatic music.
Next
it's time to roam to Rome. Italy's
rich heritage of music manifests itself in a
dozen delightful programs. Perhaps the Pope
addresses the faithful throughout the world.
Or Mussolini speaks. Now, on you go
M the other end of the world. To Sydney,
Australia. Here's that station using the startling cry of the "Kookaburra" bird asa signature. Perhaps you'll want to linger a while
"way down under" in Australia!
But, faster thaq it takes to tell it, you travel
TS

t
.

+

;

...

It's a new RCA Victor Globe Trotter
World-Wide Radio... on which you
can get the same fascinating programs.

...

...

.

Here is our finest World -WideRadio
RCA Victor Model 140. Table
model, handsome design -complete
with RCA Radiotrons
$92.50

...

back to New York. The Great White Way,

blazing in lights, cheerful with laughter,
aglow with rhythm, calls. You've traveled
around the world in just a few hours!
Does this sound unbelievable? It's true.
The new RCA Victor World -Wide Radio
you see above is the instrument that brings
you this amazing new entertainment.
This set has, by actual checked count,
picked up clearly and with sufficient volume,
more than 39 foreign stations and 171 domestic stations (which include airplane, police and amateur signals). Here is a set which
performs the way it should! Remember, when
reception from abroad may not always be

...

available because of variation of time, or because of atmospheric conditions, you still can
enjoy domestic broadcasts.
The RCA Victor World -Wide Radio is a
set made with all the masterful skill of "Radio
Headquarters". It comes as a result of long
experimentation, careful study. It is tight! See
one ... get one at your RCA Victor dealer's
today. With it an entire world of entertainment opens up before you. There are other
RCA Victor 1Vorld-Wide Radios

from

Here's the "World Dial" that
brings you everything
On this full-vision airplane type
dial, extra large in size ... are
marked the four broadcast bands
that bring you all the radioranges,
short wave and standard. On its
face is a miniature map of the
world, symbolic of" His Master's
Why" around the globe.
Prices (F.O.B. Camden) subject to change without notice

VICTOR World-Wide Radio
RCA VICTOR COMPANY, INC., Camden, N. J.

"Radio Headquarters"

.

A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

